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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The complexities of our economic proble have increased steadi ly 
with the industrialization ot our modern society. Consumers have become 
progressively avare of their need for guidance in selecting, purchasing, 
and using the goods and services that are available. However, it vas 
not until 1927 that an organized movement developed on the part of the 
consumers to protect themselves and get more and better information con-
cerning their buying problems. With the onset of the depression of th 
19JO's, the consumer movement grew rapidly, controlling, among others, 
the interests of manufacturers, advertisers, governmental agencies, pro-
fessional organizations, and educators. 
1 
However, educators first became interested in the education of the 
consumer in 1924 when Henry Harap ' s study, Education a! !!ll! Consumer ,1 
was published. Prior to this study, there was practically no recogni-
tion of consumer education as such . Since that time, schools have slowly 
but with determined effort, added units and separate courses to the cur-
ricula and have infused consumer values into the existing offerings. 
Probably the greatest progress i n consumer education has been de 
in the secondary schools, grades 9-12 inclusive. For many years, much 
of the teaching of home economics has particularly stressed consumer 
education. The department of business education 1n many communi ties has 
assumed the principal responsibility of the teaching of consumer education. 
Other depart nts of the secondary school which have contributed to con-
sumer education are: natural science, the social studies, the mathematics, 
and industrial arts. 
1 Henry Harap, Im! Education 2f ~ Consumer. 
2 
With a steadily increasing emphasis being placed on consumer educa-
tion by these and other departments of the secondary school , it was inevi-
table that duplication would be prevalent in a subject that was or interest 
to the teachers in many different fields . Thus , the question was raised 
among educators as to how this problem or the overlapping of consumer edu-
cation among the departments and subjects might be solved. 
Since educators believe that no one field should have a monopoly on 
consumer education, then the ideal plan would be one which makes it possi-
ble for every area to contribute to the best education for boy and girls. 
If this is true, the problem then arises as to how the responsibilities 
and contents of con!:lllmer education should be divided among the various 
subjects and departments . 
I n 1942, the Consumer Education Study was initiated. This study was 
sponsored by the National Association of Secondary-School Principals, a 
Department of the National Education Association, 1n cooperation v:ith the 
Better Business Bureaus ot America. Five committees of experts in the 
subject- tter fields of business education, social studies, home eco-
nomics , mathematics, and science were appointed by the National Association 
of Secondary-School Principals to study the relation of consumer education 
to their resp ctive fields . Thus, committees representing the National 
Council or Business Education, the National Council For Social Studies, 
the N tional Council For Hoe Economics, the National Council For Mathe-
tics, and the National Council For Science were formed. 
In 1945,. the Consumer Education Study of the National Association of 
Secondary-School Principals published the reports of these five co ttees. 
The reports are called,~ Relation .2f Business ;Education~ Con§umer 
Education, Consumer Education .ln.si !b! Social Studies, Conswnt?r Education 
and~ Economics!!! the Secondaq Scho9ls, .'Ifill Rol~ 52! Mathematics 11! 
Consumer Education, and 1h!! ~ g!, Science 1n !h! Education 2f .Y!! 
Consumer. 
The °Forv rd" in the report of the committee or the National Council 
For usiness Education, The Relation $2! Busines; ,ijueation jjQ. Consumer 
Education, expresses the purposes of the Consumer Education Study. 
When the Consumer Education Study was initiated in 1942, 
it had two chief purposes: (1) To investigate what should 
be taught and hov it could be organized and objectively pr 
sented. (2) To facilitate the work of the schools by ~rovid-
ing in truetional terials . From the beginning it recognized 
that while consumer education may require some subject matter 
indicating new courses, in the main it is en emphasis on a set 
of purposes which gives a "slant0 to a large part or the cur-
riculum. Consequently, though many schools have organized 
special courses for the achievement or these purposes, even in 
those schools much of what is truly consumer education must 
continue to grow out of other courses and activities. In 
building a 11-rounded program of conswner education, there-
fore, the wise administrator will seek to see that its pur-
poses re consciously nd continuously sought in each d part ant 
or subject that has anything to contribute.2 
Thus, the chief purpose of each committee's report was to define the 
contributions their respective fields could ost effectively make to the 
total program of consumer education. In preparing these reports, the 
committees continually stressed the point that if the program of con-
sumer education was to serve the best interests of students, then there 
must be whole-hearted cooperation among the subject-matter fields eontri-
buting to this phase of education. 
Although educators will probably never be in complete agreement as 
to what each field should contribute to consumer education, the work or 
these five committees represents a forward step on the part of educators 
tovard the development of a more well- rounded and better integrated 
2 The Consumer Education Study, !h! Relation g! Business Educatiop 
12 Consumer Education, Bulletin 1945, Forward. 
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program of consumer educ~Jr,;ion within the subject-matter .fields of busi-
ness education, ~oeial studies, home economics, mathenwties, and science. 
~~.ter;~~ .Qi: ~~ 12~1..i;m 
The purpose of this problem is t..o stuQy the extent of overlapping of 
content in consumer education topics as between and among selected text-
books in the subjects of general business, social studies, home economics, 
mathematics, and science~ The problem of this study involves the deter-
mination of the number of pages devoted to the consumer education topics 
of financial planning, insurance, investments, credit, taxes, prices, 
housing, banks and banking, buying, sources of consumer information and 
how to use these sources, marketing functions, commanication, transporta-
tion, transporting goods, legal relationships of buyer and seller, and 
problemo of production and ll9'bor, in selected ninth-grade Oklahoma state-
adof)ted textbooks in. the subjects or general businass, social studies, 
home economics, mathematics, and 9Cience. 
Jm.Q~E} 
'l'ha purpose of thia study is to determine t;he T.elat:tve emphasis given 
to CO):lSUJner education in the ninth grade of Oklahoma secondary schools by 
means of a quantitative analysis of the content of selected Oklohoma state-
adopted textbooks in th~ subjects of general busi.neas, social studies, 
ho~e eeoTiomica, mathematics, and acience. 
Specifically the study s~eks ·oo answer ·,ho f 01101,ling quo st ions: 
1. Are the topics in consumer education treated in the selected 
textbooks, as evidenced by an sxartination of the content 
of the textbooks? 
2., :_,Jhat is the amount of. eI:?phasis given to the various co:nsumer 
education topics in each of the selected textbooks, baaed 
on then ber and per cent of pages of specified length 
devoted to each topic in each of the selected textbooks in 
general business, social studies, ho economics, mathe-
matics, and science? 
5 
J. What is the relative emphasis given to the various consumer 
education topics, based upon a comparison of the number or 
pages of specified length devoted to each of the consumer 
education topics in the selected textbooks? 
4. Upon the basis of the relative emphasis placed on the con-
sumer education topics by the selected textbooks, to what 
extent is there an apparent overlapping or consumer educa-
tion in the ninth-grade subjects of general business , 
social studies, home economics, mathematics, and science? 
~ and Limitations 
This study includes only those materials in the textbooks 'Which are 
devoted to the various topics in consumer education, as determined by 
an examination of the content. This study does not assume that the treat-
ent of e given consumer education topic in one textbook is identical 
with the treatment of the same topic in each of the other selected text-
books. The study merely attempts to show the extent to which each topic 
as a topic is treated in each of the textbooks, based on actual page 
counts. No attempt is made in this study to compare the contents devoted 
to the various consumer education topics one qualitative basis. Like-
wise, no effort is made to determine the extent to which the teachers 
follow the textbooks in their teaching or consumer education. In this 
study, illustrations, charts, tables, graphs, exercises, problems, activi-
ties, and vocabulary building drills are counted as of the same value, 
quantitatively, as are pages of reading matter. 
Fnr the p•c1rpossi:i of t.his s'Gudy it iB ns~a!"led i:.hat the list of' 
;1al0ctetd consumer educi'ltic:n kipics:3 em:1.s·tH,utes m:t au'tl-:i.ori1.;at:l:ve li~t 
in t!ie v~:dour;, te,~tbooks. It is t1lt'.lo a:iffaru(),;1 ·that tho f'ive stti'G1.1-
£:do1:i-~e.d textbo~ks chosen for u.oe in this stuc'1.y ore parallel in scope and 
nature of eonte:i::t with tho other S'l:,a.ie-adop·i;t,d teJrtbooks 111 uae .for the 
:sa'?ls subjoeta h2 the n:i.uth-ermie of the i~co:ndary schools of Oklahoma. 
It ia believed th1.:t tr.o .findings of th:ls study wcu.ld. be similar to the 
f'indil:gs of 1_;rtud.i0G invol1tik1g the other :ninth ... g1~~de state-adopted text-
books in the s~mn eubjeetc, selected i'rom tha stat,e list of multiple 
adoptious, dated 191.8-49, 1949-50~ 
6 
For the ptrrpcr.:es of this study, i't, is :i:'urther ~ssum~d tlmt th1c1 text-
books 1.10cd by the pupils are ·their prir<ia.ry· source of information and that 
the relative amount of' emphesi~ pliiced on i.h~) various topics by the teBcher 
corresponds generally with the Bmount of em9ha1:Jis placed on t,he tol)ies by 
the textbooks. For the purposes of ·tbis study, it is also 1<insumed that 
illustrations, charts, tables, gr~phs, fJXercises, problems, activities, 
snd vocabulary building drills are of the same value, quantitatively, 
e.s :7!re pages or reading matter. 
Q.efU!!~irul 52! Terms 
'.l'he followinr, defir.ii tions are accepted for the purposes or this study: 
Consumer edu~attQ.!l is defined in terms of the main problem of con-
sumer education as follows: "to equip boys and girls with the wuys and 
means of intelligently attaining and effectively using the goods and ser-
vieeiJ available for a riche;i.~ and .fullex· living.4 
3 ~~iq., PP• 10-16. 
4 l,.biq., P• 5. 
7 
Qonsumer id,ue&tiol'} topics refers to the list of sixteen main con-
sumer education topics selected for use in this study. (See Appendix A.) 
Topic includes any one or the various main topics or subtopics 
included in the list or consumer education topics as defined previously. 
Miscellaneous, when used to designate a subtopic, includes exercises, 
problems, activities, projects, and vocabulary building drills, usually 
placed at the close of a section or chapter in the textbook. 
Average ~ is defined in terms of the average number of words on 
a full page of refl.ding matter in each of the selected ninth-grade text-
books. The average pages for each of the textbooks is: general business~ 
3S5 words; social studies, 468 wrds; home economics, 375 words, mathe-
matics, 418 words; and science, 56o words. 
The ;k>tal pymber .Qt average ~ in each of the selected textbooks 
is: general business, 632; social studies, 676; home economics, 702; 
lilathematics, 372; and science, 710. 
Standard~ is defined in terms of the average number of words for 
the five average pages of the flve selected textbooks. The standard page 
for the five selected textbooks contains 444 uords. 
The following definitions, as taken from the DictionQIX al Edugg.tion, 
are also accepted for the purposes of this study:; 
Grad~--"A major division of the instructional program of an alementar1 
or secondary school, representing the work of one school year.n 
S,,ybjeet--nA division or field of organized knowledge, such as English 
or mathematics.n 
Stete adoption~ textqooks--ttA practice in some states by 'Which 
specific textbooks are either recommended or required by the state depart-
ment of education for use in the public schools of the state.u 
5 Carter V. Good, D;tct;1ona;r;:,I gt Educmtiop, PP• 188, 395, and .387. 
g 
~wees 52.!: J2ru 
The consumer education topics used in this study are the topics 
included in the r port or the committee or the National Council For Busi-
ness Education, lb§ Relation g! Businesg Education lQ Consumer Education. 6 
Other sources of data 1n this study are the following ninth- grade Oklahoma 
state-adopted textbooks in the subjects of general business, social studi es, 
home economics, mathematics , and science: 
General Busine§_§ 
Crabbe, Ernest H. and Salsgi ver, Paul L. G neral. Business , Fifth 
Edi t Cincinnati: South-\- astern Publishing Company, 1946, 
66o pag s . 
~ cial §t ydies 
01Rourke , L. J . Ism A!ls1 ~ ~C~,WiW;~t:.i,. Boston: D. c. Heath and 
Company, 1938, 691 pages. 
H2m Economics 
Greer, Carlotta c . Iour Home ond You. New York: Allyn and Bacon, 
1943, 750 pages . 
ties 
Hart , Walter w., Cattell, Gregory, and Schult , Veryle . 
Mathematics ln Daily Use . Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 
1945, 376 pages. 
Sci encg 
Smith, Victor c. and Vance , B. B. Sci ence ,!2!: Everyday Use. 
Chicago: J . B. Lippincott Company, 1946, 731 pages . 
Method and Procedures 
A normative-survey thod, known as a quantitative documentary fre-
quency procedure, is used in this study. 
6 The Consumer Education Study, .!m• 9it., pp. 10-16. 
9 
Anong tho ~inplA? r:ix::lm:::.slrn: cl"' d("IC~rn,1ntt:iry fTf}quer1cy stt!tUos 
may be mentioned textbook analyses. These have become a favo-
:r-:i. ts m1bJ eet for }1rctern' th~H.'ios.. A "';tu,fo:nt ,r'.ey choose m:1r acrt 
of objective eharecterir.tics 'iilM.eh he thinks e:re signif'icaint 
in a bock ~nx1 nct.c.;; izw ,n3;'t,m1~:. to uhich '!:;hey oc<m?.'., ... Sc_'}ine of 
these ~nalye.es a.re highly mechanical, but t.hey hev~:1 proved to be 
far from usolssn. In fact, studh)s of vocabulary burden have 
received considerable f!'t.tontio:n in i-ec~nt years from textbook 
w1·i to:rt1, i;;r;d t.he ot"1er enn lyr,ei'l hnvn imrvar1 to t!lfxko ;ri:rthorfl , 
i11.n·s consciouo of tho quentitati ve :3spects of their p1"0duct. 7 
Procedure. The first step i1-;; th0 solution of this proble:m was to 
select and obtain one ninth-grade st,ate-lldopted textbook i:n each of the 
~ubjects of general busi:riesc, social ertudies, home eco:no:mics, matherJatics, 
eutl science. Because the 'W'l."i tar had access to the ninth-g:r:·ad.e state-
adopted textbook~ in use for the school year 194f!;_49 at Capitol Hill 
Junior High School in Oklahoma Gity, Oklahoma, the five textbooks used 
in this study uere obtained from ·t-his som·ce. 
'l'he next step was to select a list or consumor educatio1i topics on 
which to base the analysis and comparison of ·t.he materials in the five 
selected textbooks. lt was decided that the consumer education topics 
included in the report of the :National Council ll'o:t.· Business Educutic1:1, 
~ 4elGtion g!'. Business Educatfon ~ Consumer Education, 8 co:m~r1;ituted an 
autho?itative list. These topics are: fina:nc5.~l phmri.ing, insui'anco, in-
vestmsntc, c:ced.i·~, baruG, and b::ucld.ng, buyhiJh frauds, sourcos of consumer 
7 C::rt01• v. Good, i,. s. ffar.l.'.', and Jo·a.G:12.:s E. Sc~rl:.0s, Tog ~iffchodolggy 
.2.f Ec~gc~rtion~l yesefireh, PP• 31..4.-4,5. 
d 
eo The Consumer JWucation Study, Loq • .Sil• 
10 
studied in order to obtain subtopics for each or the main topics. In 
f'orl.TIUlt1ti11g these subtopicr;1, a !::light modification vms :made in the origi-
nal list of sixteen main topics. The main topic of frau<ls t,ras eliminated 
as e. main topic and ,1as listed insi~e,g,d as a subtopic under the r:1ain topi.e 
of legal relationships of' buyer and seller. Also, a main topic of ·trans-
porjr.;ation of goods was added wd the subtopic of transportation of goods, 
which h~d originally been included under the main topic of trens:porta-
t;ion, war.i eliminated. A subtopic entitled. "miscallaneous11 was added to 
the list of subtopico un:ier each of the :main topS;cs. This miscellaneous 
subtopic includes all of the exercises, activities,. problems, projects, 
and vocabulary building drills usually placed at the close of a sectton 
or chapter in the textbook. 
The final list o:f main topics and subtopics as used in this study 
was then formulated. (See Appendix A.) 
The next step was to devise a mt,hotl by which the a.mount of .space 
devoted to each of the consumer education topics in the five selected 
tax·tbooks could be !::'leasured. The following procedure was used; 
1. In the general business textbook, the number or letters and spaces 
was actually counted in lines chosen at random beginning et the front and 
going to -the back of the book. The number of letters and spaces in these 
lines was found to be: 53, 59, 57, 55, 51,, 51, 5t:\ 56, ;o, 56, 57, 51., 
56, 54, 55, 58, 57, 57, 5t,., 56, 5:3, 50, 58, 54, and 57. The tot61 :n.um-
ber of' h,,tters and spaces in those lin0s ir:: 1376, which ~hen divided by 
the 25 lines, gives an averaee of 55 letters and spaces per line. When 
divided by 5, which is the ncccptod n.Tu11ber or spaces per average wor:J,9 
an a•rerage of 11 uords per lin.s waa obtained for the general business text-
book. The S8Il'Je procedure was folletmd :in determ:tniug thei averrige number 
ll 
of' t'10rdc per line in each of the other selected textbooks. The findings 
tterc ao follows: social studies, 12 average ·words per line; home eCOtlomies, 
11 .average words per lina; mathematics, 11 a·v-.lrage worc'ls per line; and 
science, 14 average words par line. 
2. 'l'he number of lines on 15 Ml-printed pages in the general busi-
ness textbook was counted. the number of lines on these full-printed pages 
was found to be: 35, 35, :,6, 'J7, 35, 35, .35, 36, 36, 35, 35, .35, .36, .35, 
and .35. The S'Ulli of these lines is 531, which when divided by the 15 lines, 
gives an average of .35 li:nes to a full-priilted page in the general busi-
no13s textbook. Thia sa1ue procedure wao followed in determining the average 
number of lines to a full-printed page in each 0£ the other selected text-
books. 'l'he findings were as follows: social studios, 39; home economics, 
.34t mathematics, 38; and science, 40. 
3. Tho average number of words per line in the general business text-
book (11} ws multiplied by the average number o.f lines (.35) m the general 
business textbook, ir.& order to determine the average number of words on 
a full-printed page it1 the general business textbook. 'I'his average was 
f'ound to be 3g5. 'I'he same procedure was followed in determining the aver-
age number of words on a full-printed page in each of tne other selected 
textbooks. 1'hese averages were found to be: social studies, 468; home 
oconomies, .374; mathematics, 418; and science, 560. Thus, a calculated 
average page in as.ch of' the selected textbooks was found to be-: general 
business, 35 lit1es of printed matter, averaging 11 words per line, or a 
total of 385 words; social studies, 39 lines or printed matter, averaging 
12 words per line, or a total of 468 words; home economics, 34 lines of 
printed matter, averaging 11 vords per line, or a total of 374 words; 
9 D. D. Lessenberry ands. J. Wanous, College T,n>em:iting,, P• 25. 
l;. • . A csrdbo~.:rd :t"nler 'Has t10-:;risad for :measuring the number of aver-
pnges, a~d eighth-parr,etJ. Tho rmterial devoted to the consm:Jer edueotion 
5. The proble:a: then arowc s,s ·to how ·the space devoted to illuatra-
vocabu-
'i,;w dec:ldad that for the purposes 
6,f In order to 1orove the ief!'ieiency of the writer's method of :<L'{;)asur-
ti~1e s~1lected. textbooks, !'l data sheet on the topic of i:nsura:nce was d!n~ised 
and the content of ther,e textbookn on thiri suhject 1ms checked,,, 'I'hen dupli-
cate data sheets on :1;he topic of inBurance wore prepared. Dr •• l .. .lmdrew 
Graduate Aasistant i:n tho Sehool of Intensive Business examined t;ha five 
te1:·!;bookG independently ~md recorded the number of average pages devoted 
t.o the topic of insurance on these sheets. Since the resuH;s of their 
reliable for 
1. 
soci:sl GtucUas, 676; home economics, '702; :tn.atho-
of tho selected 
the naeirer~t lumdredeth of a par cent. 
3'7, the number 
of lines or. a stand~rd page. Thus it was found that t.°11@ ~tandard p£J.ge 
cont81rc.ed 444 words and this figure W,£is usod for r1eaenring the content of 
the five textbooks devoted to the constt."!l.er adueatio:n topics. 
2. To deterndne the num'bor of standard paci:eo devoted to each of the 
topics in each of the five ,selected textbooks, the av.0rage number of pegiaa 
devoted to a topic was rru.ltiplied by the nu..~ber of words on an average 
pago in that p1;:rticular book, a:nd tha<t p1•oduct was divided by 444, the 
nm,_1ber of wordo on a standard page. 
J. In recordirl.g the nwriber of sta:rd!u·d pages devoted to eech topic, 
if the fractional part of a page vas one half or over, this fraction 11es 
recorded as an addltional standard page. If the fractional part of' a 
page was less than one half, it \.ffiS dropped. 
4. 'l'he relative emphasis on each or the cor.sumer education topiee 
in the selected textbooks was than determi:r~od by figuring the ratio of 
the nruriber- of standard pages devoted to each ·Of the topies in one textbook 
to the number of standard pages devoted to these sa:m.e topics in oach of 
the other textbooks. In the actual recording, the ratios ware recorded to 
the neerc1st tenth of a por cent. 
The data were than presented in tabular form and findings were reported 
and analyzed. 
15 
As ~tsted in Chapter I, the purpose of thia study is to determine the. 
relotive emphasis given to consumer education in the ninth grade .of Okla-
homa. secondary schools by means of an ant.Alysia of' the content in selected 
ninth-grade state-adopted textbooks in the subjects of general business, 
social studies, home economics, mathematics, and science. In Chapter I, 
the scope and limitations or this study are defined and the method and 
procedures are outlined. 
In this chapter, the findings concerning the amount of emphasis given 
to ~Ghe various consumer education topics 1.n ea.ch of' the selected textbooks 
are presented in tabular form and are anslyzed and discussed. 
Tegtbooi in Q,n§rftli Business 
Table I showa the number of average pages and the per eent of t..~e 
total number of avarage pages in the general business textbook devoted to 
the various consumer education topics. 
In the general busi11ess textbook, according ·to '.l'able I, all O·f the 
sixteen main consumer education topicG aro treated. 
Table I i11dicatea that the topic irhich the general busineBs textbook 
devotes the most space to is communication. Thia textbook devotes 78 aver-
age pages, or 12.34 per cent or the total of 6.32 svoraga pages in the text-
book, to this topic. The number and pror,,ortion or average p~goa devoted 
to each of the remaining fifteen consuner education topics, arr~ngad accord-
ing to the number of average pages, are: b8!1.lcs and banking-70 .. 50 ~verege 
pages, or 11.16 per cent of the total of 632 avernge p~ges in the textbook; 
insurance--65 average pages, or 10.28 per cent; credit--52 average ptnges, 
or 8.22 pal" cent; fin2Il<Ji~l planning--1~2. 75 overf:1ge p~1gesi or 6. 76 per cent; 
Table I 
!'RJMBER AfiJD PER CE.t"fl' OF THE 'lOTAL iIDMBER OF AVERAGE PAGES DEVOTED TO 
consm.m:R EDUCATION TOPICS IN THE SELEC'l'l\.'t> Nird'H-GRADE TEXTBOOK 
U! GENERAL BUSINESS 
16 
Space devc:,ted to topic 
Per cent 
No. of av. of 632 
Topic pages av. pages 
Total - All Topics 
1. Financial planning 
478.75 
42.75 
75.68 
6.76 
a. Budgeting 21.25 3.36 
b. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 21.;o 3.40 
2. Insurance 65.00 10.28 
a. Types of insurance contracts 25.00 
b. How to choose the kind and amount of 
insurance 14.00 
c. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 26.00 4.11 
3. Investments 26.00 
a. Rov and vhen to invest your savings 15.75 
b. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities. etc.) 10.25 
4. Credit 52.00 
a., .Kinds and sources of credit 22.25 
b. How to calculate true interest rates 
on installment purchases or loans 9.50 1.50 
c. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 20.25 
This table should be read as follows: In the general business textbook 
a total of 42.75 average pages, or 6.76 per cent of the total of 632 
pages, are devoted to the consumer education topic financial planning. 
The data concerning the remaining topics in·this table are read in the 
same manner. 
17 
J:JUMBER AND PER CENT OF '!'HE TOTAL :NUMBER OF AVERAGE PAGES DEVOTED TO 
Space devot,ed to topic 
!\Jo. of av. 
5. Taxes 
a. Kinds of taxes 
b. Evaluation of theories and principles 
of taxation 
c. Govern1uent ser~riees provided by taxes 
d. Cor::rparison of goods and eervicet'l when 
pr'ovided throt1;.:;h public fina_ncing ns 
compared with coGt t,hrough private 
agencies 
e. Niscellaneous 
(pro'blems, exercises, ~cM.vities, e't.,c.) 
6. Prices 
a. How prices e.ra determlned 
b. Inf'luence of competition and monopoly 
on prices 
c. Violent fluctuations of some prices which 
characterize the business oyele 
d. ~i'heori.es of' c3uSt'H'J a11d 1:m:re8 of' t,hfl busi-
ness cycles 
e. Government's ei',feet, on prices 
f. Hiscellaneau!S 
(problems, exerc.ises, ,~ict:tvUies, et,t}.} 
'7.. Housi.ng 
a. Us:'i.ng your home aci pltH'.'la in which t..o 
live well 
b~ F':inancial and legal problems connected 
with buying, building, or renting a home 
e. 1tdvant,f1e;es and disadvantages of buying 
and rer,ting 
d., Corrparati .. ,e ccsta of bu.yi:ng ei1d rarrting 
a. Available m.eans for financing t,he buyirig 
or building oi" a home 
10-.'15 
1.25 
.'75 
.25 
4.00 
5 .:25 
.oo 
.75 
.on 
.oo 
2 .. oe 
2. 
1.3.75 
.oo 
6.oo 
1.00 
.75 
1.50 
Per• cent',. 
of' 63:2 
1.70 
.71. 
.20 
.12 
.0!-1, 
.63 
.811• 
.oo 
.12 
.co 
.co 
.32 
.40 
2.10 
.oo 
.95 
.16 
.12 
.24 
lS 
NlliiISl!Jt AJ:ID PER CEN'l' O!i' '.fi·HZ TOTAL I·Tm'.-IDER OF AVERAGE PACr~S DEVOTED TO 
co1~sur,JEH. EDUCATIO!J TOPICS II~ THE SE1J1l0'i'ED lU»ITH-GP.AD:~ TEXTBOOK 
Ilf GEHEHAL mmnmss 
Topic 
'l. Rou~ing (Continued) 
f. The cost of ouch financing 
g. Legal rights and ra~ponsibilitie~ of 
parties involved in renting or buying 
a horae 
h.. Miscellaneous 
(prohlerna, exoreii,0~, otc.) 
8. Banks and banking 
a. Place of banks in our financial system 
b. Kinds or banks 
c. The functi.on of banks iD. ral«tion to 
the Federal Reserve System 
cl. Scrv:lees provided to individuals by 
banks 
e. Rou to use these brulking services 
f. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activit:f.es,, etc.} 
a. General buying information 
(when, where, and bow to buy) 
b. Specific technical buying information 
c. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, ate .. ) 
10. Sources of consumer in.formation and how to 
use these sources 
a. Advertising 
b. Informative labels 
Space devoted to topic 
tlo. of av. 
pages 
.oo 
.oo 
4.00 
70.50 
2.00 
5.50 
.25 
9.00 
25.75 
2s.oo 
16.25 
9.75 
.oo 
6.50 
3.50 
.2; 
1.25 
Per cent 
of 632 
av. pages 
...OS.WAI' 
.oo 
.oo 
.63 
11.16 
.,;2 
.87 
.04 
1.42 
4.08 
2.57 
1.54 
.oo 
1.03 
.56 
rrahle I (Ccnt,inuoo) 
nur.nr!iR Jcl1m I-'iGil CJITJT OF THE TOT AL l\JUMB:ER OF AVERt1GE PAG:J:S DEVOTED TO 
CONSUMER EDlJCATIOl~ TOPICS U! TUE SELECTED NI!ffH-GRADE TEXTBOOK 
IN GEMERI.L BUSI!Ui:SS 
19 
Space devoted to topic 
~.. !lit 
Topic 
10. Sources of consumer information ar.d how to 
use those sourceo (Continued) 
c. Gr!.ide le.baling 
d. Government agencies 
e. Professional assoeirrtions 
r. Consumer subscription agonciee 
g. Commercial and trado-osaoeietion 
l~boratories 
h. Newspapers and magazinen 
i.. Com!nereial tiri,11:1 
j. Miacellaneourt 
(problems, e:z:sreises, sctivities, !';;lte.) 
11. Marketing functions 
8. ·The cost of transporting commoditiet 
th!'o11gh variou~ channels from producer 
to consumer 
b. Import.ant function11l of the v~riou~ 
types of retail outl0t,3 
e. Co-operative efforts in marketing 
d. Miscellaneous 
(problemn, exercises, aotivitie:J, otc.) 
12. Co:mmunication 
a .. Hou and uhen to use the telephone to 
the best advnntage at the leaat coiill-
No. of av. 
pa~s 
-
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.. oo 
1.00 
1.00 
.75 
;.00 
.25 
.50 
.oo 
78.00 
parati ve cost 15.50 
How and when to uee the telegraph to the 
best advantage at the least comparative 
co~t 14.50 
How and when to use mail to tha best ad-
d. 
var!tage at the 1aaat comp£irat1ve cost 19. 75 
Miscellaneoua 
(problems, exorcises, oct1v1tiefJ,- etc~) 2s.25 
Pat• cent 
of' 632 
av .. pages 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.16 
.16 
.12 
.oo 
.04 
.08 
.oo 
12 • .34 
3.13 
20 
TabJ.e I (Continued) 
JSEJ!.filf,~ AUD PE??. CE::-JT OF THE TO'rfff., r.nTM.BEIJ OF AVEiiAG:S l'AG~S DEVO'l'JID TO · 
co:m3trf:tm EDUCAT10H TOPICS II! TH~ SELF.C~t1ED lUN'ffI-GRADF. TEX'l'BOOK · 
HJ GENERAL BUSINESS 
13. 
14. 
~piiCG dovotad to topic 
Per cent 
No. of' ilVo of 6J2 
Topio 
Transportation (travel) 
a. Different :methods of transportation 
b. When each of th& different methods should 
be used. 
e. Comparative costs of the different trans-
portation $erviees (include::, varying 
eos'l.',s of services i,rithin each ·type) 
d. Whore to secure information about 
travel al'J.d how to interpret the inf'ol"Dt~-
tion 
e. Advantages and disadvantages or different 
mee.11s or travel 
r. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exereis9s, aet,ivitios, etc.) 
Transportmg goods 
a. Ad~1axl'bages anc.l disadvantages baaed on 
eost, safety, convenience, a.nd the 
t:bna element in ·1.il"anaporting goodo by: 
pages av. pages 
34 .. 25 5.42 
5.25 .8) 
.50 .os 
6.oo .95 
9.50 1.50 
2.00 .32 
11.00 1.74 
30.00 4.7; 
msil, express, and .fre.ight 11.50 1.82 
b. Advantages and disadvantages based ou 
cost, saf'e-ty, convenience, · and the 
time element in transporting goods by: 
truck, train, air, and boat 
c. Miscellaneous 
(problere.s, exercises, activities, etc.) 
6 .. oo .95 
12.50 1.98 
15. Legal relationships of buyer and seller 7.25 1.15 
a. Ueneral legal principles o.f' contracts 
and neeotiable in3truments 
b. Hhat constitutos fraud and m:iorep1•e-
sentation 
6 .. 25 
.oo 
.99 
.oo 
T~ble I (Concluded) 
NUMBER AlID !'JiR CEI'.IT .OP' 'l'ffti '.i'O'i'AL HUMBER 01? AVEliAGE PAGTI;S DEVO'.i.'ED TO 
cm:surv'.ER EDUCATim~ TOPICS In 'i'HE SELRCTED I~li;l;U-GiiADE 'tll:TfBOOK 
UJ GENER.flL BUSINESS 
Space devoted to topic 
----------------------Per cent 
no. of av. or 632 
Topic pages av. pages 
______ ,a.:r.:M:;:~:~,;._-r,,r·:,w )OAIIIZ~--------~~--Q,~•ic ll-..__...,"'11o_......,. ~- I 1'· 
15. Legal relationships of buyer and seller 
(Co:ntinuad) 
c. Agencies which are active in protecting 
the consumer against fraud and mis-
representation 
d. Hisoellanaous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
16. Problama of production and labor 
e. How products are made 
b. How business is organized 
c. Control or business by the government 
d. f'roblems of labor 
e. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
.oo 
1.00 
.oo 
a.oo 
9.25 
.oo 
5.50 
.oo 
.16 
.oo 
1 •. 27 
1.46 
.oo 
.87 
-
22 
1?1Ve:t.:'agQ XJ~gce, 01~ 2.5'7 per cent; housing-
., 
Thus, the three topics given the moat emphasia in the general buai-
ness textbook, according to the ~.nnom1t of' space dewted to each topic., 
are communication, ba11lrn and ban1dne, and insurance. The three topics 
given the least amou..~t of emphasis in the ge11eral business textbook are 
prices, ~ourcer1 of co11su.mer information, and :marketin~ functions. 
Approximately three fourths of the subtopics, or 55 of the 74 aub-
topics in consumer education, are treated in the general business tax'"~ 
book. lt ie significant to note that the subtopic of specific techuical 
buying infor.m.ation is not treated in tho general business textbook; whereas, 
this ~ar1e textbook devotes 9.75 average pages to the subtopic general 
An examination of Table I also reveals that approximately one third 
of th0 average pages davotad to the topics in tho general business textbook 
are devoted to the miccellaneous topics. 'l'his indicates thst the general 
business textbook puts quite a bit of emphasis on problems, exercises, 
activities, and vocabularly building drills. 
Tho general business textbook devotes approximately 75 per cent of 
the total number or 6.32 average pages in the textbook to the sixteen consumer 
Table II 
i:n t,ho social ,Tari-
f-U1 
'l'hc t.opfo on llhicb ·the social stud:1.es text.book places the roc.n:;t, e111-
topico 
in the sociel textbook is devcr~ed to 
tex:'tbook 
of ·these topics. ,Uao, 11., '75 average 
textbook devoted to tho following topics is as follows: i:nvestments--4.25 
PEJ, 
CDNSUME.il. EOUCA'f!OH 
n 
TO 
:·:-=·:·:-:·:·:::::::::::.:-:::-=:·:5:-::-:::-:-::·-::-=-:::=:"":·==-"-=============-=·:=:~==--~~-=--:..-:...::~.:.= 
Spacll:l devoted. fo ·topic 
~~~~~Ol!t:f:Wi . ,.a ___ ..__ 
Pox· ce:11t 
of. 676 
Topic pGges av. pa.gas 
~--~--·----~-~-~---·=..-= ... -=--~,,., .... ~:,l;rl,'._..._~,~-.,,,,.-~_,;J q;,)'L~~;:,;>--- <,,..,_~ 
?otnl 
l. Financial plar ... ning 
a. tiu,d£{Ct ing 
b. ltJisr;oll&l1S·OUS 
(:probl.c:.TIS, o::rercisEH'J, acd:;:i.vH,ies, etc.) 
~. \fyr;y;;s "C)f in.sn1\1nc0 co1:1tr·act~ 
b. t,o chooso the kind 
i11t}ttrance 
c. 14iscelluneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, et,c.) 
a. !IolJ O!ld <~o 
b. Miscellanooun 
(pk~oblc1.:1s_,- t~YJ: 1-3rcist~r;, 
4. Credit 
a. Kinds and sources of' credit; 
b. Row to calc.ulffte t1"•t1.e IntEireff~ 
on in::rtall:mant purchases or loa:nG 
c. liiscellaneous 
(problems, axerci~es, acrt.ivi·tles, etc.) 
e.oo L.18 
.oo 
l.th 
9 .. 00 1 • .3.3 
1 .. 00 .15 
.63 
J.75 
l) .{)7 
"·· 75 
J.25 
.oo .. oo 
1 .. 50 .22 
'I'his table should 1Je raad ~s follows~ Il.u thfi :;;ocial s't;udieo te:ctbook, 
®' t.otal of 8.00 i1verage pages, o.r l.H3 per c,;;;,n.t of' the total or 
pagos, are devoted to the conGum~r education topic financial planning. 
'I'he cor!C•3rni:n:g thE': this t.ab].e trre read in the 
AiID PEH. CEHT Of 'i:HE 'IOT l\L !'!UlIDli.:R OF A17ERAGE PAGI~S DBVOTT&D TO 
cornJUMf~R EDUCATIOH TOPICS rrr THE srt:r .. ECTED nnJTH-GfiJiDE TEXTBOOK 
IH SOCIAL S'i'UDIES 
Spoeo t~,evot;ed t.o topic 
~ o:;: ,,.,vim. 
Per cent 
No .. of av. of 6'76 
'l'opic pages 
·~1..;--=, ... _.~~--a::.;:so,ii••,,,,~·~·-~~~=~=~""~·~21! ~~"-"- .w.c.:;;, __ ::.:.:,.,11.; 
a~ Kir1d1:1 of taxes 
b. Evt:1lustio:r1 of theo1•ies t\i1(i pri:rwiplos 
or taxation 
c. Gover1'::lllent services provided by t~xe~ 
d. Comparison o:f goods arid services when 
provided through public fl:r1eneing 
as compared vli th cost through pri"mt~ 
agencies 
8e Miseellanf:HYIJ.S 
(problems, exercises, acti'\rit:l.1c;1s, 1-3te.) 
a. Ht.HJ prl,'.!es m<e de.'te:t"l,1:'.i.nod 
h. Influence .of com;pet:ttio:a:1 ~md n,or,opo1y 
on prices 
c.. Violent f'lm:ri;m.1tior;;:J of !!!ome prices 
1.1hich characterize ·the:1 bt1siness cycle 
d. ~:heories of causes curos of th(:; 
business cycles 
e. Government's e.ffeet on prices 
r. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.,) 
7. Hon.sing 
a. Using your horr1e as a place in t.rhich to 
live well 
b. Finane:i.a.l and legal problems connected 
with buying, buildi.ug, or rent,i1·1g a home 
c. Advantages ~nd disadvantages or buying 
and renting 
d. Cor::pari!ti'!Je costs of buying and renting 
e.. Availe.ble means for fin.ancing the buying 
or bnlld:i':lg of a. home 
10.00 
.75 
,00 
.oo 
3,.50 
13 .. '75 
.oo 
5.,25 
2.2; 
4.00 
3.75 
2.00 
.oo 
.,o 
2.11 
.11 
.oo 
.52 
O(") 
• u 
.78 
.33 
.3.3 
1.66 
.59 
.55 
.JO 
.. oo 
.07 
?.6 
Table II (Co:nti1.1ued) 
t'UMBER AND PER CENT OF THE TOTAL ~mMBER OF AVERAGE PAGES DEVOTED TO 
consmw.:n EDUCATION TOPICS IN THE SELF..cTED ~JI!(tH-C'lRADE TEXTBOOK 
IN SOCIAL STUDIES 
Topic 
7. Housing (Continued) 
r. Tho cost of ouch finenci~g 
g. Legal rights and responsibilities o:t 
parties involved in renting or buying 
a home 
h. Miscallaneou3 
(problems, exercises, aettvities, etc.) 
8., Banks and banking 
a. Place of bankB in our financial 
syotam 
b. Kinds of banks 
c. The function of banks in relation to 
the Federal Reserve System 
d. Services provided to individuals by 
'hanks 
o. How to use these ben_tcing servie®s 
r. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
9. Buying 
a. General buying information 
(when, uhere, and how to buy) 
b. Specific technical buying information 
c. Miocellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
10. Sources of conmimer information and how to 
use these sources 
a. Advertising 
b. Informative labels 
Space devoted to topio 
Per cent 
lfo. of av. ot 676 
pages av. pages 
.oo 
.oo 
1.00 
;.25 
.oo 
2.00 
.;o 
11.75 
9.50 
.oo 
2.25 
6.oo 
l.25 
1.00 
.oo 
.oo 
.1; 
.78 
.oo 
• .30 
.18 
1.74 
1.41 
.oo 
.33 
.18 
.15 
::~JHJEt?. Alm P~R mr[~'l' OF 'rife Tm:M.,, I11Hi:'IER OF A.t"EP..AGE PAGES DE"i!OTED TO 
CO::TS:HQ~S. 21DUC!l.'I'IOlJ TOPICS :e; 11E:: Sil,ECi'ED HUl'fFl-GH.ilD:G TEX2JBD0K 
II! SOCHJ.i S'I'UDJ.ES 
i;:._,.->--s _. 
27 
Space devoted to topic 
~~- ~ 
Topic 
10. Soarcos of eoun'lll'll<:tr information and hov to 
use these sources ( Continued) 
h. 
i~ 
j. 
Grad\,) labeling 
Cy0ve:rm:1ent agencien 
Professional associations 
Consur-10!' subscription agencias 
Co:mmarcial ~nd trade~ossociation 
l~boratories 
Heuspapers and magazines 
Commercial firms 
Miscellaneous 
(prob1.ems, e,rnrcises, act1Vities, etc.) 
11. lfarketing tunction13 
~. Tho cost of tr~nsportL~~ comm.oditiea 
'through various channels from producer 
to con.au.mer 
b,. Important fu..netiona of the v:nriou~ 
types of retai-1 outlets 
e. Co-operative efforts in marketing 
d. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, 2etivities, etc.) 
12. Communie~tion 
a. HoH and uhen to use the telephone to 
i,he bost advantage at the least compi:n .. a--
ti. ve cost 
b. Hou QM vhan to use the ·telegraph to the 
best advantage ir:; the loeot eomparati ve 
cotst 
c. Hou t:ind when to use ida:U to tho best 
advantage at the least compar~tive cost 
d. Miscellaneous 
(problems1 exercises, activities, etc.) 
Per cent 
rJo., of ev. of 676 
1.00 
1.00 
.. 2; 
.50 
.oo 
,,.00 
.oo 
1.00 
2.50 
.oo 
.;o 
1.75 
.25 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
mr. pages 
.1; 
.15 
oOJ 
.01 
.oo 
.oo 
~00 
.15 
.oo 
.07 
.26 
.oo 
.oo 
•. oo 
.oo 
.oo 
TablG II ( Contirmed)' 
m.n1JBM AJ\ill PER cmJT OF THE TOT.AL ?!iMeER OF AVERAGE PAGF.'S DEVOTED TO 
C(mSUilfJI:H EDUGATIOn TOPICS ni nrn SELECTED IUJ.ll'!'H-GRADE TEK'i'BOOK 
Ir SOCLtL S'i'UDIES 
Space devoted to topic _,.,.._.._..________________ 
Topic 
~~~-~--~ ... =~~ ....... -------
13. '1~:rtsi.r.:.i:mortat1on ( tre.vel) 
r1o. o:t av. 
r~ges 
ll.75 
a. Different methods of transportation 9.75 
b. Hhen eE<ch of t.he d.:!.ffere:nt methods 
~hould be used .oo 
c. Cor,,r,~r~.tive eoatn of tha different trans-
porteti.on services (:tneludl3s ve.ryiug 
costs of services ,rl:!ih:i.n efleh type) .oo 
d. t{hare to Eecure information ~bout travel 
end how to interpret the information .oo 
E1. Advmni;oges 1"1:nd disadvantages ot different 
nea11s of trave.l .oo 
f. f.JieceD.aneot:w 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 2.00 
a. J:..d,tan.teg~s rm.d disadvantages based on 
(;;Ost, safety, eonveriicnce, a.nd the 
·tine element :in "t;ransporting goodo by: 
m~il, express, and freight 
b • .Advautages and diaadvantagee based on 
cost, snfety, convenience, end the time 
vle:ment in t:ransportir1.2 good$ by: tl'Uek, 
train, air, e.nd boat 
e. ~.iscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, actinties, etc.) 
z.. Genert1l le3al prineiplos ef eo:ntrgets 
~ml r.iegotiable :inz:rtrum:'3nta 
h. ';Jhat eonetitt:rtea :fraud and misre!):t"e-
serrt.a tio:r:i. 
1.25 
.oo 
.75 
.50 
3.;o 
2.2; 
.oo 
Per cant· 
of 676 
av. pages 
!414&a;.a4 -
1.74 
.co 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
• .30 
.18 
.oo 
.11 
.01 
.51· 
• .3.3 
.oo 
'i'OTliC 
-----------~~~-..:;;-~~~ .... ----=-=--~·-,,;.;_~;;.-~ 
15. Legal :relationships o:t buyer and seller 
(Continued) · 
f3p,ace C:klir10ted to topic 
Fer car.rt 
Ho .. of' av. of 676 
paf~tJO a·'i,. I-'~t{es 
,~-.,,.~-,e:.~~ ~~~1--
c. Agor1citrn which arr~ acti1re in pro'tecti11g 
the com.mmer agtdnst f'raud and ntlsrapre-
serrtation 16 • Q 
d. 111.scalla:neous 
(pt"oble:i!\S, exo1·c:tDEi1c1, ~1eiiiviti0s, c;te.) 
16. P:t•oblems of production and labor 
a. How producto arc mi.de 
b. How business is organized 
c. Ccmtrol of buoiness by the government 
a. Problom.s of lr1bor 
e.. · Iliscellt1neous 
.oo 
,.co 
l.'75 
9.25 
12.00 
~-;-~~=~;-,,_,c:-_~.o;,c;_~.-,.,,-,...~,-,:;:~1<·•C,'""""-T<-""-""'b$-- - ·-------
.oo 
~74 
.26 
1.,.37 
1.'7B 
ey,c,. 
• f\1 
JU J 9 I -~_.,.--..,___..,,..m,c,....,...,._~,.,......_.,,.""=_..-_,._ ___ , --"*'-~~ 
age pages, and sources of consumer in:forme.tion-6 average pages. Thus; 
· the emphasis placed ort each: of' the."3e four topics in the social studies· 
textbook is a:p:prorlmately equal. 
1'he three toriics to which Yery little space is given in the EOOial 
studies textbook are transporting goeds, legal relationships of buyer and 
seller, and marketing functions. Only ;3.50 average -oagea are devoted to 
the topic legal rele.tionships ot b~r m1d seller, 2.50 average -pages ar~ 
• 
devoted to the tonic or transporting goods. 
The data in Te.ble II further indicate that only a. snmll a.mount of 
·space in the aoolal studies textbo<,k is devote(! to exercises, nctivities, 
0 
textbook eom~rise a total of appro:dmately l.42 average pages, or slightly 
in excess ct one firth of the total of 676 average pages in the textbook. 
Table III shows the numbw of s:verage pagee und tbe per cent of the 
total m.mwer of 702 average pages in the home economics textbook devoted 
to the various consumer education topies. 
The data in '.rnble III reveal that only five of the sixteen main con-
sumer education to-pies are t:ree,ted in the home economies textbook. These 
five topics are eredU,, housing, b¢ng, financial planning, and sourceo 
of consumer inf'ol"!'lmtion and how to use these sources. These five topics 
comprise a total of 122 pages of average length or about.17 per cent of 
the total of 102 average pages in the textbook. 
The eleven main topics vhich are given no emphasis in the home economics 
textbook, insofar as content a.re concerned, a:ret insurance, investments, 
Ftl}'SEE AND pgB, CEWJ.' OF '.l'BE TOT AL rmMBER OF AVERAGE PAGES DEVOTED TO 
COtJSUicf:':R EDUCA'rIOn 1'0HGS II~ 'I'HE SELECTED IUI~H-GRADB 'I'EI'fBOOK 
n1 HOME :a:conmrrcs 
---·-------- ·------~------
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Space devoted to topic 
Per cent 
No. of av. or 702 
Topic 
'I'otal - ill 'l'opies 
1. Financial planning 
a. Budgeting 
b. Miscellaneous 
(oroblems, exerciaes, activities, ete.) 
2. Insure:nce 
a. Types of insurance contract~ 
b. How to choose the kind arid amount of 
insurance 
c. t-a~cellaneoua 
(problems, exercises, activities,, etc.) 
a. Hou and 1,1hen -to invest your s2vinga 
b. ¥dscellaneous 
(proble:rns, exorcises, t.?Ctivities, etc.) 
4. Credit 
a. Kinds and sources of' credit 
b. Hov to calculate true interest rateB 
oXL ir.atallment purchases or loans 
e. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
121.75 
u.oo 
13.00 
1.00 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.co 
.oo 
.oo 
~ .• 25 
2 .. 00 
2.00 
.25 
17.32 
1.99 
1.85 
.14 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo, 
.6o 
This ·table should !)e reed as follows: In tho home economics textbook, 
· a total of 14.00 average pages, or 1.99 per cent of the total of 702 
pages, are devoted to the consuner educatioµ; topic fina:neial planning. 
The data concerning the remaining topics in this table are read in the 
smne manner. 
Table III (Continued) 
ZliMBER AND PER CENT OF THE TO'i'AL :NUMBER OF J~VERAGE PAGES D.EVOTED TO 
CONSUMER EDUC AT IOH TOPICS IN THE SELECTED NlN'fR-GRADE TEX'.l.'BOOK 
Ili ROME ECONOMICS 
Spnca devoted to topic 
Mo. or av. 
;. Taxes 
a. Kinds 0£ taxes 
b. Evaluation or theories and principles 
or taxrttion 
c. Goverru.,m1t oerviees provided by taxes 
d. Co:mpBrison of goods and services when 
provided through public financing 
as cowpa.red with coat through private 
agencies 
e. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
6. Prices 
Pia@e 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
a. How prices are determined .oo 
b. Influence of. competition and monopcly 
on prices .oo 
c. Violent fluctuations of some prices which 
characterize the business cycle .oo 
d. Theories or eau13es and cures of the busi-
ness cycles 
e. Government• s effect on prices .oo 
r. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) .oo 
7. Hou.sing 16.75 
a. Using your h-,me as a place in which to 
Per cent 
of 702 
;;.y. mllm§ 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.co 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.. oo 
2 • .38 
live well 11.25 l.60 
b. Financial and legal problems connected 
with buying, building, or renting a hooo 1.;o .21 
e. Advmitages and disadvantages or buying 
and renting • 75 .11 
d. Comparative costs of buying and renting .oo .oo 
e. Available means for financing the buying 
or building of a home .oo .oo 
IE 
IN HOMJ~ EOOJ:J01'.:11CS 
cc-.~----~"°"""----"'"~~~~---,, .. <c::>~.~ =--i~,.._.,__,_:, __ ,,, __ ,, .•• ,,,1e .. ;1:1<;,,-..,:-~---;,9_:s--.,-._...,..~~""""'"'------~ 
Topic 
.._,._.~---..---·~---~_..,~~~~-,~--~--..-~~~~..,_~.,_,--
7. Housir1g ( CcmM.nued) 
f. 'l'he co st of such fiv.anci:ng 
g. Legal rights end resr10n$ihilit,ie£i or 
pf,rties invol VBd. in rent,ing or hu;yi.ng 
f.1 home 
h. £'1isoellaneous 
(problems, exerc:lsee, ;icti:vit.iert, etc.) 
a. PlBea of in our 
b. K:lt1ds of banks 
c. ·::he :function of banks in relation to 
the Federal Reserve System 
d. Eki:rvtees provided to indiv'lduals by 
e. Hou to urc banking sm··rlcee 
f. Hiseelltnieous · 
(problems, exercises, a..?tivitie~, etc.) 
9. Buying 
a. General buying inform~tion 
(whon, where,· how to buy) 
b. Specific technice:1 buying information 
c. M1scallaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, ete.) 
lC.. Sr,nrces t,f consumer information and how to 
use thc;)SO sources 
a. A.<:i.v,artisi.ng 
b. fa,formative l~bels 
S1,aee devoted to topic 
~~~ ~
Por ce:rn:t 
!Jo .. of av,. of 702 
pr"!ges ~v. pages 
~~
.oo 
2 .. 00 
.. oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.. oo 
4.75 
'73. 75 
3.50 
4.75 
2 .. 00 
1.50 
.oo 
.18 
.· .. oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.co 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
ll.68 
.67 
10.51 
.50 
.67 
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Tab!~ III (Continn,t)d) 
!.mMBER A_~ PER CENT OF TUE TOT AL }!fJMBF,R OF .AVERAGE PAGJJS DEtJOTED TO 
COJ:rSfJffflR !Jl)tiCATIOr~ '!'OPICS I::J THE SELECTED :tJil:TR-GRADF. T!tX!'BOOK 
n! HOM;l, EOOYOT.:1ICS 
SuaO(} tlavoted. to tonic 
~.- . _t, 
Per cent 
f!o. of av. ot 702 
Topic 
10. Sources of consumer information and how to 
uaa these sources (Continued) 
c. 
a. 
e. 
r. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
Grade labeling 
Governm.ent agencies 
Professional associations 
f:o:nsumer subscription t:Jgoncies 
Commerc5.al and trade-association 
laboratories 
r.!euspapers and magazine~ 
Commercial firms 
Miscellaneous 
(problens, exercises, activities, etc.} 
11. Marketing functions 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
The cost of transporting commodities 
through various chaP..nels from producer to 
consumer 
Imnortant functions of tho various 
ret.sil outlets 
Co-operative efforto in marketing 
Miscellal'leou is 
(problems, exerciser., activities, etc.) 
12. Communicetion 
a. How and when to use the telephone. to the 
bo,1t advan.taga at the least comparative 
cost 
h. How and when to use the telegraph to the 
best advantage at the least comparative 
cost 
c. HoH and when to use mil to the best 
ad7a1rtago nt the lo~st compBrativ6 cost 
d. Mir,eellaneous 
(problems, e:cercises, activities, etc.) 
pages 
.75 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.co 
.oo 
.oo 
.50 
.. oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
av. pages 
.11 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.07 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
!:!F:~?.~-=~ovoi:'!! to t~ 
pc:1,g0£ 
~.--,,-...--.-... 
&. Different methods of tranoportl;ltion 
b.. Uhe;n each of the different methods should 
be used 
e. Comparative costrs of the different tram::-
pcrtatio.n servicer.:: ( includes varying 
costs of' services thin (1ech "ty}YS)) 
d., Hhere to secure information about 
travel and ho·.1 t,o ird:ierprEr1, the inf or',.aa-
tion 
e. At1ventages and disachrant:1ger, of diffo?ent 
means of travel 
f. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, eetivitiez;, c1r~e.) 
14. Transporting goodn 
~. ;t.dvarrtages an.cl dh1advantag1:,s baso:1 on 
cost, safety, conve:n.ie:nce,.and the 
time element in trf!nsport:tng goods by: 
mail, express, freight 
b. fr:hantages and di based on 
C(lGt,, safety, convenience, and the 
time element iu tr3;f11;1porli.11.g tzoods byi 
truck, train, ail'", and iJoat 
c. Vdscellaneous 
(:problems, exorcises, activit:1.e0, t::rt.o.) 
a. General legal principles of con.tracts 
1:11Jgotiable instruments 
bo What, cons·!iitut,es f'raud and misrepre-
ser.rtation 
.. co 
.oo 
.. no 
.oo 
.on 
.oo 
.oo 
.co 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
Per cent 
of' ?02 
.oo 
.oo 
.. oo 
.oo 
.co 
.oo 
.. oo 
.oo 
oOO 
.co 
oCtO 
.oo 
.oo 
'!'able III (Coneludea} 
TOTAL N0{-:w1Il1 OF ifv1~RAGL PAGES Dli;\/'OJ:ED TO 
TOPICS IU THE SELEC'fED rUl~'i'R._GRADE TEX1'BOOK 
Il:J HOt::fB ECOi:JOI-'ffl(;s 
~-----~-·-._---~~----=-----·-cr-=~=_,.=--""'·~-=ieo"<.·"-'>l'!lt.'J-J.'1-.-_-..=.,_-~-:-c_~,~"'..Q·.o>.=.:.><"""'-'-~-.,,..:;:r;I'..., __ ___ AA .>-.,,;,,, ·~~.,,,. t 4<D _ , _ ~--~ 
Topic 
15. Leg@l relationships of i.:myer &11d seller 
( CrJx1tinuad) 
Agoncies which ~re active :&11.•crt,ect-
ing the cm1,o1u.Eie1" "-~ga:l:ngt fri:'.'l!'"t a:r;d · 
misrepresent~tlon 
Miscellaneous 
16. Problems of production t'01d labo1• 
a. How products are :m,ade 
bo How 1::rusiness is organiied 
c. Control of business by the government 
d. Miscellaneous 
(p:roblems, exercises, activities, otc.) 
~~e,.rotetl t~~ 
l·lo. oi" av. 
pages 
.. oo 
.oo 
.• cJO 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
\?er cent 
of' 702 
.oo 
.co 
.. oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
/ 
taxe;;J, prie®s, banks and bar.king, ~narkoting :funotions, communication, 
transportation, tra~sporting goods, legal :relG.tionsbips of buyer and seller, 
and ,roblems of production and labo~. 
A ,further examination of T~ble III reveals that of the :five topics 
gi van emph&sis in this t,extbook, the topic or buy"ing is gi van the most 
emphasis, i,rlth 82 average 11a.ges, 01" 11.68 per cent of the total 702 aver-
e.ge page~ in the home ooonomico textbook, be:itlg devoted to this ·topic. It 
may be notad that 73. 7.5 of' the 82 ave:ra.g(ll pages are devoted to the topic 
specific teob-nice.l buying inf~t.ion. Tlds, however, is to he expected, 
in view of the f'aet that homEJ economies has alveys stressed development 
·of buying information and skills .for particular goods. 
Only one fifth as much spaee, or 16.75 average pages, is given to 
the tonic housing, as is given to the most emphasized topic o:f buying. Of 
the 16.75 average page!'! devoted to the topic housing, ll.2:5 .f!Verage pegos 
pertf:\in to the subtopic using your home, as a -place in which to live well. 
:tn the home economics textbook, 14 Bverage pages, or 1.99 per cetr~, 
oft.he total 702 average peges in this textbook, are devoted to the topic 
finanelal planning. 
The space in the home economics textbook devoted to the topic credit 
is almo3t the same aruoant or space as is given to sources or consumer infor-
mation. A total ot 4. 75 average pages pertain to sources or consu1ue1 ... 
information and 4.25 average pagea aTe devoted to, the topic credit. 
Very little .space in tho ho.111e economics ·textbook is giv~ ·to problems, 
exercises, activities, etc. Pupil activities in consumer probleLtS a.re 
probably offered in connection ~.irlth laboratory ruid individunl project work 
in aeltling,. cooking, etc. 
Ta:blG IV shows the number and per cent of the total llumber of aver-
fii& pages in the mathematic5 t~xtbook devot.ed to the various consumer 
education topics. 
An eXM!ination of Tttble IV reveals that seven of the sixteen main 
' 
topics are given no emphasis in the mathematics textbook:. These topics 
~e: bu,ying, sources of consumer information end how to use these sourees, 
marketing functions, Co?mUunicat.1011, transp0rting goods, legal NllationshiJ>S 
of buyer W'ld seller, and problems of 'Pl"Odueticn and le.bor. 
The topic r,i van the most emphasis in the mathems:ties textbt.."Ok 1~ t&xotJ, 
as revealed b;," Table IV. The spece given to this topic is 20. 75 ave:rsge 
!)t?,,t;es, or 5.58 per cent., of the tote! of Y/2 average ~es in. the textbook. 
0:f the 20.75 average pages devoted to taxes, 17 average pages contain exer-
cises and problems. 
The number of averagt, pages in the wtthem.e.tios terloook gi van to the 
to-pie or insurance is 16.25. which is 4.37 per cent of the total numbe1· of 
average ~es in the textbook. 
The &mount of spe.ce devoted to esch of the :following four tonics 1:n 
the matbermtics is approximately the same, "''1th .3.75 average pa.gos bei.Dg 
devoted to the topic fin6l'!Cid plmming, 5.25 e.vemge pages being devoted 
tot-he topic of investments, .;.75 average r,ages being devoted to the 'tol,ic 
housing, and 4 average pages being d.evoted to banks and. banking. 
or the nine main topics treated in the mathematics textbook, the least 
amount of space is devoted to the topics credit, prices, and tnnsportation. 
Only 2 average pages are devoted to each cf these topics. 
An examiootion of' the data in Table IV reveals that more space is 
devoted to the miscellaneous classificaticn, vhich inel.udes exercise~, 
Table IV 
LKJMBEEt AND PER cm,JT OP '.l'HE TOTAL l!DMBER OF AV.EHAGE PAGES DE'l/OTED TO 
COlJSffiviJI?., ED!JCATIOH TOPICS In TH£ SL~LEG!'.ED li'.I!~'r!-I-GHli.DE TEXTBOOK 
:rn HATH.TI:MNrICt1 
39 
Space devoted to topic 
Per cent 
!?o. or av. of' 372 
Topic pages 
--
av. pages 
Total - All Topics 59.75 16.07 
1. Financial Planning .3. '75 1.00 
a. 13udgeting 1.50 .40 
b., Miscell~neoua 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 2.25 .60 
2. Insurance 16.25 4.37 
a. i~rpes of insur~ce contracts 6.r/5 1.82 
b. How to choose the kind and amount or 
insurance 5.00 1.34 
c. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, Qtc.) 4.50 1.21 
3. Invest.mon·ts 5.2, 1.41 
a • How and when to invest your saviugs 2.00 .54 
b. .Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 3.75 .87 
4. Credit 2.00 .54 
a.,. Kinds and sources of credit .25 .07 
b. How to calculate true interest rates on 
installment purchases or loans .oo .oo 
e. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, e·tc.) 1.75 .47 
Thia t::lbla should be read as follous: In the nmthematics textbook, ~ 
total of J.75 average pages, or 1.00 per cent of the total or 372 
pages, are devoted to the consumer education topic financial planning. 
The data concerning tho ren:aining topics in this table are read in the 
same :manner. 
., 
Bpace devot,zd · to topic 
, 
0 :?er e~ 
i~o. of av. of 372 
T~rd.~ pages s.v. page$ 
..._..,_.._ __________ ._... __ _,,.......,_,,_,~,~~~~~~~ 
~~ 
c. Kinds of te:1tas 
b. E;valootion of' theories and principles 
of tlilx~ti.on 
e. Ci'ovorntrlont services provided by tmcea 
d. Con'jJ,~riaon o:f gooda ~nd services 1.;h@ 
provided through public tinanc:i.ng as 
compared wi.th cost through pr:tv~t~ 
1:~gancies 
e. Miscellaneous 
e. 
(problems, exercises, aetiv:tties, etc.) 
Hou price~ are determi'.tlad 
Influence. of competition and monopol.y 
ori prices 
Violent fluetua.tions of oonID prica-3 
'i.Jhich charaoteriz!?J the b>.:1si:nes1i cycle 
lheories or eausefl ~nd cures of the busi-
nc-:;s cycles 
e. no~1ernment 's ef'f eet o:n prices 
f. Miscellaneous 
(problem.$, e:mrei.aeo, activities, etc.) 
liva wall 
h. F:1.nancial a-nd 1,,,e;~l problems conn~c.rted 
with buying, building, or renting~ home 
:;:i. /1::'!va:n:tar:es and dimidvnntages of buying 
renti:Etg 
d. (~o:mparati ve cost,s of buying and renting 
(3. Ave.ilablo means fo:r· f'innncing the ooying 
or buildirig o.f a home 
,.,o 
.co 
.oo 
.no 
17.25 
2.00 
.. ;o 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
1.~{'.l 
3.75 
.oo 
.co 
if',f'\ 
et..,.,,u 
.sci 
.:25 
t"I# 
•74' 
.oo 
.oo 
.co 
4.64 
.54 
.13 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.ls,l 
1.01 
.oo 
Ct' «!> "--' 
.(;~'} 
.13 
.07 
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GOii'Stil!'~R BDU(Hl'fIOM 'll:OPICS HJ 'i'HE SELECTED NU~H-GRADE TEXTBOOK 
Ili HATHEi>lA'l'ICS 
·ropic 
______ _... ____ ~~·---------------
7. Hons:i.ng (Continued) 
r. The cost of such financing 
g. Legal rights and responsibilities of 
parties involved :in renting or buying 
a home 
h. iliscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
s. Benks and banking 
a. Place or banks in our financial system 
b. Kinds of banks 
e. The function of banks in relation to 
the Federal Reserve System 
d. Servi.ees provided to individuals by 
b~Dks 
e. How to use these be:nking service5 
r. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exorcises, activities, etc.) 
9. Buying 
a. General buying information 
b. Specific technical buying inform::rtion 
c. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
10. Sou:rcos or consumer information and how to 
ur1e these sources 
a .. Advertising 
b. Informative labels 
Space devoted to topic 
?er cent 
No. of avo of 372 
pages av. pages 
~ ·~ 
.25 
.oo 
2.75 
lv.00 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.25 
2.25 
1.50 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.07 
.co 
.74 
1.os 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.o7 
.60 
.41 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
'l'ablo IV (Continued) 
rl:lIDER Arm PER CEIJT OF' 'filE 'l'()I'Jl.L 
E'DUCA':.'1011 TOPICS ns 
PACES DEVOTI.l) 'I'O 
!,J!.N'l'F..,..G?.iIDE TgXTIDO!i 
Ui lY1ifi'HE:~A1'lCS 
Srace dfbvoted to topic 
---~~~£~ ~ w ---·-" ----
Pr)l" cextt 
iro. of f,v. of' Yl2 
Topic 
10. Sources of consumer information and hey to 
u~~ th~se caurees (Continued) 
GJ'."[ictO le,belil1g 
Gotn:n:'nment r1gencios 
Prof'easior1al flD:Joeiations 
Conm"1.i"OOr subscription agencies 
Ccr::morcial t1nd trade-~DsociG"i.ioYi 
12,bo?atories 
llEt',lfJpapsrs and magazines 
C0~1Esrc :121.1. f '.tl~.I:1~ 
Mi~1cellflneous j •. 
(p1~oble-::1s, exerci~es, :'lctivit:l~s, etc .. ) 
11. Marketing functimcis 
a. t'he cost of tram!porting cormnodi tie~ 
through various chazmels from p1~01.h!csr 
to consun1er 
b. Important functions of the vririoua 
ratail outle·i,3 
c. Co-op:arati ve effort,v to mnrketi:i".1g 
d. Ic!iscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, ~ctivlt:i.eo, 
12. Com.rn.unicatiol'li 
et.c.) 
a. How and when to use the telephone to 
thi: best advi:;,ntage at the least COl'rtfXH'a-
t:li.re cost 
b. How nnd whe:t1 tc, uoe the telegraph 'to t,he 
hoot, &:c}vantege at the least comparative 
COS1' 
c 0 How and when t,o uso mail the l:1c:1st. 
advantage at the lefifJt complirative coi:;t 
d. Ivli.acellaneous 
(problems, e:%c:i:•cis\:ls, aethlfties, etc.) 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.co 
.oo 
.oo 
.co 
.oo 
.oo 
oOO 
.-O!J 
.()() 
.(JO 
.oo 
.oo 
oOO 
•. oo 
sv .. 
--T IL! 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.co 
.oo 
oOO 
.crJ 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
(if'l 
.\ • .Yl;/ 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
T~ble IV (Continuod) 
i:rrmn:im AND PER cn::n' OP THE TOTAL mmBrn OF A'11ERAGE PAGES DEVOTED TO 
COl\iSTJi,b'R EDUC,,TIOW T.OPIIJS IN THE SELFiCTED )!UJTH-GRADE TEXTBOOK 
Il{ t:~f-i.TH"f::J,'i1TICS 
43 
Space d,Jvoted to topic 
~--~--~-------------Per cent 
No. of av. of 372 
'l'opie 
ri. Different methods of transp0rtation 
b. t~heu each of the cUf'f*erent methods ahould 
be used 
c. Comparative costs or ·the dif~areut trans-
portation serviceo (include$ varying 
costs of servicQs within each type) 
d. Where to secure information about, t,ravel 
and hou to i11.t,e1"Pret the inforrootion 
. e. Advantages and disadvantages or different 
moans of -'&ravel 
f. 1-iiscellaneous 
(p:t"oblems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
u. Transporting goods 
a. Advantages and di.sadva1rtages based Oil 
cost, safety, convenience, and the 
time element in tranapo:Fc.i:ng goods by i 
mail, axpreso, an.cl freight 
b. Advantegos and disadvsntages basad on 
coAt, safoty, cor.ivoni,ance, end the ti:me 
element in transporting goods by: 
t1-uck, trnin, air, ~nd bo&t 
c. Miscellaneous 
(probler:i.s, exercises, ~ctivities, etc.) 
15. Leg.el relationships of buyer t,ir,;d Bellar 
a. General legal principles of contracts 
.2.00 
.. oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.75 
1.25 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
and :negotiable inctruments .oo 
!1.. Uha't constitutes f'raud and misrepresentation.00 
.54 
.oo 
.oo 
,1100 
.oo 
.20 
,.34 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
.oo 
------- ---------------------------~----------------~--------------
'i'able IV (Concludecl) 
DUUBER 11.lliJ PF,R CENT OF THE 1'0Tll.L EUHBER OF AVERAGE PAGES DEVOTED TO 
cmmu1v1ER EDUCATION TOPICS IH THE SELECTED HilifrH ... GitADE TE:li'.:i'BOOK 
I}1 .MATI00-1Jl.'l'ICS 
'topic:. 
Space devoted to topic 
Per cent 
No,. of av"" of 372 
pages av. pages 
15. Legal relationships ot buyer and seller 
. (Continued) 
c. Agencies which are active in protecting 
the consumer against fraud and misre:pre-
sen·tation .oo .oo 
d. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, ete.) .oo .oo 
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. . Problems or production and labor .oo .oo 
a. How products are made .oo .oo 
. b. How business is organized . .co .oo 
c. Control of business by the govenunent .oo .oo 
d. Problems of labor .co .oo 
•• Miscellaneous (problems, exerclses, activities, etc.) .oo .oo 
preblei~o., activities, ete., th~.r\ i£ rf,.,,,,.,,.,,,·r,o,,, 
mathm1atico terlbook. 'l'bis 
The rJ.nEJ ecn::n.1.inar educc,t:Lm:i. t,he m1lthematios text-
book ccmi:p:dse :a total of l!?;,f\~,rox:111'<:te!y : Ol' ;;;Jx:rnt l'.U'lf! fifth 
. I,am~t ln. ~a~§ 
T~ble V ~how the number snd pe:r c.s:nt of the total number o:f averafl:® 
pagos ir1 the science te.k"tbook devoted to tho various oon.•nJmer educ!1 t:ioia 
topiea. 
The data in :tabla V rev~..al th.et only two of the sixtee.n maln e:onsumer 
education topics are given emphnais in the science textbook.. 'fhe~e topics 
,~ire transportation {travel) and transporting goods~ 'f'he science textbook 
devotee; 12.25 averat,:e pages, or 1.7.2 por cent, ot the totn1 of 719 e:11erag® 
9 .. ;;5 pages ,:n:·e d,3votoo. to the subtopic different methods .of t1·ans-
'pt:irtatic,n. Only .50 cf an. r.t:verage page .in 'the ooience textbook is 1111:en 
to the, topic trans~orti.'r.g f{Oods. 
'Ihe two topics treated in the science textbook comprise; a tot~l of' 
about 13 :peges, or less than 2 per cent of' the total 710 trverage pages in 
tho t.extbook. 
l?Jlm§l"l 
1lm.s, the general bu.uiness textbook ~iliasizes all sirl,een. consum~r 
oducation ton.ice, 'With the thr·ee most emphasized topics beinf; communication. 
banks and banking, a."ld insu:ra:noe; the social studies t,ertbook devote~ space 
to fifteen of the sixteen topics, with the most emphasized tor,ic bei.!lg 
'l'able V 
ImMBER MID PER cmw OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF AVERAGE PAGES DEVOT.ED TO 
CONSUMER EDUCATION TOPICS I.N THE SELECTED NINTH-GRADE TEXTBOOK 
IN SCIENCI* 
13. 
14. 
Space devoted to topic 
Per cent 
No. of av. ot 710 
Topic pages av. pages 
Total - All Topics 12075 l.79 
Transportation (travel) 12.25 1.72 
a. Different methods or transportation 9.25 1.30 
b. When each of the difter.ent methods should 
be used .oo .oo 
c. Comparative coats of the different trans-
portation services (includes varying 
costs or services td.thin each type) .oo .oo 
d. Where to secure information about travel 
and how to interpret the information .oo .oo 
e. Advantages and disadvantages ot different 
means of travel 2.00 .28 
f. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, ate.} 1.00 .u 
Transporting goods .50 .07 
a. .Advantages and disadvantages based on 
cost, safety, convenience, and the time 
element in transporting goods by: 
mail, express, and freight .oo .oo 
b. Advantages and disadvantages based on 
cost, safety, convenience, and t.he time 
element in transporting goods by: truck 
train, air, and boat .50 .07 
c. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) .oo .oo 
*The fourteen consumer education topics which are not treated in 
the textbook in science are omitted from this table. 
This table should be read as follows: In the science textbook, a total 
or 12.25 average pages, or 1.72 per cent of the total of 710 pages, are 
devoted to the consumer education topic Transportation (travel). The 
data concerning the remaining topics i:n this table are read in the same 
manner. 
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problems of prcduction and ltiWr; th6 textboet in ma.thematics emphasizes 
seven of' the sbrteen eou.s.maer education topics, vitb the most. emphasized 
topic in this textbook being taxes J the hoiue economics textbook devotee 
spaoe to .f'ive ot the sixteen top1es/with the l'llOSt space being gtvu to 
the topic buying; and t.he science text.bock ephauizes only tt4o or the 
sixteen consu'!ner education topics, with the most emphasis in t.hc·soienee 
textbook being placed on the topic tnms,ortation. Ccmdderabll emphasis 
1s given to problems, exercises, and activltie& in the general business 
and mathematics textbooks, while very little eniph&ais is given to this 
claseif'ication in the soc~~ studies, home eeono:m!cs, and science textbooks. 
CHAPTER III 
RELATIVE EMPHASIS ON CONSUMER EDUCATimJ IN THE SELECTED TEXTBOOKS 
In Chapter II, the tabuliited data G.nd the findings relating to these 
data, shov the amount of emphasis given to the various consumer education 
topics in each of the selected textbooks. 
Tho purpoce of this chapter is to show the relative emphasis given 
to the various consumer education topics in the selected textbooks in gene-
ra1 bui::iiness, social studies, home economics, mathematics, and science. 
As outlined under "Method and Procedures" in Chapter r, a standal'd 
page was cel.ew.a.tecl for the five textbooks in order to determine the num• 
ber 0£ standard pages devoted to each of the topics in each of the five 
selected textbooks •. The standard page was devised as a common measure of 
space in order that comparisons might be made between and among the differ-
ent textbooks, to determine the relative emphasis devoted to the different. 
consumcu" education topics. Data concerning the number of standard pages 
devoted to the various topics are found in Table VI. Then, the relative 
emphasis on each of the consumer education tonics in the selected textbooks 
was dete1'IDined by figuring the ratio of the number of standard pages devoted 
to ea.ch of' the topics in one textbook to the number of standard pages 
devoted to these same topics in each of the other textbooks. These data 
are found in Tables VII, VIII, IX, x:, and n.1 
The findingl3 in this chapter are listed according to the sixteen main 
consumer education topics, as used in this study'. 
The importance of financie.l. planning in consumer education is seen 
in the fact that, each textbook, except the one in science, devotes some 
1 Tables VI, VII, VIII 1 IX, X, and XI are placed at the close of the 
chapter, as they are referred to throughout the chapter. 
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space to this topic. Table VI indicates that the range in standard pages 
is from 3 in :mathem~tics to .37 in ge:nereT bnsiness. 
The textbook in general bus:lness emphasizes financial plruming to a 
greater oxtq;Jnt than either or the textbooks social studies, home economics, 
o:r. 1:1at,hem'.'ltics, rw revealed Tabla i/II., Ac,,c:tding to t,he ratios in. Table 
VII, which ·were calculated from the :nuniber of' standard pages indica,ted in 
Table VI, the general bur5iness textbook devotes more than 12 times as much 
emphr.sis to financieJ. planning as does the textbook in raathe.ma.tics. The 
social studies textbook rank~ next in relative emphasis placed upon financial 
planning, with 8 standard pages, as com.pared with. 37 standard pages in 
general business, l·:hich indicates thil,t mOI'{ll than 4 times as much space in 
general business RS in social studiec is dr,.'iTtY&ed to this topic,. 
Financial planning receives approximately 3 times the stress in the 
general business textbook which this topic rece:t ves in the ho:me economics 
textbook. According to the r~.tios in Table VIII, which were calculated from 
the number of standard pag<;;'!s in '.fable VI, f'iriancial plarming ie stressed 
approxim.ateJ.y 3 time,r,;J as much iI1 social studies as i:n mathematics, but the 
space devoted to this topic in home economics is 1.50 tir.r1es as much as in 
social studies. The home eoonom.cs te:rtbook devotes 12. standard pa.gen to 
th,=J topic of' financial plruming, which is 4 times greater than the empha.sis 
in mathematics, t\ccording to the ratios in Table U., which we:t"e calculated 
from the number or .fitandar<l pages sho1:m in Table VI. 
Budgeting comprises an important subtopic under financial pla:m:dng. 
'l'able VI reveals that in the general busim)si:; textbook, out of 37 standard 
pages given over to the broad consumer education topic of financial plan-
nina, 18 are allowed f'or budgeting. F:ro:m Table VII, it is noted that the 
general business textbook m.oro space to rea.ding mntter on this sub-
tonic than either of the other textbooks; however, the relative emphasis 
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:miscellaneous classifieatio:u of 
about 
devoted to financial plruming in the general business textbook is given to 
reading matter in budgeti11g, uhile 8 oft.he standard pages in the textbook 
in social stud:I.ei:;; and 11 out of the 12 pages in the textbook in home ooono:ntlc~, 
are used in devi;:loping the subtopic of budgeting. 
Ifo space is devoted to financinl pla.nning in the textbook in science0 
The general bu1iliness textbook devotes 18 stands.rd pages to budgeting, which 
is 18 tim.ee a.:i much space as the space given to bu.dgeting in the me.thematics 
textbook; approximately 1.5 times the space in the textbook 1:n home eco:nor,tlcsi 
and slightly 1oor0 than twieo the space found in the textbook in soeieJ. st12ctiet;:J. 
It if;J noted from the ratios in Table VII that the socieJ. studies t0xtbook 
devotes 8 times the space to budgeting that the mathematics te.K.U,ook devotes 
to this toiiic, uhile the e:rnphasis on budgeting in the home economics text-
book, as shown in Table IX, is about 1.5 times that found in social studies. 
As shown in Table IX, 11 standard pages are given to budgetir1g in home @co-
no:mics, which is 11 times the space devoted to this topi.c i:n the m.atherdatics 
textbook. 
It is recognized that problems a.nd experiments in cormoction with meal 
planning, clothing selecti.i:m, ete., in a course in home economics may be 
interpreted us developing :lnformatio.n and skills in budgeting., In this 
study, however, account was taken only of' the material listed spE..>eific11lly 
under the headings of financial planning and the subtopics of budgeting 
a.rxd miscelln:neous, including prob.lems and exarcises related to the general 
topic. With this limit~_tion in mind, the data in Table VII reveal tha.t 
more relative emphasis is placed upon problems, exercises, activities, 
etc., on the topic of financial planning in the textbook :ir1 gen oral busin~sa 
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-than ls devoted to this topic in either o:f the textbooks in home economics 
or mathome.tics:. Accorcling to T.::iblo VII, 19 times as much space is given 
to exercises and problems in the general business textbook ae is found 
in the home economics textbook. The tllflthematics textbook ranks next in 
relative emphasis on this topic, ,,d. th 2 standard pages, as compared with 
the 19 staneard pages in g®ner~l business, ~hich ia 9.5 times as much 
emphasis in general business as i:n ms.themticrs. Exercises, problems, ac...-
tivities, etc., pertaining to financi~l planning are given no emphasis 
in the social studies or science textbooks. According to Table IX, the 
space devoted to the miscellaneous topic in the mathematics textbook is· 
2 stand~rd pageo, or t'!Jiee the ~.mphasis given the subtopic in the home 
economics textbook. 
-The topic in.surance is treated in three of the five selected text-
books. As shown in Table VI,: the range in standard pages devoted to this 
topic is from 12 in social studies to 56 h1 general business.. The me.the-
matics textbook devotes 15 pages to the broad topic of insurance. Aeeord-
ing to Table VI, no space in either the home economics or science textbook 
is given to insurance. 
As revealed from the data in Tl'fl.ble VII, the ger.1.eral business text-
book devotes more space to insurance than either of the textbooks in social 
studies or ~athematics. The ratios in Table VII show that the 56 standard. 
' 
pages devotee. to insurance i.n the general business textbook is about 5 
times as much as the space devoted to this to-pie in social st1,1dies, and 
about 4 timea as much as the space used in tho mathematics textbook. From 
Table VIII, it is seen that the e..m.phasis on insurance is only 1.3 times 
as rn.uch in social studies as in mathematics. The broad topic or insurance 
is not emphasized as such in the home economics or science textbooks. 
'.s.'he df,.ta in 'l'ablo ''if! :l.:adic::tte that of 56 stal).dtmd r:;agsi; devoted t,o ini:n.u.·-
2.nce 11'1 tho general buoinoss t(a:Ktbook, 19 stm:i.dard p.s.ge:.; ~.:ro allocated to 
types of' iimurancc contracts, while 10 out of 12 pages. in soeial studies 
:1:nd 6 out of· 15 pages in math0TI1atictt e.:ce used in dcveltlp:i.fl€': the subto·oic 
of types of insurance contracts. l'he genoral business textbook devotes 19 
st.:3.ndard f)8g'.,3D to types of insurance contracts, which is 3. 5 times ne, much 
space EtS the space devoted tiu type1'3 of insurance contrsctt In 
the 11ocial stud:i.es text.book. 
The t,opic tj,,-pe;::; of insur1n1ce con.tracts is gi ve:n no e:nphasis in the ho~11e 
economics or science textbook. '£,abli'i'! VIII showa the,t the 6 standard roeges 
dewt1ted t.o ty-pes of ir11:1u:raY1CCi 1:::ont:N1ct>J in the m.athicJm~ttccJ textbook is 
l.? times the space in th~ soe:1.~.l ,'.;J'tudies textbook which is dcwotcd to th:ts 
topic~ 
i'he data in 'I'ablo ';lII indicate t.:hiit more space is given to the sub-
topic how to chooBe the kind and amount of insuranee in' the genere.1 business 
textbook ths.n is given to this topic in eithHr of tho other te:irtboclm. 
t.h:J.f.l 0WJ1c, topic in social studies mid about ;?,.5 timos th,;;-i spa.co given in 
rmathomatics. According i.o data nroscnt,sd .in Tc,ble 'VIII, the m.atha.,,~"ltica 
textbook devotei'3 5 s'candard r:icges to ho-w to choose the kind and :a1:mount of 
insurance, which :i.s 5 ti1ues tho space given to th..ts topic in thsi social 
st.udieis textbook. Nei-theT the home eootlO'n.ics nor tht~ aclen,ee textbook 
8.llows any spfW('J f'or the subtopic hou t.o choose the kind and amount of 
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'.ii'~blo VII shouo tlmt t.he gr:::ir,test a~1ount of relative emphasiEJ on sub-
toptcs m1der the broa.d topic of inourance is round cm tht1 :miscellan.ooua 
sui,topi.c, which includes µrobl~ms, e:rercises, activities, otc. The gene-
roJ. buDinerJB te:tr'r.;book d(Jvoteo 22 standa.1~cl pageo to the :miscellnneous sub-
topic, uhich ic 22 ti mos the spa.co itllowed for this clao1:Jificat:lon in 
eocial studies cll'l~ 5,5 ti!!Kitcl tho opace f'ound in :mathomatics. .Four :::tan-
dard pages arc given to the miscellaneous in.~urance oubtopie in the mathe-
matics textbook, which ifj l.1- tlncis the apaee e;iven in social studies, as 
Ghown in Table VIII. Th':..1.s, the relative o:..nph.asis on the insu:ra."':tce Rlis-
cellanoous cla.ssH'ication is gre1,~tor in the general business t0xtbook than 
in either of the textbooks in social studies or mEithomatics, 11it..1':! the 
mathematics textbook ranking second in relative emphasis on this subtopic. 
12w st. Inye;1yent.a 
'l'he broad constuner education topic of investments b1 eTIIl)ha.sizoo to 
a greater extent in the genereJ. businese textbook than. in eith0r of tho 
textbooks in social studies or mathematics, as revealed in Table VII. 
Table VI indicates that the raiige in standard pages is from 5 ir1 social 
studies to 23 in general business. The ms.thematias textbook d~votes 
5 standard pages to investments, Yhile the home economics and S(!ience 
textbooks do not devote any space to the topic of investments. 
According to the ratios in Table VII, which wer~ calculated from the 
number of standard pages in Table VI, the genercl business textbook devotes 
4.6 times as much emphasis to investments as does tho textbook in social 
studies, and 4.6 ti1nes as much emphasis to this topic as does the text-
book in mathematics. Thus, the emphasis placed on. investments in the 
social studies textbook is about the same as the emphasis placed on this 
topic in the mathematics textbook, as indicated in the data presented in 
Table VIII. 
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How and when to invest your savings is considered an important sub-
topic under the broad topic investments, particularly in the general 
business and social studies textbooks . Table VI shows that over half of 
the space devoted to invest ents in the general business textbook is given 
to reading matter in how and when to invest your savings, while 4 of the 
5 standard pages in the social studies textbook, and 2 out of the 5 stan-
. dard pages in mathematics are used in developing the subtopic how and when 
to invest your savings. According to the data in Table VII, the general 
business textbook devotes 14 standard pages to how and when to invest your 
saving, . As indicated in Table VIII, the 4 standard pages in the social 
studies textbook, which are devoted to how and when to intreet your savings, 
is twice that or the space devoted to .this same topic in mathematics. 
Thus , the general business textbook ranks first in relative emphasis 9n 
this topic , with social studies ranking second, and mathematics fifth. 
The miscellaneous classification, which includes problems, exercises, 
activ1ties, etc., is relatively important as a subtopic under the broad 
topic of investments in the general business and mathematics textbooks. 
Table VI shows that 9 standard pages in the general business textbook 
are given to inv stment problems, exercises, etc., which is 3 times the 
emphasis given to this classification in mathematics and 9 times the 
emphasis found in the social studies textbook. The ratios in Table VII 
show that the emphasis on the 3 standard pages devoted to the iniscellaneous 
subtopic under investments in mathematics is 3 times the space given to 
this subtopic in the social studies textbook. 
JOPic S2f. Ctedii 
The importance of credit in consumer education is indicated by the 
fact that each textbook, except the one in science, detr0tes some space to 
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this topic. The data in Table VI show that the standard pages :z·a,nge from 
2 in mathem!).tics to 45 in general busincs~. 
'l'he textbook in general business, as :revealed in '.!.'able VII, emphasizes 
tho topic credit more than either of the textbook~ in social studieD, home 
econo!l.lic{:, or mathematics. According to the ratios in Table v"II, the 
general business textbook devotes almost 2:.3 times as much space to credit 
as does the textbook in mathematics. The home economica textbook ranks 
next in relative emphasis placed on credit, with 4 standard pages as com-
-r,,ared with 45 in general business, which indicates that more th8.:n 11 
times ao Huch emphasis is placed on this topic in ths general business text ... 
book as in the home economics textbook. 
Credit receives 9 times the emphasis in the general business text-
book uhich this tonic receives in social studies. Accor,ling to the ra.tioa 
in Table VIII, the 5 standard pages e.llocs.ted to the topic credit in the 
social studies textbook is approximately equal to the space given ovoT 
to thii:J topic in the home economics textbook. However, the cmphasiv 
placed on credit in the social studies textbook is 2.5 times the emphasi&] 
placed on this topic in mathematics. '.!~able IX indicates that 4 stnndard 
pages are given to eredi t in home economics, which is 2 time~1 the space 
given to this topic in the mathematics textbook. Thus, the relative eID .... 
phasis placed on the topic credit in the general business textbook outrnnko 
the relative emphasis placed on this topic in the social studies, home 
eeonomic8, and mathematics textbooks. 
An analysis of the consumer· education content in the textbooks in 
general business, social studies, and home economics reveals that kinds 
and ,~ources of credit is an importunt subtopic in the de'Velopment of the 
commmer education topic credit. For example, Table VI reveals that ot 
45 standard pages in the general business textbook given to credit, 19 
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urEJ allolJed for the subtopic !d:nds an.a sources of' c:redi t. From Table 
VII, it is noted that the general business textbook gi.ves more space to 
thirJ subtopic than either of the other textbooks. Table 'v'Il shows that 
the 19 standard pages given to kinds and sources o:t~ eredi t in the gene-
ral buai:ness textbook is 9.5 times the space alloted to this topic in 
the textbook :i.n home economics, and about 6 'times the space found in the 
social studiet; textbook. 
The social studieo textbook devotes :3 standard pages to kinds and 
sources of credit., uhioh according to Table VIII, is 1.; times the space 
found in the home econornios t;extbook. Although the :mathematics textbook 
emphasizes the topic crt,dit, no space if.l given to kinds and sources of 
credit in the development of crodit in the mathematics textbook. 
How to calculate truo interest rates on installment purchases or 
loans is evidently considered as a relatively unimportant reading sub-
topic in developing the main topic of' crcdi t, since only two of' tho five 
textbooks devote any reading:matter to this subtopic. The relativ\8 eu-
phaois on this topic in the textbooks, however, is greate~ on.the mis-
celhmeous classification, which includes problems, exercises, etc., than 
on reading matter of hoy to calculate truo interest rates. According to 
dr1-ta in Table VII, the general business textbook devotes 8 standard ptie;os 
to reading matter on the. subtopic of' how to calculate true interest ratef; 
on installment purchases or loans, which is 4 times the emphasis given 
this topic in the textbook in heme economics. Dtita in Table VII also 
indicate that, no emphasis is placed on how to calculate true interest 
ra:tes on inatallme:nt purchases or loans in the social studies, mathematics, 
or science textbook. 
Table VI indicates that of the 45 standard pages devoted to credit 
in the general busi:ness textbook, 18 standard pages are allocated to the 
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miscellaneous subtopic, while of the 5 sta11dard pages in thB social 
studies textbook devoted to credit, 2 a.re allowed .for problems, exorcises, 
etc., and or the 2 star.1dard fJagea ·1n the l!n.athematics textbook devoted to 
credit, bot,h pages pertain to problems, exercises, etc. The emphasis on 
the miscellaneous subtopic in general business is 9 times as great as th0 
emphasis on trds topic in social studies, a.nd also 9 timeo as g~-eat as 
the e1i1phasis in ma:the.matics, a,9 shown in Table VII. The relative emphasis 
on problems and exercises, based on space allocation, is the same in social 
studies as in mathematics, according to Table VIII. 
The relative emphasis in the general business textbook on each of the 
subtopics under the main topic of credit is about 8 times as great as the 
emphasis on these same topics in the social studiss textbook, vb.ich ranks 
next after the general business textbook in relative emphasis placed on 
these subtopics. 
.I2m& !lt. Taxes 
'.i'a.ble VI indicates that the mathematics textbook devotes more sttm-
aard pages to the main topic taxes th.an either of the .textbooks in social 
studies or general business. The range in standard pages, as rovcalec 
by Table ·n, is from 9 in ger1oral business to 19 in mathematics. The 
home economies and science textbooks devote no apace to this topic, while 
tha social studies textbook devotes 16 standard peges to tho topic taxes. 
Table VII indicates that the emphasis placed on taxes in the mathematics 
textbook is 2 times the emphasis on this sam.e topic in general businea~. 
Taxes receives approximately 2 times the emphasis in social studies as 
in general businees, as indicate in ·r~ble VIII. 
Kinds or taxes, as a subtopic included under the main topic taxe~, 
is stressed more in the social studies textbook than i:ri tho genertil busi-
ness or mathematics textbook, as shoi,m in Table '!!I• 'l'he social otudies 
tc;rtbook devotes 11 standard pagos to kinds o:r taxosi, -which is about 3 
timos tho .apace or 4 otand~rd p~ef'.l 8.llow0d for this .. topic in the text-
book in generru. busine£s, B..nd 1 .. 3 times o.s :m.nch emphasis as in me:them:at:i.cm, 
as shown by the ratios in Tv.blc VII. ,~ccording to Table VIII, kind~ of 
ta~c,3~ a:3 a subtopic is ghren an epnrcxirnately equal omplw.eis in the socitl 
otudios ru'!d mti.thenatics te:11.--tboolw. 
EvtlM,tion of 'thGories and principles of' ·taxation is not considered 
an i.T!lportant. subtopic u.nder the ma.in topic taxes, as judged .by the sp~ee 
used in t~1e textbook for this subtopic. 'fable Vl indicates that only 
the textbooks in general bu:1iness and socie.l studies give any space to 
th1s topic, and that only l standard page in each of these textbooks is 
allowed for evaluation of theories and princi~les of taxation. 
The general business textbook, according to Table VI, :ls the only 
textbook devoting axry sp~ce to the subtopic government services provided 
by trures; only l stand~.rd paee is &.llowed for this topic in general 
businoss. 
Likewise, the subtopic comparison of eoods and services when provided 
through ~ublic financing aa com,ared with cost t~h private agenci~a, 
i~ not p;resented in any o:f the textbooks a.s a subtopic under taxes. 
It may be noted from Table VI~ that of the 19 standard page~ in the 
mathematics textbook concerned 'With the topie taxes, 16 contain exercises, 
problems, activities, etc. Thus, as ind.i.oated in 'l'a.ble VII, the emphasis 
on problems, exercises, activities, etc., is 5.5 times gree.ter in mathe-
matics than the er~,ha.sis on this classification in general business. 
Table VII shows that the emphasis on problems, exercises, activities, etc., 
is 4 times grP.ater in mathemntics than the emphasis on this classificati0!.1 
in the social studies textbook. 
emphasis in rnathf?..zooties is !1laoed crtl problelfW, ex-ercise~, a.etiv:lti<:!s,etc. 
'Oel"tahd.ng to taxes, Yhile the fl'eatest, e~ro'.ru!tt::i.s in social studi>i:;SJ ruiii 
Violent f.'luetuationr.i1 of some nrices 1.rhich chv:raet.erize the busi-
neGs cycle ii:; given no eonside:r1.'l,tion in an,v of the textbooks ns €l sub-
topic :ln developing the ?nain tonic of prlceg:i. 
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It ii; noted from 'I'i,b1e VI, that of the 14 standard pages in the 
social ~tudies textbook devoted to prices, 6 pertain to the subtopic 
theories of ctm.ses ancl cm0 es of th® business cycles. This subtopic is 
given no emphasis in either the general business, home 0conomics, mathe-
matics, or science textbooks. 
Gov·ernment•s effect on prices as a subto~)ic under prices is givoo 
equal empha,sis in the general busir1ess and social studies textbooks, with 
2 standard pages being devoted to th.io topic in ee.ch of the textboolrn. 
Table VI further shows that no emphasis is gi ,ren to Government's effect 
on prices in either of the te,rtbooks in home economics, mathematics, or 
scienee\ll 
T~tble VII indicates that the relative emphasis on proble.m.s, exercises, 
8nd activities in the social studies and general business textbooks i~ 
th~:i same ac the relative emphasis on government's effect, o:n prices in 
this textbooks in social t;tudies and general business. 
It is noted from Table VI that the l standard page in mathema.tica 
which is devoted to prices, conta:i.ns 'Problems, exercises, and actbrities. 
Thus, the social studies te.xtbook ranks first in relative emphasiB 
on the main topic of pri cos, with the general business tr::,1rtbook ranking 
second in relati:ve emphasi.se 
~ .Qi: flQU§li;Qg 
The importance of housing in consm11er education is seen in the fe,ct 
that ea.ch textbook, e:xc1;.:mt the one :i.n science, devotes some space to this 
tonic. The ran€:e in standa.rd pages, as shown in Table Vl, is from 3 in 
mathematics to 14 in home economics. 
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ThG textbook in ho:me t1conc1nics emphasiz,as housing to a greate1· GX-
tent than docs either of text,books in. social studies, general business, 
or mathema.tics, as revealed in 1;:;ble VII. 1i0cording to the :ratios in 
'.l'able X, which were calculated from the standard pa.g(':lS in 'Iable VI, the 
home ccononli.cs textbook devotes !4. stand~ru. pages to housing, whie.h is 
t,, little less than 5 times the emphasis given to housing; in mathematics. 
Th!J space devoted to housing is appro:riw.ately the srune :i.n the textbook 
ir1 soci.s.l studies as in th.fl te,ct.book in general business, with 12 stan-
dard pug es devoted to housing in. social studies and 11 stnncla:rd pages 
d.Gvotcd to housing in gtrnersl business,. '.i'hus, the rela-tive er!lphasis nlaced 
on the tonic housing is ~:pproximately the sarJ.e in ench. of th@ textboo1rn in 
e;cnoritl budness, social studies, a.:m:l hmile economics. 
Using your home as a place in which to live well if:l used in onl;y 
tuc textbociks, namely, home econom.i cs imd sociiil studies, in developing 
the main topic of housing. It is noted from T2~ble VT, that the 14 stan-
dr;.1.rrl pages fr, the home ecorw,nics textbook devoted to housing, 9 sta:t.ii'.,u:d 
pages a.rG allocated to the subt<rpic using yom' hc.m1e as a. place in which to 
liwe 'Idell. 'I'he social studies toxtbor>k devotes 4 standard pages ttJ using 
your hoJm al;]) a place in which to 11'1.rn t4f,ill, or a little more than twice 
th;:s, emphasis in ho:ms;; eeono,rdc~ a.1,:; in. social studiel'J.. i'he subtopic using 
your home ao a place in which to live well is riot treated in either of the 
textbooks in gcm.era.l business, mathematic~, or scie:nce. 
'.l'c,bk VII indicates that approximately equal emnhasi21 is placed on 
the subtcmic financial and legal p:r·obloms ccrts>tocrted with buying, building, 
or renting a homo in the general business; and social studies textbooks, 
with 5 utunda.:r·d page"il being dovot,,K1 to th.is t.or,ic in general business and 
!} in st>chiJ. stm:1ieo. According to '1ablo VII, 5 times as much spacE., i{;l 
given finn:ncial a:z1d log&l connected with buying, building, or renting 
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in the gene1-al l:msinoD~ teztbook as t,hc spHce given this topi.c in home 
economics, and L.,~ time::., as nuch spHcei in social studies as in home economics. 
This subtopi.c is not t,:roatocl in either of the textbooks in mathematics 
'l'he subtopic :'3.dvanta.ge;:; and dfoadvantage1J of buying and renting is 
gi-:Jen very little emphasis :ln the five textbooks. Table VI shows that 
2 standard pages in social studies, 1 standard page in eeneraJ. business, 
and l standard page in home economics are devoted to advantages a.'ld disad-
vantages of buying and renting .. This topic is not t:ree.ted in the :mathe-
t . n1a :i.cs or science textbooks used in this study. Thus, as seen from the 
ratios in Table VII, tho relative emphasis on this topic in the textbooks 
As shown in Table VI, compara.tive costs of buying and renting as a 
subtopic under the ma.in consumer education topic of hcusing is treated 
only in the general business toxthci:A,:, 'cdJ;h l standard p1age being devoted 
to this topic • 
. nn examination of Table VI revoals that apace is given to problems, 
exercises, activities, etc., dealing with the nein topic of. housing in 
the general business, social studies, ho.me economics, and me.thematics 
textbooks. The general business textbook devotes 3 standard pages to the 
miscellaneous classification under the main topic housing, and this space 
in the general business te:;rt.book is equal to the spv,ee given problems and 
exercises in the mathenw.tics textbook, as indicated in Table VII. The 
social studies textbook devotes 1 standard page to the miscellaneous 
classification, which is equal to the spnce given problems and exe!"ciscs 
in tbe home economics textbook, as shown in Table VIII. 
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To~ Si2l. Banks ~, Banking 
The data in T~blc VI. show tm-,t ea.ch of th~ three textbooks in 
general business, socb.l studies, and mathematics devotes some spa.es to 
the consumer education topic banks and banking. Table VI indicates that 
the range in standard l)ages ia from 3 in mathematics to 61 in general bus-
ness. The social studies textbook devotes; standard pages to banks and 
banking. 
According to Ta.ble VII, the emphasis on banks and banking in the 
general business textbook is more than 20 times the emphasis on this topic 
in nathe:naties, and mo~e than 12 tim~s the 5 stand~rd pages used 1n social 
studies. Table VII also Bhm-m that no emphasis is placed on banks and 
banking i~ either the home economics or social studies textbook. Accord-
ing to the ratios in Teble VIII, the 5 standard pages in social studies 
devoted to banks and banking is 4. ·times greater than the emnhasis on banks 
and banking in. mathe:mat,ics. Thus, the general business textbook ranks :first 
in relative e:i'll'phasis on banks and banking, while the social studies text-
book ranks second in relative emphasis on this topic. 
The place of banks in our financial system, as a subtopic under banks 
and banking, is given emphasis only in the general business textbook, accord-
ing to Tablo VI. The general business textbook devotes only 2 atRndard 
pagee to this topic, which is relatively small in comparison with the 61 
pages in this textbook devoted to the main topic bellks and banking. 
Table VI shows that tYo textbooks, general business and social studies, 
devote apace to the subt~pic kinda of banks, with 5 standard pages in gene-
ral business and 2 standard pages in_social studies being devoted to this 
topic. The ratios in T~ble VII indioRte that the emphasis on kinds of banks 
is 2.5 times greater in general business than in social studies. 
Tho function of ba.""lks in relation to tho Federal Reserve System is 
not considered as an important subtopic in the development of the main 
topic banks and banking, insofar as space is concerned. Table VI shows 
that the social studies textbook devotes only l standard. page to this 
topic, while the topic is not treated in either of the general business, 
homo economics, ttmthemutice, or science textbooks. 
Table VI indicates that the subtopic s~rvices provided to individuals 
by banks is treated in the general business and social studies textbook, 
'f,Jhile no space is devoted to this topic in the home ooono1des, t'IO.thematlcs, 
or science textbooks. Tho general busineos textbook devotes S standard 
pages to services provided to intli vidur1ls by banks, which is S times :more 
~1pace -tl1an the space devoted to this to-pie in social studies, as indicated 
by tho ratios in Table VII. 
How to use these banking services, as a subtopic under banko and bank-
ing, is given space in tho general business and matho.oatics textbooks to 
the e:ittent of 22 standard pagea in general business and 2 standard pages 
in mathematics, as show by data in Table VI. The ratios in Table VII 
indicate that the ~~phasis in the general business textbook on how to use 
these banking services ie 11 times greater than the emphasis placed on 
thie same topic by the ma:thematics textbook. It is also noted from Table 
VII that the relative enphasis in the general business textbook on how to 
use these banking service3 is greater than the relative emphasis placed 
on any other subtopic under banks and banking in the general business te:xt-
bookt except the :miscellaneous cle.s.sificationo 
Table VI shows that space is given in three textbooks to the mis-
cell:mecu.s subtopic under banks and Qank.ing. The general. business text-
book devotes 24. standard pages to problems, exercises. etc., ae com~ared 
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with l stantiard pago 
tho gensra.l busine~s textbook is on 
rservices ::,rovided to individuals uy hs:n..':(s, how to use these banking ser-
vices, a.nd the rdsc,ella.<1eou,] ohis£::tficatio:n, whilE:1 the emuho.sis in social 
studies i~ on kinds of banks, and the emphnsis in matbematies is on how 
to use these be.nking services .. 
'l'opjs ~ lmI1rut 
Tv.ble VI indicates that the number of standard pages devoted to the 
b:co~td topic of buying r:inge,s from 12 in social studieEl to 69 in home eoo .... 
no!rlcs. The general business tm:tbook do,rotes 15 standard pages to this 
The te:::tbook in ho1ae econonies eID.!'Jhasizes buying to ~ greeter extent 
t.hru-1 ,;c1ither of th0 textbooks in soeio.1 I~tudi.es or math~matics, .as revealed 
in Table VII,. tccording to the ratios in Table n:, the empha.sis on buy• 
i:t;g in the home economti;;B text,oook is a little les:J than 6 timos the em-
phasirs on t,his same topic in social studie~ and nore thrui 4,.5 times the 
empht:1.sis in the general busine,ss t:Jxtbo1,k., The ratios in Table VII indi-
cate tht1t the 15 standard pages devoted to h1..1ylng in genoral busin<,?Ss is 
1.3 times the emnhasir.~ ple.ced on buy.i.ng in the social studios textbook. 
G@ne:ral bnyi11g :mformtit::ton, B$ a subtopic under buying, is given a 
prominent, place in the developl!!ent of tho buying t.opie in the· general 
busin.oss and social studie:J textbook§'J. Table VI shows that, of the 12 
stand;ird page;;, devoted to buying in social gt,udies., 10 standard pages are 
concerned with general buying informe ..tion, and of the 15 standard f;)S.gt::,s 
devc,ted t,o buying in genE)ral business, 9 of therm pages pertain to general 
buyit:ig infor~ation •. The ho-me economics textbook devotes only 4 out or 
69 standard pages to general buying information. The ratios in Table VII 
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show that the emphasis oin general buying information is approKimately 
equal in the general business textbook to the space used in the social 
studies textbook, Yhile the 9 standard pages used in general business on 
this topic :ts more than 2.5 times the emphasis ulaced in the h9:me eco-
nomicis t0xtbook on general ·buying information. Again it should be recog-
nized that this study does not claim to show thG exclusive Gmphasis placed 
on any tonic in thrB various couraes in ninth-grade hcrme eccnoroics, general 
business, mathematiciJ, tcmcial f:ltudics, or scienc~. 
According to Tnble VI, the only toxtbook df,JVoting any space t.h~ 
subt,opic specific technical buying infornm.ti.on, is the home eecmor.dcs tei-t-
book, ·which gives 62 standard pagefJ to this subtonic .. 
THble VII shows th1:ot the? relative emphasis on the udseellaneous sub-
topic under the main topic of buying is greater in the general business 
·textbook than in the social studies or home economics textbooks. The gene-
ral business textbook devotes 6 standard p~geg to problems, exercises, etc., 
uhich is J times the emphasis givc5ln problems h11 social studies, and 2 times 
the emphasis used in home economics., Table VIII indicates that the 3 stan-
dard pttges t.u:1ed in the home economics textbook on problems, exercises, etc., 
is 1.5 times the emphasi3 placed in the social studies textbook on prob-
lems, exercises, activities, i-.:,tc. 
Thus, the emphasi.s in the home economics textbook on the main topic 
of buying f'ar outranks the emphasis on this same topic in the general 
business and social studies textbooks. In the development of buying in 
the home economics textbook, the cmph,,"'!sis is almost exclusively on the 
subtopic specific technical buying information, while the general business 
and ,s;ocial studies textbooks develop the main topic of buying to :v" groat 
extent through the subtopic general buying information. 
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tonj.g st ,g,~ .W: &!,~ ~nna;U.t;m ~ ~ .iQ. D;se !h,e{U) S2ur2>1t? 
Sources of consumer info~at~on is treated in t,hree textbooks, general 
buE:iness, social studien, e ... "ld h.orte economics. Ta.ble VI indicates that tho 
range in standard pages devoted to this topic is from 3 in general business · 
to 6 in social studieo, 'With the home economics textbook devoting 4 stan-
dard pages to sources of consumer information. This tonic is given no 
space in the mathematics or science textbooks. 
The social studies textbook emphasizer, cources of consumer informs.-
tion to a greater Gxtent the..n does oithor of the textbooks tn generGl busi-
ness or home economics. According to the :ratios in Table VII, the emphasis 
on sources of consumer infoma.tion in the social. studies textbook is 2 
times the emphasis on thio same tooic in the general businese textbook. 
Table VIII shows that the standard pages devoted to sources of consumer 
-infonnation in the textbook in social studies is l.5 times greater than 
the emphasis placed on thic topic in the home economics textbook. 
Advertising, as a flubto~ic under sources of conaumor inforr.i.ation, i~ 
treated in the t~xtbooks in social studio!:!! tmd home eCi}no:mics 'to the ex-
tent of l stan~:rd page in socitl studies and. 2 stm1da:rd :,~es in ho.11e 
economics, ao shown in Table VI. 
lnfor~ativo labels, us a subtopic included under the main topic of 
businesv, soci!tl studios, and horu.e E>JConcmd~s, with 1 standard pag~ in 
each oi' these textbooks being devoted to 1nfomative lttbels. Thiw, as 
indieated by the re.tios in Tubles VII a:nd VIII, the rela:1;,ive emphasis 
placed on this topic is about the srun.o in each of those textbooks~ 
As indicated in Table VI, grado labeling, as a subtopic u.,~der source3 
or consumer ini'ormation, is given. ew.i1phasia in t.~e social studies and home 
economes te:xtbooko, with 1 star1d~:rd page in each of' these textbooks being 
devoted to grade labeling. 
J,nother subtonic under sourees or consumer information, goverrmient 
ageneies, ia included only in the social studies textbook, with l standard 
pagr1 being devoted to thio topic, ao indicatcid in Toble VI. 
Acec:rding to T~blo VI 1 thGi subtopics of prof<-)ssio:naJ. associations, 
commercial and trede-aflsoeiation labo~atorioa, and newspapers and magazines 
are given no space in ~.nr of the textbooks. 
The subtopic consuuer subscription agoncicB is erapha.sized only in th® 
social studies tort.hook, with l star1da.1•d pe.ge beir.tg dovotoo to this topic, 
as shown in Table VI. 
Another [Jt1btopio under sources of consumer information, comme:i:. .. cid 
fir,_us, ifl includoo only in t,he general business textbook, 'With l stand.r,.rd 
ps.ge being devoted to thio topic. 
As indicated in '1'8ble VI, l stm1dard r,,a.ge in each of tho textbooks in 
general bueinesn and social studies is devoted to problems, exerciseo, otc., 
uhile this miscellaneous clafjsiflca.tion is not treated in me.thematics, home 
eeonordcs, or scionc0. 
Thus, th~re is rel~tively little emphasis in each of the textbooks on 
each of the tsn subtopics inoludf'A. under the main topic of sourcos of con-
sumer infomatio:n. 
fimic 9!: ~,wrtg1£i,wr; lJJnction§ 
The rel.9.ti ve empha.aiB placed on marketing functions gr; a topic in 
co11m:i.m.er education i~ ~een in the f'act that only the textbooks in general 
business and 6ocial studios treat this topic. Table VI indicates that 
3 standard pages in the textbook in social otudies are devoted to tllis 
t,apic, while onl,r .l standard page ln general business is devoted to this 
same topic. 
~ceording to ~h.1.ble VI, the cost of' tl:'mlsp<:Jrting commodities througfa. 
various channols from producer to consumer, is not ccn$idured ti.Sa sub-
tO!)ic in any or the textbooks in tile development of' the main tor,it.1 ~ 
AD indicated in 'iable Vt, the subtopic ef import&nt functions of' 
the various retail outlets is stressed orlly in the social studies ten-
book, vith l standard page bei~ devoteu to this topic. 
Cc;-operative efforts in. marketing is included by both the Bocial 
marketing functions. It is notad i'rom 'l'efble n that, of tho 3 3tam.:Jlri1 
puges i:u the social studief:J textbook o.ovot'i:cl to marketing .functions, 2 
pertain t0 co-operative efforts in mnrketlng, t.thi1-e the 1 standar~ ~ 
·u1, the social studies textbook st.ressee eo-crnerati ve ef'f'orts in mark~t-
ing t~ice as much RS does the general bus1.ness textbook. 
the topic of' communication is treated only by the geneNl. business 
texUx,ok. '!'able ·vI shows th&.t 68 standard pages in this textbook are 
devoted to communication,. while eomn1unic.~ti.on is giveu no tre~tm.8nt in 
either of the textbooks in social studies,, JOO.tbell'IDti<:$, or acienco. 
li'~d& .v! l'l.l.W.ir4llWKU@ 
''.rb0 inri•,cn:'tane~ of t:r-anwr1':rtt.1t.i e>::1: 1n co;.1 •. ~1m1s'Js- educ2t:le,n ia r:.oou ~· 
tran$portation a.s does the teAtbook in 1Uathematies. The social studies 
terlbiX}~ rank::: next 1,;'1 th 12 1:rt.andard pages, as compared. with 30 standard 
pages in gone:ral bu.si1less. Thus, tvi-ce the emphasis 5.s placed on thiEJ 
general. bus:1.nas$ te:ttbtr:,k t1hich thi:;1 topic :r&Jei ves in seienea; the Bcienee 
textbook devotes 16 st~.:.ndQrd p!i.f:.r~~ to this tr~pie, <!!S Qompared wi:th :;o in 
in social studies.. As ehmin in ;l'able X, t..r,ie science textbook etress-~:;,s 
trans.portatiott 8 times as mtteh as th~ textbook in :mathematics. 
Thus, the general b·usiness tell-..-tbook r.,.nka fi:rst in :relative e:mpha&is 
placed on the topic of transportation, while science :rallks second, social 
studies third., and mathematics ranks last. 
~mler the :main topic of trar1sporta.tion, the subtopic different :methods 
of transportation is treated in the textbooks in general business, social 
10 pnges ir.i social fJttldies, ru1d 5 pag,es in general business are devot.ed 
to this subtopic. 'l'he rs.tios in Teeble XI, which were calculated .frt)s the 
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the textbook in general business. 
USe{]; is 
th~ dtt'-
ing to 
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subt()p1c. 'i'able VI indicates that ·t.he general business textbook devotes 
~ ~ 
10 standard pagi:,a t-:> problee, mre:-oi-ees, activities,, etc. According ''9 
the :m:tios in Table V!l, the general business textbook emphasizes tbs 
miscelltl1leous topic by giving 10 times more sp.ace 'to it. than the textbook 
in oothema.tica; 10 'time:'> !llOre tl:wn tb.e textbook i:n science; and 5 timea 
nlOI'e ·then the textbook i2t sociu studies. t.he nd,:tcs in Table VIII show 
that 2 standard pages are devoted to problems, exercises, and activities 
in social studies and l standaro page in each or the textbooks in matb.e-
matics and science. 
Thus, in the <levelojY..uent of transportation, the subtopic most em-
social studies textbook devotes 2 S.tfl.ftda.rd pages to this topie, and the 
topic is not treated in eithei· of' ·t;be textbooks in mathematics or home 
economics. 
According to fabl~ VII, the st!"eSB in tile general·business textbook 
on transporting goods ia 26 ~mes as mucb ao the stress on 'this tupic in 
science,. anci lJ times the emphasis in the social stuw.es te,:tbook.. l.s 
-,7''~ 
sho'W'D in 'I.able VIII, the social st~.n:Ues textbook em.uhasizee transporting 
goods 2 ti?aea as much as does the science. textbt~ok. 
'the subtopic of a.dVa!'ltages unc disadvantages based on cost, · safety,. 
O()nvenienee, and the time element in transporting goods by mail, expi"eSs, 
and freight is emphasised only ·in the general business textbook, vith 10 
fltnndaro pages being: dc't"Oted to 'tbl5 to:Jic., .according to i'fble Vi. 
t1nothe:r subtopic tmt1er trons!)Ortir,g goods,- advantt!ges and disadvan-
'tat~es based on cost, safety, convenience, and the ti.me element in tl'flne-
norting goods by truck, train., air, and boat, is treEtted in the e;eno:r.,&l, 
business, ooeial studies, s.nd seienee textbooks. '.the g~neral r.msJ.:OOSZ$ 
textbook clevotes 5 atand~rd !'8€:eB to tLis tonic• which, ~.Ct.Jording to too 
rat:tos in 'fable VII, is 5 t,:br.ie~ as ,nuch s-peee as is devoted to this topic 
in ea.eh of the textbooks ln ooeil!l'l studies i!!nd scie11ce. 
l'he r.n soella.necus subtor,;ic 'under t:ransnortiDB goods is given emphasis 
in the general business and social etudiea textbooks, according to 'l'tilile 
VII. 'ihe ~erd business te.xtbook devotes ll standt.ird p~es to ,roblGiD.S, 
e::cercisoE;, etc., EttJ c-01m:1nred with l stande.rd pae;e in sceitl studies. 
'l'ric lit LWlll i&n-U2n1b1.J:.:i at lwtr &ml §eJJ.=: 
The topic of legal relationshi-os of buy""'r and st::ller is t:re~ted oldy 
in tb.e general business m1d social studies textbooks, as shwn. in Tiibl~ vl:. 
~enerel businese devotes 6 sumda:r-d ~:ager.i to this topic, as ~ired 'With 
I,.. stands.rd pages devoted to this to1r,1c in sociel studies. /:is indicatoo 
by 'the ni.tios in 'I!>ble VII, the toric legal l'el.:ntionsh:ips of buyer and 
seller is given no &:.tpe.oe ln el ther of the te:1rtoooks in home economic$, 
mathematics, o:r science. 
The subtopic general lego.1 p:rlnciple.s of' contracts and negotiable 
instruments is included in both the r;enentl business and social studies 
textbooks. It is noted from Table VI that• or the 6 standard !Jagea in 
general business devoted to legal relationshiµs of beyer and seller, S 
pages a:r-e used in developing t:he subtopic general. legal r;1~1neinles of: 
co-:wtrnctST and negotiable b:1struments. It is also noted from Table 'tfI 
t!ilt':t, of the 4 standard r,agea devoted to the main to,11c, 2 pagr:1s tlert.ain 
to ;.:eneral legal. r,rinciples or ef:'.'ntracts and negotiable instruments. 
'Xhe x-atios in Table VJ.I indicate that thij general b~iness 'textbook places 
2.5 times ~tore oorpha.s:l.s on general legal pr.rnciples or eontn.eta ant:1 nego-
tiable instruments than does t!1e social studies text.book. 
·r·,,tble ll! shws tbet whtrt. co:m~t.1 tutes fraud and misrepresentation is 
not considered by tUlY cf tlle t~tbooks a.s a aiubtoric in developing t1:te 
main toryic legal relations1:dps of~ buye1· and selle:t". 
T!:lble Vl indicates that 2 standard pages in the social studies text-
book are given to the subtopic ae;ancies which e.:i.--e act.iv~ in p1"0tecting 
the consu.m~r &gaiust fn1.ud &nd mili:lrt1_prese11urt.ion. 'l'bis topic is nt}lt -;:reated 
The :miscellaneous tiubtonic un.:le1• legal relationships cf' buyer arnl 
seller, including prob10mo, elrt,,roiaes, i1activities, ete., iB 'treated only 
in the general bud.nose t.m~tbook, vl th 1 struidard P"'...gc being devoted to 
this tonic. 
'1'21)~ 2t. ?robltrli! a: 1;:.:24u2Y.sm ~ Liltoz 
l'be topic or problems of' production and labor is given space only 
in the te,rtbooka in general business and social studies. Teble 'ffI shows 
that 35 standard nagel:l in wcial studies are devoted to 'this topie e.~ 
eompar@l 'With 20 standard pages ir1 general busir1ess. Table VII show 
that the soci&l studies textbook stNsses problems ot px,oduction and labor 
almost twice &s much as does the f:eneral business textbook. 
Iiow r.iroducts are mode, as a subtopic und&r problems of p:roductif1n 
ooa labor, is treated only in the social studies textbook, wit.b. 5 stan-
dard pages being devoted to this topic in social studies, according to ~be 
aatu in Table VI. 
fa1,rt.he:r su.btonic, how businesv is organized, is :'.:ltrosscd :in both 
t.bc gek2erol business end social :at.u<ii es tcmtbook~, Hi th 7 sta.nooni p1.::goo 
being OJ)'t"Otoo. to thio tonic in gen.oral business and ;i steniiard r.,agGs 
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being devoted to this toph:: in social studi~o. This means that J. 5 times 
&s much s-pace h:i devoted to thls topic in general business as in tl'H~ text-
book in social studi~s. 
Control of busineg(;'J by t,he gove:rn.>J1ent is l!:lmp:hasized as 11. subtonic in 
both tho 1:;eneral busineos and sociral studies te:J1.."'tbooks. The social studies 
t.er.':tbook devotes 10 standtlrd pages to this tonic, whlch is npprorlmately 
1.5 t:tro.Gs the emphasis placed on this topic in general business, accord-
ing to Tabl~ VII. 
The subtonic problems of labor, as shok'n in Table Vl, is ~tressed 
only in the socitl studies textbook, with 13 mtandard pages being devoted 
to thii:. topic. 
The miscellaneous subtopic under problems of production and labor is 
given equal snace in ee.ch of the textbooks in general business and social 
studies, accord:lr1g to the data in 1't>,ble VI. Each of these textbooks de-
votes 5 sta.llda:rd pages to problem~, exercises, activities, etc. 
~ 
The genere.l bn€:'li.ness textbook' devotes apnroxirllatcly 3 times as much 
space to the sixteen. consumer education tonics as the textbook in social 
studies, which :ranks next in the am.01mt of space given to the conatm~fr 
educat,ion topics. The social studies textbook devotes approximately L, 5 
times aB much space to the drleen consumer education topics as does tho 
nearest textbook in home economics. Over one half of the space devoted 
to the sixteen consmuer education topics in the home economics textbook 
is concerned t-Ji t.h the one topic, buying.. The home economics textbook 
devotes approximately 2 times as mu.ch space to the sixteen consmner edu-
cation topics e.s does the nearest textbook in mathematics. The mathe-
matics textbook devotes approxirmtely 3 times ~.i!l much space to the sixteen 
comm.mer educa.tion topics as does t.he nearest textbook, scienee. 
Thus, there is te.:r more emphasis placei:1. oneon'1,mler education 1n 
the general business textboc-k than in.a-ny of the J)tber textbooks in 
social. studies, home economies, mathematics, or science. 
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Table VI 
NUMBER OI<' STAND1UID PAGES Dllt'JO'l'l!:D TO cm;sm:iEH i!1DlJCATION TOPICS HY 
SF,LECTED NIN'!'H....ORADE 'l'Ji1l'l'BOOKS n~ GEHERAL BUS!NF,,SS, SOCIAL 
STUDIES, HOME ECONOlilCS, MATHE;t!JA.1'ICS, .P:J-J:D SCIENCE 
_______ N_·o~~~nd~rd pages devoted to topic 
Topic 
Total - All Topics 
1. Financlal planning 
a. Budgeting 
b. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, aetiv:lties, ete.) 
2. Insurance 
a. Types of insurance contracts 
b. How to choose the kind and amount ot 
insurance 
e. Miscellaneous 
{problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
Gen. Bus. Soc. Studies H. E. Math. Science 
, __ 
1+16 151 103 55 17 
37 8 12 ) 0 
18 8 11 1 0 
19 0 l 2 0 
56 12 0 lS 0 
21 10 0 6 0 
12 1 0 5 0 
22 1 0 ,~ 0 
--------------------------------~,,,_ ____ .....,.,_._...._...,_ __________ ~~~._._,,, __ ,_. __ .._~~ ....... ~-----"""""~~-----~~--.._--~~ .•.•. .,. 
This table shall be read as follows: 'l'he general business text,book devotes a total of 37 standard pages to 
the topic financial planning; the social stud:!o~ textbook,, a total of 8 standard pages; the horne economics 
textbook, a total of 3 standard pages; and the science textbook does not devote any standard pages to the 
topic .financial planning. The data ::.:cnc1:2rning the remaining topics in this table are :read in the same manner. ~ 
Table VI (Continued) 
.HUNBER OF STAl.iiDAJID PAGES DEYOTED TO :~DTJCATIC!i:/ T02IGS 
SI5LEC1'ED HIHTH-GRJiDE TEXTBOOKS Il>I GENER~L BDS1NE:ss, :30CIAL 
S'11IJDIES, RO:IF.: ECOK1lOIIICS, 1'il\Tff:E'2:,JA'l'IGS, AND 
---=---- - .. _______ ,_,,___ ·.-..~,~ _-..... ~~-=~'~'"'.-:O:.i::.~ ~~-,:.~~"'~~~~'""""'~ ..,_ _-.-,~~-£c.~""""-""'"'~ ..,,,....-;;6-;-.;;;.:,., -~ 
Topic 
J. Investmerits 
a. How and when to invest your sa~ings 
b. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
4. Credit 
a. Kinds and sources of credit 
b. How to calculate true interest rate~ 
on instullment nurchases or loans 
e. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
5. Truces 
a. Kinds of' taxes 
b. Evaluation of theories and principle~ 
of' taxation 
c. Goveniment services provided by taxes 
-·= . ,JTQ~c.tL.§.:t~'i~J.:d...m~~:!lQ.~ .. .:tQ_j,.9.12ic __ 
Gen. Bus. Soc. Stu.dies a. E., 
23 5 0 
l4 4. 0 
9 l 0 
45 5 4 
19 3 2 
8 0 2 
18 2 0 
9 16 0 
I,, 11 0 
l l 0 
l 0 0 
1-iath. 
5 
2 
3 
., 
-~ 
0 
0 
2 
19 
3 
0 
0 
Scdence 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ca 
Table VI ( Continued) 
NUMBER OF STAimAIID PAGES DEVO'fED TO COl'JSUMER EDUCATION TOPICS IN 
SELECTED NIHTH-GRADE TEXTBOOKS UJ GENERAL BUS!MFSS, SOCIAL 
STlIDIES, HOI1E ECONOMICS, HATHEMA'l'ICS, AND SCIENCE 
No. or standard pages devoted to topic 
Topic Gen. Bus. Soe. Studies H. E. Math. Science 
5. Taxes (Continued) 
d .. Comparison of goods and service£ when 
provided through public financing as 
compared with cost through private 
agencies 0 0 0 0 0 
e. Miscellaneou.a 
(problems, exereis0s, activities, etc.) 3 ,4, 0 16 0 
6. Prices 5 14 0 1 0 
a. How prices are determined 0 2 0 0 0 
b. Influence or competition and monoply 
on prices 1 2 0 0 0 
c. Violent fluctuation~ of soro:a price~ uh:ich 
characterize the businerss cycle (J 0 0 0 0 
d. Th~orles 0£ cause~ ac'"ld cures of the bu!!,Ji-
ne~s c~lee 0 6 0 0 0 
e. GovGrnment•s effect on prices 2 2 0 0 0 
f'. li-ftscellaneous 
(problrElflls, oxereiSG8, activitie~t etc.) 2 2 0 l 0 
7. 
s. 
Table VI (Continued) 
J:WMBER OF STMJDAP.D PAGES DEVOTED TO CONSID4ER EDUC.A'l'IOH TOPICS IP 
SELECTED I1Il'fl'H-GRADE TEXTBOOKS !1~ GENEH.AL BUSHJESS, SOCIJ1L 
STUDIES, HOME ECOJITOHICS, Mf'.THEi·{ATICS, AHD SCIENCE 
.. . . -- - -
·-= 7-1 - ~ ....... _ ... -i: --~--- • 
Noo of st~~dard pages devoted to topic 
Topic Gen. Bus. Soc. Studies !i. J};. l\Jl'.ath .. Science 
-----'-- -·---~--
Housing 11 12 14 :; 0 
a. Using your home as a place in which 
to live well 0 4 9 0 0 
b. Financial and legal problems connected 
-,.Ji th buying; building,. or renting a home 5 4 1 0 0 
c. Advantages and disadvantages of buying 
and renting l 2 l 0 0 
d. Comparative costs of buying and renting l 0 0 0 0 
e. Available means for financing the buying 
or building of a home 2 1 0 0 0 
r. The cost of such financing 0 0 0 0 0 
g. Legal rights and responsibilities of 
parties involved in :renting or buytng 
a home 0 0 2 0 0 
h. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 3 1 l 3 0 
Banks and banking 61 5 0 3 0 
a.. Place of ban.lea in our :financial system 2 0 0 0 0 
00 
0 
Teble VI (Continued) 
NUMBER OF STANDARD PAGES DEVOTED TO CONSUMER EDUCATIQIIJ TOPICS HJ 
SELECTED l:HNl'H-GRADE TEXTBOOKS Il:i G~JERAL BUSIRESS, SOCIAL 
STUDIES, HOME ECONON.tCS, t-IATHK"7ATICS, AND SCIE1JCE _ 
_ No. of ste.ndard pagcp devoted to topic 
Topic Gen. Bue. Soc. Studies H. E. Math. Science 
s. Banks andbanking (Continued) 
b. Kinds or banks 
c. The function of banks in relation to the 
Federal Reserve System 
d. Services provided to i rdividua.ls by banks 
e. How to us~ these banking services 
r. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
9. Buying 
a. General buying information 
( 1>1hen, where, and how to buy) 
b. Specific technical buying information 
e. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
10. Sources of eonsumer information and how to use 
these sources 
5 
0 
8 
22 
24. 
15 
9 
0 
6 
3 
--
2 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 2 0 
1 0 ]. 0 
12 69 0 0 
10 4 (J 0 
0 62 0 0 
2 3 0 0 
6 4 0 0 
..... --- z: -~ ::e.. --""'*'->ao>~"1'--.'I>·~----------------------------- ~ 
Table VI (Continued) 
mn@ER OF' STANDARD PAGES DE'VOl'ED 1'0 CONS,UMEH. EDUCATlotJ 'l'OPICS IIJ 
SELBCT!",.D t1INTH-ORADE TEXTBOOKS HT GENERAL 13USINESS, SOCI.AL 
STUDIES, ECONQrUCS 1 MATHEMATICS, Nm SCIE:'.JCE 
,.,,...,,,,,.,_~~ 
?fo. of standard pages devoted to topic 
Topic :F'i ~r~n. .. e St11dios :E~. S~ienco 
-----------------------------------~._..\,(? s:ee·-=a,r--:,;,,, ~-=== 
10. Sources of co:nsumer information ®nd how to 
use these sources (Continued) 
a., Adve:rtising 0 1 2 0 0 
b. Informati vo Labels l l l 0 0 
c. Ora.de labeling 0 l 1 0 0 
a. Government s.ge:ncies 0 1 0 0 0 
e. Profeosional aasociations 0 0 0 0 0 
r. Consu.1-ner subscription agencies 0 1 0 0 0 
eE. Commercial and trade-association 
laboratories () 0 0 f:') 0 
h. Mewspa:oers and magazines 0 0 0 0 0 
i. Commercial fh-ms l CJ 0 0 0 
j. J:liscellaneous 
(problems, exercises~ activities, etc.) "if 91 0 0 0 ... .J. 
11. Marketing Functions 1 .3 0 () 0 
a. The cost of t1•anfillporting e01::rnodi ties through 
various cham,els from producer to consumer 0 Cl 0 0 0 
• 
11. 
12. 
Teble VE (Oontinm!!d) 
iliJt~E{l O'i! STP,Pl)fl.R!l Pll!G'ff'E D:1'f01'ED' ~:O oct~::mm;;E BDUCAT!:O:i TOPl'.CS Ifi 
n 
"'~i' f'l"ff•,'P" ,c-7,11J'·~ t'I- ~ n.1·, T""'~n .... ,l'l'f' r•,:1 """c'l:'""''1".l~ r ,:,, ..... I~t""l~<!'O ........ #'"l' l!/T 
~.i:.<(~£$y\i,~.,';'f/~, S\ •.. --~~:t-v:.i~;.1;,...;_~~ M~-:.~v~.,w"") ... \i~">; t$::4\.r:,1.:li.t~{i.~ ~tJi'.j , .. c1\!!.Jt$-, .. ;i 1 ~'i'tv~Ak¥~ 
11opie 
~m~- .. ,.~\Tt'"'if1 rr~.,~r~ 'MA~f":t ... U""\1''7rr'1.1"' 1"fft,n,"."~'ff(1.lffoi"l"lo~~ 14.t.~~ ('~Jiit,I"/f\fi,_'t~"")'~ 
~-t:t...,t,,.,_ .... ~~, &~.·i..;,_~t.:!t- en.;.;V .. v~\...'~f..:...,..i~f:;.), 1.".2,'.f+&.i-:.\~_:: .. '1· :,._.,,.;.t,.,Ji:::J, .,/i.{~'ii.t k.s.~'it&"· u .. ~~"";:,;;.;., 
Gm., Bus. Coe. St,ud!ea 
40 . u .. .,_ ..... WIit~~ em 
" 
Mi.rket..lng Functions (Continu~) 
b. Impo.rtant ttmctiorua of the ftl"ioue 
typers of retail outlets 0 1 
e. Co-operative efforts in marketing l 2 
d. Miscellaneous (proble:ras, exercissa, act1Yit1ea, ete.) 0 0 
Communi.cation 68 0 
a. How and when to use the telephone to the 
best advantage at the lea.st comparat:lTe 
coet 13 0 
b. Hew and when to use the telegraph to the 
best advantage at the leut oomparati ve 
coat 12 0 
o. How end vhen to use mail to the best advan-
tage at the least comparative coat 17 0 
d. Miscellaneous (problems, ex•:ro1ses, activ1Ues, etc.) 24 0 
H.B. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
}~th, Se:tonce 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
t) 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
e 
TabL3 1f! (Continu~:·t) 
'l'opiQ (~:t,,;l. 
~-sf ;...u.,;qlc::..; -~•it ~ .... -.. ... ~=,.-~,..;=~:.:,~,;..c~·.:,=:~.,,:,-..-~;.="-''--""'-''-,:::,,¥C,:ec'r:--. ,,"C>"·X,"';-•''<~-,, ,~--.,~--:.,~~::;r,->.~~--.-,•-'!!.&~--~ 
13. lrc;(.n/3ne;rtat:i.oti. ('rravel) 
a. :Ci.f'f'e,rent metho{l;::; of 
b. Wht.ra each of the 1.21.ffrJr~rot ;Should 
used 
c. we:;nni:rreti ve costs of the different trans-
po:rt::iti 01:1 sE;1rvices (ineludes varying cosui 
of ~IZ!rv:lees Id thir! each tyr,::e) 
d. Where to secure info:mmtion about travel 
ho".,' to intGrprot the inf'cr;aa.tion 
c.,. Ad.vant!l.g'€K1 and dis!i1dvRritrc.irc,s o! dtff'e:rsent 
means of travel 
.;:,, 
(1;.. 
{ :Pt"·~bls11~, ~xcr-ciccc, c-cti ~J'i tic;:~, • } 
14. 'l:i:-anspo:rting goo.:k; 
a. Ad:vru1tB.gec and dis~.,,t1w-.~ta;z'!'s 1,~~f':1:'i ~n. 
cost. sa.t"e'l:.y, conveuier1ce, t1.nd the time 
l'!ller.1er.t in transporting goode by i 
mail, r.1%:pre~ti, froight 
30 
5 
l 
5 
('t. 
:, __ ; 
2 
10 
~';C"';~ ... -,:-·-~,..,,,..~_,,~--.,-~, 
12 
10 
0 
"' tJ 
.<Fi 
V 
0 
{"4 
i1:..;.. 
~ 
a 
(J 2 
0 0 
0 (l 
(I 0 
0 C 
0 l 
t) 4 ,;. 
0 0 
0 0 
16 
12 
0 
n 
<V<) 
"' 
"ol 
;;J 
,-·,-1 
~ 
l 
0 
(}) 
,t-. 
T~1,.'bl0 V! ( f_''"'pi-;i ;·1·•:;<:>11 '· ,. llv_ .. ii,._,,.. i _-.;,;; .. __.) 
NUMBBH OF STA1·:<i)AHD .?-~.GES Di\VGTDS TO om1;S:rn.2:11 :CDUCLTION T::)1:ll!CS IN 
SELEC,-;,-;;,l~' crNTr-1·~:,· AT1·~· 'l'~7f'''.i"'i;\0K'' T'. (c''.·,· E'-' 'J 1"-F'-"'X,:,ni'<-'/'' ('OCIAL 
· 4. • .-l.J.~' 'l, ;.,.l i..i._.... :J.,;a .. a ... ~<i!·..:."h' L.il _,..;,.,; \.Jj.'J.;.:..\· ,.:J.;..(.,t. J ... _1,,.,J~,1, -J.t.~ ... -:i.....'li.J ;i '"'"1· 
STUDIES, HOME ECONOMICS, MATHEMATICS, AND SCIENCE 
:::::=:::::::::!::::=:::::::::::::::::::=::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::=:=::::::::::=:=:::::::::::::=::::::;::::::~•r~,-~-:::•·~~~~~~~~:Z""..;::-~ 
ifo. of $-liandard pages devoted to topic 
~=~--~----
Tonic Gon. Bus .. Sne. Studie1;1 H. Ee Ms.th .. ::; ci ,1,n;)O 
~~--~--.... -
-
14. Transporting goods (Conti~ued) 
b. Advantages mid dia&dvantages based on 
cost, ~afety, convenicnoe, end the 
time ela~ent in transporting goods by; 
ty;;.ek, train, sir, and boat s l 0 0 1 
c. l>liscallaneous 
(pr-oble:rr.:s, exercises, aietivlties, etc.) 11 i 0 0 0 
15. Legal .relation~hips of huyer and seller 6 4 0 0 0 
e .• f.kinerel. legal p:ri:nciples o:t oont.ract,-s 
and negotiable in~t.?1Elents 5 2 0 0 0 
b. ~hat constitutes fraud and misi<>epr©sen-
tti.tion 0 0 0 0 0 
e. .f1ge..?1cies w.hioh are active in protecting 
the eonsu;:u0r against fra.ud and misrepre-
f:entation 0 2 0 0 0 
d. l-li scellaneou.s 
(problems, exerciaes, activities, etc.) 1 0 0 0 0 
00 
\?, 
'isablo VI ( Conclud0d) 
ND1':ffiEJl OP S'fAHDARO PA((ES D,c;VO'l'E.O ~l'O CQr.iSO.tfilH FlifiJCA'l'IO.i~ 
SELEC'I'Eii r1n:IE-G.Ht\m; 1EX'I'IKlGL~S ns GEllEf1JJ, , t30CHiL 
S1'UDIES' :t:conoru cs' l\1.P/ffiEr:L\'.l.'IGS, 1':J.[}) S(.;Ji'A'JCE 
of st(?J1"11da:rd 
'l'opic Gen. Bus. Soc. Studies 
;~::a:~ 
16. ProbL"llW<J ct p:roduct:lo,1 and labor 20 35 
a. How producto a;t>e 111ade 0 5 
b. HolJ business is organized 7 2 
c. Control of' business by the govern.merit g 
d. Problems of labo:l' 0 13 
e. Miscellaneous 
{problem®, oxe:rci~es, activitlefil, etc.) 5 5 
dc-;~'otcr:1 to 
H. E. I\!t:1.t!1. 
- -
L~ (; u· 
0 () 
.j :""; 
(;i 0 
rs, 
\:_,., 
,') 
,,,:,, 
0 0 
f~eienoa 
~~~ 
Cl 
0 
0 
'ij) 
0 
0 
00, 
CJ'. 
fi:stl{f I ~J J:~ 
TFJf:i'L1(:(JJ{ 
;;-;i JI -J.01).1.0 
{~t2.tio of-> rn.:r~1r:,01-;} (~!" t~'tt1J2~~:z:_.r1:t :::)~;).e,cu 
~;·•~-.--=--~~--,~~.-...c,.:;;;.:...-.:-=---==.,.,.,,~,"-'-"'-~""'"-:1=,-'·~~ ...... ~ 
G.B., 9~S" {:.B. to I:l.1:~. G.D. to ~iet.12. G,.B. t.o Sci. 
'l7=R<l!<.~-~.,r·v:--,::'.::l!<'"·,,:,,.-.·=....,..·""'"·e;,4C:·_.,==-"'"<.!f=.-=n· . .;,,-,"""'"°'"""' '-'"--·==-"'''""·,.,..,~~~""' <~..--.:,,~- --~· ,.==--=~ 
1. 4.6 l 3.1 l 12.3 "J "'-
;::;~. .ouugot.1ng 2.3 l 1.6 l 11.0 "I! .J.. 
b. !1iocJ(~l.laneo·us ( 'J T J,,• .,. , ) proo.0r1s, oxo:i:~o'..,i::Jes, acl,J..V.u:i;;i.os1 etc. 19 .. 0 1 r, r: }' . ., ., di. 
2. Insurm1c,~ .l;,.7 l 3,,7 1 
a~ Tyr,e;;ls of in!':n.1:re.ncc contmctrs 2.0 1 3.5 1 
b. new to choose the kind end 0::l!onnt of 
insurance 12.0 l .2.4 1 
c. 
'\ 22.D 1 ;., l J) •1 
__________________ . .._....._..~=ill"-1".-:=:::-~~=-3.li~-~~,.._=~=~~.{it.~~----'"r,~t'of""""--;"". -=----------= 
This table Ghou.ld be read s:s follows: In the g'(3n.er::J.1 tmsin!"ll"!!;; te:id,book.,; l; .• 6 timol"l os; spe,ce is devoted 
to the topic fin:inoial planning- lltli ir:,1 nevr.,tcd to this .sex1e t.o:n'i.c tn the ooc::ln1 st:rn5!ie~ t,::ixtbo:,;,k; 3.1 times 
as much space in the g0ne:ral lJutd.:nes;;i tort.book is devoted to the topic financial planning as is devoted to 
this same topic in. th~ home econo""1ics textbook; and 12.3 times es muc:h space in the general business text-
book is devoted to the tonic tinan.c:lal ple.:nning af; is devoted to this same :topic in the mathematics text-
book. When the ratios are omitted, it means that the topic is not treated in one or both of the textbooks. 
'I'he datet concerning the remai:rdng topics in this ta,ble are reesd ion t.he same ma:n.r:ier.., 
en 
'""""!.! 
Table VII (Continued) 
I~HlTH-Gf1J\DE '.l:EXTBOOKS 
,~A,V~'a\,,;'IJ, cs ' ?,W,Tfm:MA'l'I GS, l,t{fJ [i(;,LgtJC}1: 
'!Jopic G.B. to s.s. 
;;. !nvestmentit 
tt. How Qt'ld Vh13n to inve~t your ~evings 
b. l'<li.scellaneous 
( problenm, exeroitseD, ~eti vH,iee, cite.) 
t,,. Credit 
a. Kinds and EJources of c.:redi t 
b. Iio'lor to ealcula,te true intere~t rate~ 
on installment p'l:1.:r·chases or loans 
ll. lfi.scalliineous 
(T)roble:ms, exercises, act::hr:ities, etc.) 
,. Texea 
ti• Kinds of taxes 
b. li;valua.tion of thfiorles and 1:i:r'inoiplea 
©f taxation 
c. Government services providr:lld by tnxeg 
4 .. 6 l 
3.5 l 
9.0 l 
9.0 l 
6.,3 1 
9.0 l 
1 1.r~ 
l 2.@ 
l l 
O.B. to H.E. • to t~ath. G.B. to Sci. 
"'AU.. ...;:o.cµ.:.wbiE11H .. 4 ¢o:"~-;:..;: _.,-,_.-~ 
4.6 1 
"I .o 1 
.3.0 l 
11.:, 1 22.s l 
9.5 l 
4.0 l 
9.0 l 
l 2.1 
1.3 l 
...... ~ ...................... ~~~~·-~--~ ........ ~~~--........ ~~ ........ ~~~~ .... ---~--~ ......... --~----..... ~----~ .... ~--~~--~ ........ ~~ .... --~ .... ~~--................. ~ ........ ~~~~ ~ 
Table VII (Continued) 
RELATIVE b:t•l:PUASIS oti cm~ur.JEn 1!:DiJCJ.l'l'ION TOPICS lN :i.'HB LJJ1LiCJ.]{;) ial.'.1'11~.RhDE 
TEXTBOOKS :m Gifil\JEP.P,L BUSINIJSS .AND IN TfIF 8ELEO'l'E;D riin;1'H...OffADE T~J(TBOOKS 
IN SOCIAL STUDlw, HONE EC:Ol'SOl•LICS, Ji1ATm~,lf/l1IGS, AND SCIF.NCE 
C 2 1 = 1::t m• l 1 1.1 :;; :·=~-=-==::: 4 :c;...,~~...;.., :::£ ~.~':.: •JI'.~• 
Topic 
5. Taxes (Continued) 
d. Comparison of. goods and servioee when 
nrovided through public fin~nc1ng as 
compared 'With cost through private 
agencies 
e. Miecellane.oue 
(problems,. exercises, activities, stc.} 
6. ?1~:tces 
a. How price~ ere dete!'?'!!ned 
b. Influence of competition an~ ~noroly 
on priose 
c. Violent f'luotuations of some prices 
which characterize the business cycle 
d. Theoriel!l or causes and cures of the 
business cycles 
G. Government's effect on prices 
r. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, aetiv:1tiea, etc.) 
?e,Uo_o~_ DU!!b~_J"_ of" s'tandal'd pages 
G.B. to S.S. G.13. to ll.E. G.B. to Math. G.i. to Sci. 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
1.:; 
2.s 
2.0 
l 
l 
~-,t::<~-~ ...... 
l 5.3 
s.o l 
2.0 1 
// 
~ 
<',~:1 
r.o,.,.~..,,,., ""'f7 (Co"'"'-.~ .,,, ,i I ,·•.~1J.,;.; l/ .....• s. .;, ,1,c.~St\kv(J.J 
k~J~f1TIVJ~ H!tiPlif!1lil(: {)I~ (;or~St7J:l~,:1~\ I~f~U'Oiil:,IGfi' 1(}}':f(;f; J.l( ~i'rjJ:; iI~~),;l::(}fB!J ;·fIL'itl·i.~~{)X~i.ttS~ 
'l'Ii;x~rBOOil in OJ1;m:~1:rnt, f3Ui.ItMi;S(t -~t:J) IN THh: S?JJE(}'l'Ef) Ktm'H ... (HJi:Dll\ 'l'g}:11if,OKS 
Il'J S0Cl.At STUDl'.F.S, llOf,1~; Ii:C.lOIJOlYJCS, R{il'l'HX~4P.TICiS, JJ;.D SCU!i\JO.t,; 
'l'01'1C o.n. to ~{~tb. t1oB. tc $(Si., 
7. Housing 
a.. Using your homE, as a place in 11hi@h to 
live well 
b. .Financial and legal probli?:ma connected 
with buying, building, or renting a ho.me 
c. Advantages and disadvantages ct btzying 
and renting 
d. Comparative eoats or buying and renting 
e. Available means tor financing th~ 'bl.¢ng 
or buildin:r of a h~ · 
f. The coat of ~uch tir.:&nc:l.r:.g 
g. Legal :dgbta and r©S'.!'1C~ts1bil1 tie:: cf 
partiea 1nvol ve.-:1 irt renMng -01· bu:,:i:r4'2i· 
a home 
h. Miscellaneous 
( r1roblems, gxer.eises, aet1 vi ties., etc. j 
8. Banks snd b~ii.lfZ 
a. Place of banks in our financ112:l system 
l 
l.) 
l 
l 
3 
12"2 
1.1 
1 
2.0 
'" .l. 
l 
l 
-.- 9'",..,.~ ._... ts .1 lfwt ...... 
1 
,.ij 
1 
3 
1.; 
l 
l 
l 
'!I~ 
.;J• t 
l 
:tVf>;t 
l 
l 
1~ 
8 
Table VII (Contix':met1) · 
RELATI\1T: El4Ffi.A.S1S ON CONSUNE!:1 EDDC.i\'i'ION TO:eras IH 'l'HB SELE(J:i.'El) Hll'l'l'H···!/.HlJlDlt; 
TEXTBOOK IN GENEFJ\L BUSIUESS AZJD Hl' 'l'HE SELECTED NINTH-GRADE TEX'IBCOKS 
IN SOCIAL STUDIES, HOME EGON0£.1ICS, MA'.W.E,MA'l'ICS, .fJW SCHJrGE 
.Ratio or number of stsnda:§.~?s 
Topic G.B. to S.S. G.B. to H.E.a G.B~ to t'<lath.. CL,B. to Sci. 
-----------------------__,,.,.~ ...... 't+t< i ,.,_ .c::ac: .u.w ..,.,..:,,.-,,,,,~ 
8. Banks and banking (Continued) 
b. Kinde of banks 
c. The function of banks in relation to 
t.he Federal Reser.re Syotem 
d. Services provided to individuals by banks 
e. How to use these banking services 
r. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, aetivities, etc.) 
9. Buying 
a. Genel"t:1.1 buying inf6rmation 
(when, where, and how to buy) 
b. Specific technical buying information 
c. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, et.c. ) 
10., Sources of consumer information and how to 
use these sources 
2.5 1 
8.0 1 
11.0 l 
24.0 1 24.0 l 
1..3 l l 4.6 
1 1.1 2.6 l 
.3.0 1 2.0 l 
1 2.0 l 1 • .3 
....0 t=g 
Table VII (Continued) 
RELA'l'IVE EMPHASIS CI~ CONSUMER EDUCATION TOPICS IM THE SELECTED UI!iTH .... GRADE 
TEXTBOOK I!f GERERAL BUSINESS AND !If THE SELECTED NINTH...ORADF. TEXTBOOKS 
Ilt SOCIAL STUDU?.S, HOHE ECONOMICS, MATHEMATICS, AND SCIENCE .. 
Topic 
10. Sources of consumer intormation and how to· 
use these sources (Continued) 
· a. Advertising 
b. Inf"o:rme.ti ve labels 
e. Grade labeling 
d. Govermnent agencies 
e. Professional associations 
t. Consumer subscription agencies 
g~ Commercial. and trade association 
laboratories 
h. Uews?a.pers and :magazines 
i .. Commercial fir.ms 
j. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
11. Marketing tu.nctions 
e,., The oost or transporting commodities 
through various channels.from. producer 
to consm1er 
.... P..a~io or number of standa:t-d Eagcs ~-----~. 
G.B. to s.s. G.B. to H.E. G.B. ·to Math. G.B. to Sci. 
l l l. l 
l l 
l .3 
"° N 
Table VII (Continued) 
RELATIVE l!l1PHASIS 01\i CONSUMER EDUCATION TOPICS IN THE SII!LECTJID IHNTH-GRADE 
TEXTBOOK IN GENERAL BUSIWESS AMD IN' THE SELECTED NitffH-GRADE'. TEXTBOOKS 
lW SOCIAL STUDIES, HOME ECOlWMICS, MATtilZMATICS, JJ.J:rn SCIENCE 
Topic 
u~ Marketing functions (Continued) 
b. Important functions of the various 
types of retail outlets 
c. Co-operative efforts in :marketing 
d. Hiscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, e.eti vi ti es., etc. ) 
12. Communication 
a.. How and when to use the telephone to the 
best advantage at the leest comparative 
cost 
b. Hou and when to use the telegraph to the 
best advante,ge s.t the least eomparative 
cost 
c. How and when to use mail to the best 
advantage at the least comparative cost 
d. Miscellaneous 
(nroblems, exercises, activities, eteo) 
--------·----P.atio of number of standard pages 
G.B. to S.S. G.B. to H.E. G.B. to .Math. G.B. to Sci. 
-- ---~
l 2.0 
~;! 
w 
Te.ble VII (Continued) 
RELATIVE EN'PHASIS ON COl~SU,!r;R r~DVCNtION 1.'tl?lCS ll~ '!·HF, tJi,;Llt:.Tf:D JUN1.l.',;].JlRtJ)IT, 
T~"'l'BOOK !H OENE.lif.1L BUSINESS i.J.\Ui UJ 'l'nB SELECTED ~lll'iTH-G:ftAI!E 'l'~XTBOCY;.S 
IM SOC.IJ!l, f!TtiDIE8, HCM.b~ :.li:tJf.iNCHICS, i{1~'l'liF.,1,\Jl,'.t'ICS, ltND SCI!::NCE 
=--=======;;;;.====;;;;===.;;;;-;;;;;.=== ..... ====--=----=====;;;;;;;--== .... ===;...;=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;:;;;;;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;-··· ----.--- ----- ----·-Ratio ¢t nu.m.ber of'st~:rd pa.gos 
Topic G.B. to S.S. G.B. to H.E. G.B. to Math. O.B. to Soi. 
1:3. T:rans~ortatien (Travel) 2., 
a. Different methods of transportation l 
b,. when each of the different t"l,ethodm should 
be used 
c. CO!l'.©al"ative costs of the different trans-
portation services (includes varying costs 
of services within each type) 
d. Where to secure information abcut t:ravel 
a.l'ld hou to into:rpret the infe:r:n!l.tion 
e. Advantages and disadvantages ef -dU'f'e:r·ent 
r.ieans or travel 
r. Miscellaneous 
{~roblems, exercises, eotivitiez, ~te.) 
14. 'l"ransr,orting goods 
a. Advantages and disadvantages b~sed on 
coat, safety, oonvenienc-e, and the t.ii\1:-s, 
element in transporting goods by: 
mail, express, and freight 
;.o 
l).O 
1 
.2.0 
l 
1 
-- ..... 
1;.o l 1.9 l 
1 2.4 
2.0 l 1.5 l 
10.0 '! ..i.. 10.0 ·. l 
26.o 1 
10.0 l 
..................... _. ......................... _. .... ~ .......... ----..... ~----......... _. .................... _. ................................... ,___.._, t 
'I'able VII ( Continut1cl) 
RELA'l'IVE Ei•ff'HASIS Olli GCivSUl"n£lt EDUCATION TOPICS IN TJili SELt:C'l'ED NINTH-GP.ADE 
TEXTBOOK IN GENERAL BUSHrESS JUiD IN 'l'HE SE.LECTFJJ NIN'I'H-G.l:iADE TEX'.i.'BOOKS 
IIJ SOCHJ, S'l'UD1:GS, fi011E ECONOJ':<'.[CS, Hb.THEl"ffi'l'ICS, AND SCIENCE 
- ~-~~----=-'~~--~ .. =-~·"''''=-.;,·-~----~.~~..,, .. =.--~ - ~ ~~ - =-
Topic 
14. 'I'ransporting goods (Continued) 
b. Advantages and disadvantages based on 
cost safety, convenience, and the 
time element in t:i."ansporting goods by: 
truck, train, air, and boat 
c. lfi.scello.neous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
15. Legal relationships of buye,r B.nd seller 
a. General legal principles of contrach 
and negotiable instrumente 
b. What constitutes fraud and misr·epresen-
tation 
c. Agencies which are active in protecting 
the consumer against fraud and misreure-
sentation 
d. IvttscellanHous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.,) 
,...,,,...,._ ~,_.~ ....... - """'~ ~~<=== 
R!1.tlo of nmnber of standard pagrac 
G.B. to S.S. G.B. to H.E. G.B. to Math. G.B. to Sci. 
5.0 1 5.0 l 
11.0 1 
1.5 1 
2.5 1 
,t:;1 
\,J\ 
Te,blo VII (Concluded) 
REI,ATIVE EMPHASIS 01.i COl?SUl.fL:R. EDUCATION TOPICS IN THl:S:. SELECTED 
TEXTBOOI( HJ Gi;J'JE.fL~L. BlJSINF,;:1S AWD IN THE: SELECTED TJI£~'1:H, •• (H<'..A.DE 'J.'EXTBOOim 
80Ciftl, STUDIES, HOM.E BCOHOHICS, l{J,THEMA'.l'ICS, AW) SCIENCE 
'I'cmic 
16. Pro·blems of production and labor 
a. How products are made 
b. Hov business is organized 
c. Con-t,rol of buLJiness b-J tho govera:m.ent 
a.. Problems of J.aoor 
e. Mi scollaneous 
(problems, 0xercises"' activities, etc.,) 
P..etio of munber of' r:>tm:ade.rd page 
~~~~--~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~--,_..;~.;.,.~--~---·~·~~~ 
G .. D .. to S.S. C.B. to H.E. G.D. to l4ath. G.B. to Sci. 
l 
3.5 
1 
1 
1.8 
1 
1.6 
l 
'° O' 
ToJ,le VI!! 
HJiLATIV:C E14PHASlS m:1 CONSWiBH EDUCN!'ION TOPICS !N THh: SELJi.~TED NINTJ!..Ci?A!'B 
fg}t5·1'00K !t.f SOCIAL Sl'l1.DIES AND Ht 1-IfB Sli.X.EC-1':IID .NI1rl'H-G.HA£JE !'l::.'1:'!BWKS 
XN (:;:t,;itft$:,!;L EUS1.!'.l!BLJS, RDi:18 EC(1150'filC,3:t :,1H;.'1'HFJ:,p;T1cs, lJW f.~Cli,i~Ofi 
&.tio 0£ nwllber ot st.arldsi.1'ti pages 
... l'Qlltwli..,.,,....,.tft1wf4li$ CIJ ., • ..,..~._.._..._,,,. __ ,_____ ,.., 
Topic ·-· 
1. Financial Planning 
a. Budgeting 
b. tfdscellaneous 
(problems, oxerc:tses, acti vi·ti ~&!l, etc. ) 
2. InsurM.c~ 
a. Types of it3u!'llnce contrectE 
h. Hot,; to choose the kind and amount of 
insurance 
c. Miscellaneous 
(problems, e,cercises, activities, etu.) 
s.s. t.o a.a. s.s. to n.E. t;.s. to Hath •. e..ii. to Sci. 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
/4-.6 l 
2.) 1 
!.,. 7 
2.0 
12.0 
22.0 
l.S 2.7 
l.t,. !.O 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l.J 
1.7 
;.o 
4.0 
This table ohould be read e.s follows: In the general business textbook, 4.6 times ae !!J.ttch sp~ce is devoted 
to the topic financial planning as is devoted to this same tor,ic in the social studies textbook; 1.5 timee 
aa JtiU.Oh space in the home economics textbook is devoted to the topic financial. planning en is devoted to 
this same topic in the social studies textbook; and 2.7 times as much space in the social atud1.es te;<tbook 
is devoted to the to~ie financial planning as 1a devoted to this same topic in the mathematics textbook. 
When the ratios are omitted, it m~ans that the tc'.!)ic is n.ot trea,ted in one or both of the te1rt.'!i:looks. The 
de.ta concerning the remaining topics in this table are read in the same manner. 
'° ... 1 
'I. '"1 u-,,l ('~ '• '') ·~ti· o vJ..L 0ou1;1nueo 
1&.LA'l'IVE fa:iPH.ASIS Oh C01i81Ji,ui;tl. EDuGATI01i 'rui-ICS IN 'I'Hr.~ SE:i:,£;C'IED 1H:i~TH-G1i:AD:i& 
'.rF;X'.fBOOK r;; SOCIAL .STU.JIE;:; P.iW rw 'I'HE Sfil..Ji';C'i'Et 
IN GElIEHAL BUBI1·,BS::.i, IJ.Gi-!E ECCii:iiOI.fiC8, Ht..THEHA'I'IGS, A1{LJ 0CIBi}CE 
c=,,,,.o;:_.._,_ -"'"--...""""""'-"'""--~r.,_......,_~..,,,..--:=e-;~w _ ._,.,_:_a-.,.,,.-,,,~~~=~'~-C?.":l'r"-""=~~, 
'I'opic s.s. to G.B. S.S. to H.E. S.S. to Math. 
3. Ir.c:1eist-ment,:2 
ti. How ana wh9n tc invest youT ~~,vings 
b. ¥tlscellan.ecn1s 
";A •~M r:,. -~ ~ ~tz:,1!.'.!1 C'i{'/, · .a,. ~-~ . ,:it i ( ' 1.,robl-1 .. r, ·~x",r-1 .. , ~"', ,,., tj.vi ,.,L,,_,, etc. J 
I.a C::tedi t 
e. • KindtJ D3.d SOU:r'C8Sl c,f Cl"~~.:t t 
b. How tc caJ.c:tlats true, i:n.tere.,st r.:1t.te£:; on 
ir1;;tctl1.ment 't)'D.roha~serJ t],r loan, 
e. :,1if.:l,.eellan2ous 
( pY'e>blem.G ~ , 
5,, Ta~s(;') 
a~ Kinds of taxes 
b. Ev.s:1luaticn of theo:rl:vr.l 
of taxi.:,,t.101:1 
e.ct:lv.i t:ll'li:,, 
c. Go1n:rrmn:1:rrt, :Jarviees providod by ta:xe;'.!1 
,,) 
d. Comparison of' goods and services when 
provided through public financing as con-
pared with cost through private agencie~ 
~--'1:zrC'J 
1 1:,.6 
l 3.5 
1 9.0 
1 9.0 
l 6.J 
l 9.,.0 
1.8 1 
2.[t 1 
1 l 
~~":';!,:,~ 
-
mre:osl?'"I-~ 
~1 1 ... 
2.0 1 
2~ 3$0 
1.3 l 2.5 l 
1.5 l 
l 1 
l 1.2 
:J.7 L~ 
S.S. to Sci.,. 
= 
_,,_,G;;.C::,-
-0 
00 
"" . ., -~.,,. I , .. , . ·. . ) 
".,.:'.)JJL!! 1/J..1.. {t;ont1nuGd 
R11:LATIVE EMPHASIS ON CONSUMER EDUCA'.l'lON TOPICS IN 'l'ffE 5ElLF:C'.i'ED w:nrl'H--GRADB 
TTI:XTBOOK :n,r SOCIAL STUDIES Alm IN THE SF.LECTED N:rn'l'H-GP,ADE TJ{X.1'BOOKS 
11: GEI.Jt':;IU\L BUSINF.f}S, HOtiE ECDNnmcs, :,1ATHF1./ffi.TIG.S, ,M~D SCIENCE 
Hatio of nu:n1bor of standard pages 
Topic 
5. Taxes (Continued) 
e. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
6. Prices 
a. How prices are determined 
b. Influence of competition and monopoly 
on prices 
c e Violent fluctue.tioiis of som.e prices 
which charo.cte!'lze the buslnc1ss 
cycle 
a.. 'l'heorios o:f causes arid cures of the 
bu.slness cycles 
e. Government's effect on urlces 
f,. i"liscellaneous 
( problems, exerc1.i308, 
' 
" •i
• -..,.-..-.... -.;,-·---»---·, ,.. -~ 
s.s. to G.B. S.S. to H.E. S.S. to 1,lath. S.S. to Sci. 
1 .. 3 
".) " t'vet3 
2.,0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
l 
~ I llii ~,. ~~~...,_---:,~~,_,--,...-.,.,.. 
1 
11~.o 
#') 
c-:... 
4.0 
J 
'! 
.,. 
~~~~~ .... ----.... ~~~ .... ~~ ........ ~~----~~~~~~~~~~~--.~----~ .... ~~~=:w----~~ ..... ~-~~,.,.._,,~=__,..__~ .... ~~--~~~~~--
•.O 
"° 
Table VIII (Continued) 
RELA'l'IVE misrHASIS 01~ COi~SUNER ED1JCil.TIOi1 ·ro21cs Il'{ 'l'HE SELEC'.i:ED 1arJ'I'H-(HiJiDE 
'l'Ex:l.'BOOK Itl SOCIAL STUDIES AND HJ THE SF,LJ.;;CTJW NINTH-GHADE TEXTBOOKS 
Iii GE..'lERill, BUSHJF.SS., ROHE ECO~~Ol<ITCS., MNI'.HE?-lATICS, AND SGIE!.'JGB 
Topic 
7. Housing 
e.. Using your home as a place in which to 
live well 
b. Financial and legal problems connected 
with buyi.ng,_building, or renting a home 
a. Advantages and disadvantages of buying 
and renting 
d. Comparative costs of buying and renting 
e. Available means for .t"'inancing the buying 
or building of a home 
r. Th~ cost of such financing 
g. Legal rights and responsibilities or 
parties involved in rentine or b,.zying 
a home 
h. 14:lscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
8. Banks and banking 
a. Pl~ce of banks in our financial system 
-~ ..... _,..,.,.--~~- ~-""'"'-~~~------
Ratio of number of standard pageo 
S.S. to G.13. S.S. to H.E. S.S. to Ma.th. S.S. to Sci. 
1.1 
1 
2.0 
1 
1 
l 
l l 
1 
1 • .3 4.0 
l 2.0 
l 
3.0 l 
12.2 
......,.94 -~-
1.2 4.0 
2.J 
l 
l 
1 l 
l.'T 
1 
,.o 
1 
,-
0 
0 
m • • V:'····y { n ' • ., ., l: abl C J.Ll. \ t, o:n ".,;J. l1UGQ) 
RELA21IVI: EdPHASXS 0:i( E.DUGA'l'IOK 'I'O?IGS IH THli: SF.:LBC'.i'ED 
GELEGTED NINTH-OfiADR 
, i1A'l'HE;{f;'l'ICS: SCH3i:ICE 
~"''--~"""~""°" ,.,...,.,_, A-W> _,._.._---,:-.,.,,.,,...-..,_-'.':"'-,..,"""-""""'~-::c~-""'""tc""'e'""-.,..-.,,.-,c-_,,,...o-;~---,_.,"-="""' _.. __ _,_.._._.,...._,,_S'll'_""""'_· __ ,._~-"'-'.,...,~=:"-=~~~ 
ga,w:,;,.a:: ~ ;qs.;;;;;;:. .;;pll ~, r-,., -· ¢le ..-.-, ----------=----·~-<- :;:;,,;;a.. 
Ratio of number of standard pc.;gf;G 
r.:., ~ ..... ~ "- ,;,,,,e:~-.o,,.,;.,,_~-,>- _.,. '*'"""'"-=- = "=t 
Topic S.S. to G.B. 
S,. Be.n.ks and banldng ( Continued) 
b., Kinds of banks l 
c. The function of banks in rel2,tion to the 
Federal Reserve System 
d,. Serviceo provided to individuals by banks l 
<;)• How to use these banking services 
r. Misc,:.1llaneous 
(problemi~, exerciseo, acti,,i ties, etc.) l 
9. Buying l 
a. Gonera-1 h::w·ing info.rm:12.t:l.cn 1.1 
b. Specific technical buying infor:mat,ion 
c.. S·!bcellaneous 
(problems, exercises., activities, e-tc.) l 
10. Sources of consu.~er 
these sources 
h,ow to use 
2.0 
2.5 
8.0 
24.0 
1.3 
l 
3.0 
1 
S.S. to H.E. 
1 5.s 
2.5 1 
1 1.5 
1.5 l 
s.s. to Math. 
l 1 
,, c; 
~ .. ~;:.i. to Sci. 
""' ~ 
Table vni ! ,:,t,,,~-'· -1 .. , .. vv1 \ \ \,f''._,,H \,IJ.~l.tl.J..\,,,H:..,.J:,l 
P,.h".L.il'i'IJ!'l\! E1:-1PBASIS Ci{ CO!i.\lf;\L:t~h EDLGATIOTJ TOPICS I::7 TH11' B:tJ..,ECL.-:CYiJ .Nlif~'H~fi/,l:ti:i 
'l'E.Kr:DOOK B! SOCLAL STV.DIKS Ai.\rD IN 'l'L.E s;]:,}W'l'ED l\J:!NTH-Gll.?1.DI: T31Ci':GIJGE:8 
IW mi;:NEEilI, :ausLmss, HJ)iJlfi: EG0:0W./J cs I Ht'I.'n;l;if.J\TI(.k;;, .11:dD ZGI:CKCTI: 
: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:·:•9:::~:::::-::::::::::::=-:::•:a:::-::::=:~::::~::----::::-:•:•:·:•:-:;:·:·=~-=~::-~:·:~·~:•·:':::~:::~:::::=:~::;--: - -= --~·--:-::::::=:-:::::::::::::::::::: 
..... - --~-.__..-~~-- __, ...... ..:e.. ;;a. 
Topic 
10. Sources of consumer info1~'I!ation and how to 
use these sources (Continued) 
a. Advertising 
b. Illf'or:native ls.bcls 
c. Grade labeling · 
d. Gove:rn~ent ag~noi38 
e. Professional associationa 
r. Consumer subgoription agencies 
g. ComE1eroial and trade-association 
laboratories 
h. 
i. 
jo 
IiewspaperfJ anc1 11e.ghzi118s 
Comn1e:rci.al fir.ms 
Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
11. Marketing functions 
a. The cost of tranr:rport,ing co.m:criodi ties 
through various channels from producer 
to consumer 
R0.tio or numbe:r o:t o'i:;&nd'!ir<i paf>8S .,..__ _ 
S.S. to G.B. s.s. tc H.E. s.s. t.o I<lath. S.S. ·to Sci. 
1 2 .. 0· .b 
1 1 l 1 
1 l 
l 1 
J.O .. ; ..4 
~ 
............ ._ ......... _..~---------------~----~--------------~~~--~~ C, ~ 
'I'o.ble VIII (Continued) 
RELATIVE Sl4PHASIS Oii COl{SUMER EDtTCA'l'IOU iJ'OPICS HJ '.J:iHE SELECTED NI11TH..QfU,DB 
TEXTBOOK Ui SOCIAL STUDIES AND IN THE SELEC1'BD NIIfl'H-1.}RADE Tl1'XTDOOKS 
IN GENERAL BUSINESS, HOME ECONOHICS, t-1ATH.f'.UATIOS, tum SCIE11CE 
~ ~~ 
1111~· -~~_,,_.., _____ _ 
;,..woo;...: PW4W-«¥- .a;.w -;a;;< 
P.atio or number of standard p~ges 
fopic s.s. to G.B. s.s. to H.E. s.s. to Math. s.s. to Sci. 
1:1• Marketing functions (Continued) 
b. Important functions of the various 
types 0£ retail outlets 
c. Co-operative efforts in marketing 
d. ~tlscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
12. Communication 
a. How and when to use the telephone to the 
best advantage at the least comparative 
cost 
b. How and when to use the telegraph to the 
best advantage at tha least comparative 
cost 
c. How and when to use mail to the beet advan-
tage at the lesst comparative cost 
d. Miscellaneous 
{problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
2.0 l 
,.... 
0 
\tJ 
Table VIII (Continued) 
RELATIVE EMPHASIS ON CONSUMER lWUC,A'l'ION 'l'OPIOS HJ THE SFLECTED NINTH.JJR/U)E 
TEXTBOOK IN SOCIAL STUDIES AND II~ THE SELECTED NINTH-GRADE TEXTBOOKS 
HJ GENERAL BUSINESS, Hm'.fh: ECOI~OMIGS, MATHEMATICS, AND SCIENCE 
Ratio or number of standard pages 
Topic 
1.3. Transportation (travel) 
a. Different methods of transportation 
b. When each of the different methods 
should be used 
c. Comparative costs of the different trans-
portation servi,c~es (includes varying costs 
of services within each type 
d. Where to secure infol'Illation about travel 
and how to interpret the information 
0. Advantages a,~d disadvantages of different 
means of travel 
r. Miscellaneous 
S.S. to G.B. 
l 2.5 
2.0 1 
(problems, exercises, activities, ete.) 1 5.0 
14. Transporting goods 
a. Advantages and c1isadvs1rt.tig~,s o:n 
cost, safety, convenience, and the time 
element in transporting goods by: 
mail, express, and freight 
l 13.0 
S.S. to H.E. s.s. to Math. 
6.0 l 
2.0 1 
s;s. to Sci. 
l 1 • .3 
l 1 .. 2 
2.0 l 
2.0 l 
Table VIII (Continued) 
ru'ZIJJ.T!V'J:i: R;-~'1i.:1SIB O?! CO;:C!Sl3ViBR EfrlJGtJ,'l'lON TOPICS IN T:IB SELECTED :UJ!l'H...ORCtDE 
~'EX'l'BO:OK :rn SOCIAL S~{'UDH~S AHD TH~ SF.LECT:SD IJUITH-GRADB TEX'!'BOOKS 
IE G:&:SEKiU, DUS:nurr.;s ' l~{)t~iri ECOr~ot.~fIC[], i;!U\TH&-1A?!Ci:}, .AND SCilli:CE 
P,ntio of number or stand~rd pages 
To-pie s.s. tc G.B. s.s. to H.E. s~s. to iM."l.th. s.B. to Sci~ 
----------------------~~-----------------"'=*" C""<-J.,¥,,UO.. z;:;a.::; ..... w o:; 
14. T:c-ansporting goods (Continued} 
b. Advantages and disadvantages based on 
cost, safety, eonvoniencG, and the 
time element in transporting goods by: 
truck, train, air; and boat 
c. Miscellaneooo 
(problems; exercises, activities, ~tc.) 
15. Legal relationships or bu;,9r and Beller 
a. General legal principlea of contract~ 
l 
1 
l 
and negotiable instru..~ents l 
'b. 
c. 
a. 
What constitutos fraud and miarepreeantation 
Agencies which are active in protecting 
the eonsu?r.~r against f'reud and !llisr<a:pro-
sentation 
Miscellaneouo 
(problems, ~xerciaes, activities, etc.) 
5.0 
11.0 
1.5 
2.5 
l l 
F.' ~~ 
\;"I 
'l\:1bl~ VIII ( Concluc:;.eJ) 
flli:Lil.TIVE lli,lPJ.iA31S Oiif CGJ.'~SiJl,ili;ft EDUCA.'.rIOi1 TOPICS I:lJ 'l'W~ SillLEOTmJ IHm'H-GfL;;.DE 
'£.~'!'BOOK LJ SOC!.~ STUDIES A~lD THE S.GLI~c·rcD 1JLITH-(H1AD'r1: Ti.lTl3'00i(S 
ns GBin1:l:1.AL BGSH~ESS, f10r4.C: EG01WllICS, iiA'fH.lJ•mTICS, .Alm SCI.G.i:W.G 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:~~:-o;-:·:':·:z:-·:··:·;·;~::::=:~:~:~:-~~,;=:::;:~~~~ 
Topic 
-------~ '""· .µ..IIL!mW:a,_~~-,-......-: ~ 
16. Problems of production and labor 
a. How productis are mg.de 
b. How business is organized 
c. Control of business by the government 
d. Problems of labor 
E:. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
r~:tio of 11u,11ber of sta11dl:'i,rd 
- - uww-.....- =:• t.w _>l:Wm, <-.~ -- w :t,:;e esm:-. 
S.S. to G.B. S.S. tio H.E. S.S. tc V:i:ith. SoS• t,o Sci. 
1.8 
1 
1.6 
l 
l 
3.5 
l 
l 
i,..t 
0 
0-. 
Table II 
Rl!.1:,A'i'IVE EI·1P.UAt\lS O::J CO!-:tHli/ll~E EDlJCA'I'IOH TOPICS IN 'I':iB SELECTED }j!NTH-GRADB; 
'l'JUTBOOK IN HOME ECO.NOm cs Ai<!D ni THE SEL!!iC'.l'E:O Iut~'TH...(!;RADE TElCTBOOI{S 
IH czm,.:hAL. BUSIKESS, SOCllil., STUD!l!'S, t~lATffis1.4]'1CS, AND SCIEWJE 
Ratio of number of standard p~gea 
Topic H.E •. to G.B. &1.E. to S.S. li.E. to Ma.th. 
1. Financial plBlli.'1.ing l .3.1 1.5 1 4.0 1 
a. Budgeting 1 1.6 1.4 l 11.0 l 
b. Miece"2.neous 
(prciblen,_.9, exercises, activities, ete.) l 19.0 1 2.0 
2. Insurance 
a. iypss of incrurance eontnotD 
b. H<n-; to chocso tho kind au.a. 0111om1t of 
insu.ranc<, 
c. }li~oellaneou~ 
(problems, exercis0s, activities, etc.) 
H.E. to Sci. 
This table ehould be read as .:t\."'llous = In tbe general businesf'J textbook, J.l times as much spac~ is devoted 
to the -~opio financial planning as is devoted to this same topic in the home econo:adcs toxtbook; 1.; times 
as much space in tho home economics textbook is devoted to the topic financial planning as is devoted to 
this same topic in the social studies textbook; and 4.0 times as m.uch space in the home economics textbook 
is devoted to the topic financial planning as is devoted to this same topic in the mathematics textbook. 1-1 
When the ratios are omitted, it means that the topic is not treated in one or both or the textbooks. The S 
data concerning the remaining topics in this table are read in the same manner. 
Table II (Continued) 
RELATIVE EMPHASIS ON CONSUMER EDUCATION TOPICS IN THE SELECTED NINTH-GRADE 
TEXTBOOK IN HOME ECONOMICS AND IN THE SELECTED NINTH-GRADE TEXTBOOKS 
I N GENERAL BUSINESS, SOCIAL STUDIF-"5, MATimlATICS, .AJID SCIENCE 
Ratio or number of standard pages 
3. Investments 
a . How and when to invest your savings 
b. Miscellaneous 
{problems, exercises , activities, etc. ) 
4. Credit 
a . Kinds and sources of credit 
b. How to calculate true interest r ates 
on installment purchases or loans 
c. Miscellaneous 
· {problems, exercises, activities, eto. ) 
5. Taxes 
.. 
-f..,.,: 
.. j 
a. Kinds of taxes 
b. Evaluation of theories and principles 
of taxation 
c. Government services provided by taxes 
H. E. to G. B. H. E. to S.S • . H. E. to Math. H. E. to Sci. 
l 
l 
l 
11 • .3 l 
9 . 5 l 
4.0 
1. 3 2. 0 1 
1. 5 
...., 
2 
1'able i..X (Continued) 
P.ELATIVB mFNiASIS 011 C{}N$UMEii E!IDCNl'ION 'l'O?IC~l Ii~ 'l':lF. SELECTED lU:.lfHI-GfJi.J.'.JE 
TEXTBOOff Ii'J HQ1.1E EOONO:fl:C~ JHW Il~ THE SELm'.I'f,:0 lJI1.rlTH~1:i-',fil.Jt i•E.I11BOOKS 
IU Gr:iiER&L BliEU:HE!SS, !K(:IAL S'I'UD1.E.~, :i1.!1THEitA'l'lCSt rum SCU!NCE 
.Ba.tio of number of stands.rd ps,ges 
for,io il.E. to O.B. H.E. to s.r. R.E. to Math. n.li!. to Sci. 
5. 'faxes ( Continued) 
( 
6. 
iii. Com~son or goods and services vhen 
provided tbrc:meh '.{'Ublic financing 
as eo:npaz-ed with cost through prl.Vftte 
agencies 
e. fUseellaneous 
(problems, exeroisee, activities, etc.) 
Prlcea 
a. Hov prices are detemined 
b. Influence of c~etition end monopoly 
on prices 
c. Violent fluctuations or some o:ricos wt.doh 
characterize the business cycle 
d.. Theories of causes and c.mres of the business 
cycles 
e. Goverrunent's effect on prices 
r. Mlscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, ete.) 
,/ 
__________________ ... _ ---~- it 
···--
§ 
7. 
s. 
Tnblc !X (Continuecl.) 
&~TIVE F.r4PfI.ASlt1 ON OON'SUM.BB. EDUCATIOt\j TOPICS IN TP.E Sr~Em:ED NUlIH...OHADE 
T!RKT3D0K IN HCMB ECOF~OMICS JlliD HJ THE $ELEC'1.'ED NIHTH-GIU,DB iE:ZTBOOKS 
IN GEfiEl~AL BtJSIN1l:SS, .SOCUS., S'lliDIFS, iJA'J'Hf.MP..'I'ICS, AUD SClENGB 
Batio of number ot standard pegee 
---,·------------·-~· ----- -
Tor.,ic l'l.E. to G.B. M.E. to S.t. U.E. tc 14'a.th. n.E. to Eei • 
.. * ~ct:J.W...!t!t..,,. 
Housing 1.3 l 1.2 l 4.7 l 
a. t.lsing your home as a place 1~ which to 
live well 2.3 l 
b. Financial and legal prebl.ems conn.acted 
with buying, building, or renting a home l ;.o l 4.0 
o. Advantages and disadvantages of buying 
s.nd renting 1 l l 2.0 
d. Comparative costs of buying and renting 
e. Available means tor financing the buyi~..g 
or building of a hotle 
f. 'the cost of such financing 
g. Legal rights and respcnsibilities or 
parties involved in. renting or buying 
a home 
h. ffl.acellaneoue 
(problems, exercises, e.ctiv1.ties, etc.) l 3.0 l l l J.O 
Banks and banking 
a. Place ot banks in our financiJtl system 
~. 
0 
TabiG IX (Continu.od} 
RELATIVE F,MPHASI.S ON CONSUMER EDUCATIJtJ TOPICE! H1 THG SELECTED NDil'!:1-GRADE 
TEXTBOOK IN HOME ECOWOii-iICS AM) Ul THE SELECTED NI?ffH-GRA:J)E 'l'EX'.i'BCOl{S 
n1 GENE.HAL BUSI.NESS, SOCIAL STuDI:i:£.S I MliTfwil,Jii.Tl CB~ AND SCIENCE 
~~ --
Ratio cf nU'llber of standard pa.go~ 
Topic H.,E. to G.B., H.,.E. to S.,S., H.E. to Ma.th. H.:&. to Sci. 
----~~ .................................. ~ ................................ ~ .............................. ~~~ ......... ~ 
--
8. Banks and banking (Continued) 
b. Kinds ot banks 
c. Tho function of banks in rolo.tion to 
the Feder~.J. Reserve System 
u. Services provided to indiv-ldua.ls by banks 
e. How to use these banking services 
f. }fiscellaneous 
(proble;ns, exercivee, activities, etc.) 
9. Buyi.ng 4.6 l 5 .. S l 
a. Gen~r.al buying infor-mation 
(when, where, and how to bey) l 2.6 l 2.s 
b. Specific technical buying information 
c. Miscellaneous l 2.0 1.5 1 
10. Sources of consumer information and how to 
use these sources 1.3 1 l 1.; 
~ 
1,-1 
Ttible IX (C.ontinu~d) 
PtELATIVE EMPHASIS ON COMSUMER EDUCATION TOPICS ni TH'E SELECTED m:N'i'H-'IRADB 
TEXTBOOK HY HOME Ecmmt4ICS A£\!:O :rn 'l'HE SELEC~i'ED NIN'i'H-(UiADE 'iEXTBCOKS 
n1 mi::mlB.fl.L BUSI WESS, SOCIAL $'1.'IJDH"'S, MA'l'HUI;1ATICS, AND SGlE'i:JCE 
Topic 
lo. Sources of consumer information and how to use 
those source~ (Continued) 
3:.. 
·~. 
c; 
d. 
e. 
r. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
ftdvsrtioing 
X'.:l:f'ormati v,9 labels 
Onida labiallng 
Governmant agencies 
Protaosional ussociatiortl'!i 
Oonstmer subscription agencies 
Commercial and trade--~,ss.ooiatiou 
laboratorie$ 
Newspapers and magazines 
Commercial firms 
Miscellaneous 
(problems, exeroiE>os, activitisa, 13·~.) 
11,. Marketing funetio.ns 
a.. Th!9 cost of transporting commodities 
through va.riouz channGls from producer 
to consumer 
R~tio of nmibor of 3tandnrd pageu 
H.E. to G.B. H.E. to S.S. H.E •. to Math. H.E. to Sci. 
.......,...,._~--~~ .... -
l l 
2.0 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
I:!. 
I\) 
To)olr) ( 1;ont.:i.i'.Jit1i:~:d) 
Rlo]:.ATIV.G :f]Vl!''HAS!S on 1J:;DUClTIOI\1 TOPICS IH 
fta"t;.il'lt..~'m';c')f'H ... '';,1".?' II,q 
.,;;..,m.;,,;;;, SOCitiL S'fiJDIE:S, 
=,:!:;·=:D' >itll4--«.L< S ell~ ==~~~~~===---===~:-:::::·:::;~-""::;=:;-~:::·=================== 
Il.atio of n'i.nber of standard p1";1g0s 
Topi~ H.E. to G.B, H.E .. t.o S.S. H.E. to Math. H.f;. to Sci. 
11 
·• Ha.rketing .functions (Continued) 
b. Im-portant functions of the various 
types of retail outlets 
c. Co-operative efforts in marketing 
d.. i'riiscel11?.neous 
(problems 1 e:::rercises, activities, etc.) 
120 Communieatio:n 
a. How and when to use the telephone to the 
hiast advantage et -the le!!.st comparative 
cost 
b. Bou and "When to use the telegraph to the 
hDst advantage e.t the least comparative 
cost 
c. How end when to use mail to the best a.dvimt,age 
at the least comparative cost 
d. Ktscellaneous 
(problems, exercises., activities, etc.) 
~~
~~~~~~--------~~------------~~~~ ....... --~ ................................. .-~------~~----~ ..... --~~.----~~~~~~~--..... ~~--~--~~~~------~----~~ 
t: 
\,_) 
Table IX (Continued) 
RFJ:iATIVE EMPlt'1.SlS ON cowsu:,ma EDUCA'.L'ION TOPICS IU TUE SELEC'I'ED fJINTH-CRADE 
'l'm'BOOK IN HOME ECOWOMICS AND HJ THE SELE-t}'.l'ED N!MTH-GRADE TEXTBOOKS 
IN GENERAL BUSINESS, SOCIAL STUDIES, MATJ0:'1ATICS, AND SCIE}JCE 
Hatio of numbe1· of atand.ard. pe.1Jes 
Topit. H~E. ti:, G.B. H.E,. to S.S. H.E. to iV'iath. H.E. to Sci,. 
13. Transportation (travel} 
a. r~fferent methods of transpc:rtation 
b. tmen e&eh of the different 1!11ethods should 
be used 
c. Comnarative costs of the different trans• 
portation services (includes vsrj~ing costs 
of services ~ith1n each type) 
d. khere to secure information about travel 
and how to interpret the information 
a. Advantages and disadvantages of different 
means of travel 
f. l'li.scellaneous 
(probl0ills 1 exercises, activities, ote.) 
14.. Trans1)01"ting goods 
a. Adv~ntages and disadvantages based on cost; 
safety, convenience, end the time element 
i.n transporting goods by: mail, express, and 
freight 
------------------------------~=---===~~..,,,.._,----.... --Q f 
Te,ble IX ( Contirn.ied) 
RELATIVE Ei;'{PIIASIS corsmmR EDUCATimJ 'l'O?ICS ni THE SELECTED NINTH-GRADE 
AKfJ THG 
B.atio of ntllllbor <Ji' standard p8ges 
---------- -- .... .w oE' ... ,w .... 
To:pit'i a/.E. UCO G.B. H:.E·. t.o s.s. }-I.E. to I~th,. ?{.:~;e Se:t .. 
~~~~-~..,~-.,,.~~a.cw t&iWJs.. 
-=,>11,=---~~= -..,.;,,;""""-·,,.~~ --j· --.;.::-=,1":,9 
U.. Tran!Zlportin.g goodfJ ( Co:ntirraed) 
b. Ad11;31ntages and disadvantages based on 
cost, safety, convenience, and the 
time ul·ament in t:ransporting goods by: 
truck, train, air, and boat 
e. li'iE:tCE,llaneous 
(nrob1ems, exercises, activities; ete.) 
15. Legal relationships or buyer and seller 
a. General legal princlples of contracts 
negotia.ble instruments 
b, What eonstitut1Js i'raucl and m:isrepresenta-
e. Agencies which are act,ive in protecting 
the consu:rn.cr against f'raud and misrepresen-
tation 
d. HisoellaneoW:J 
(problrorm, exe1·cises, activities, i;:itc.) 
~.<\..C,J..($&QZL:,:..c.JSW<.zoo::e;b..i&x:sa. 
Table IX ( Concluded.) 
W1[,A'l'IVE E1'4PlliiSIS ON crnmu:-w:R EDUCATIOIJ TOPICS U1 THE SELEC'l'ED NINTH-GRADE 
TElI!BCOK IN HOlcffi Jl:CONOMJ.CS AHD Hi :nm SELEC'l'ED NTNTH-(ihADE TEX'l'BOOKS 
Ill CE?JE:fi.A!.. DUSHii~SS,, SOCIAL 6'.l.'Ul.lHS, l/i!{!.'HEMN.l'IOS, JfdD SCIENCE 
Toplc 
16. Problems of" production and labor 
a. He~ products are made 
b. How business ie organized 
n. Control of business by the government 
d. Problems of labor 
"• M'iscellal:l.eous 
( proble:J1..,.q, exeroisea, aeti vi ties, et,c.) 
Ratio of number 0£ standard ~ages 
ll'5c ;o'JQ::. ... _ 0: -~ "._.,;;--
H.E. to G.B. H.E. to S.S. H.E. to Hath. H.E. to Sci. 
,,-.;;,;::...._. ___ ~~ ~~~, ... .._.... .IM,Jl~~~~ ~ ..... ~--
~ 
'1 
.c,,t 
2. 
Table X 
RELATIVE EMPHASIS ON CONSUMER EDUCATION TOPICS IN THE SELECTED NINTH-GRADE 
TEXTBOOK IN MATHEMATICS Atm IN THE SELECTED NINTH-GRADE TEx"TBOOKS 
IN GENER.AL BUSINESS, SOCIAL STUDIES, HOME ECONOMICS, AND SCIENCE 
Ratio of number of standard pages 
Topic ll..ath.o to G.B. Math. to s.s. Math. to H.E. Math. to Soi. 
-
Financie.1 planning l 12 • .3 1 2.7 1 4.0 
a. Budgeting 1 18.0 1 8.0 l 11.0 
b. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, ~tc.) 1 si.; 2.0 1 
Insurance l 3.7 1.3 l 
a. Types of insurance contracts l 3.5 1.7 l 
. b. How to choose the kind and amount or · 
insurance 1 2.4 5.0 1 
c. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, aetivities, etc.) l 5.5 ,}.o l 
This table should be read as follows: In the general business textbook, 12.3 times as much apa.ee is devoted 
to the topic financial planning as is devoted to this same topic in the :mathematics textbook; s.o times as 
much space in the social studies textbook is devoted to the topic financial planning as is devoted to this 
same topic in the mathematics textbook; and 4.0 times as much space in the home economics textbook-is devoted 
to the topic financial planning as is devoted to this same topic in the mathematics textbook. When the ratios 
are omitted, it means that the topic is not treated in one or both of the textbooks. The data concerning the 
remaining topics in this table are read in the same manner. ~ 
--..:? 
Table X {Continued) 
RELATIVE EMPHASIS 01~ C01:JStlHEfl EDlJCii'I'ION TOPICS IN THE SELECTED IU.NTH-GRADE 
TEXTBOOK Hl lJlATilliiMA'l'lCS AND Jiij THE SELEC'l'ED m:tiT!1-GB.ADE TEXTBOOKS 
IH GEr~Er.AL Busnmss, SOCIAL STUDIES, HOHl~ ECCNOMICS, AJ-iD SCIE!.iCE 
Ratio of number of standard pages 
Topic 
:;. Investments. 
a. How and when to invest 7our savings 
b. Mfscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
4. Credit 
a. Kinds and sources of credit 
b. How to ealcula.te tr-ie 1.ntere.st rat'!s 
on installment purchases or loans 
e. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
,. Taxes 
a. Kinds of taxes 
b. Evaluation of theories and principles 
of taxation 
o. Government services provided by taxes 
Math. to G.B. Math., to s.s. Ma.th. to H.E. Ma.th .. to Sc:f. 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
2.1 
l 
4.6 
7.0 
3.0 
22.5 
9.5 
l 
1.3 
l 
l 
3.0 
l 
l 
1.2 
l 
l 
2.0 
1 
2.; l 2.0 
l 
1 
3.1 
~..A 
1-'J 
0) 
rn • ~ ?,T { t<t . t• ~) :J.ao..1.e i1. \ um,. z.nuec.i 
1lliL1iT1V15 ~·1,JPPitl.DlB El)DGi~'I!(J:11 TiY?ICS :il"Y SJ!!.Lf;;Cl1I~D i1I1JT.!{-.\;ru\DE 
[JELECtlED ·:·.x'rt,vI~~~r .n T),-1 ~~<:.'? 1111r1\r1;:1n,. ... 1f\'tfO 
f10CIJ\.L , 
i::.Utio of ro.miber of standard page~ 
---=-o.r-~~:...,.;~-:.=..";:'~--.¢;~ 
'1'opic Math. to G.B.. k4ath. to S .. s .. 
5. Taxes (Continued) 
d,. Comparison of goods and servlces when 
provided through public financing as 
compared with cost through private agencies 
e. Miscellaneous 
(p~oblems, exercises, activities, etc,.) 5.J 
6. Pricoo 
a. How prlcee e.re ciete1Ytlned 
'b* Influe11ee or oompeti ticn and :monopoly 
011 prices 
e. Violent fluctuations of some prices which 
characterize the business cycle 
d. Theories of ca.uses and C'i.rres of t.he bufi:li-
ness cycles 
e. Government's effect on pri.oe~ 
f. lt/fi.scellaneous 
1 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 1 
l 4.0 l 
5.0 l 14.0 
2.0" J. 2.0 
to S·~i. 
fj 
~o 
Ts.Able K. (Continued) 
J!3.t:JltTI,7Z E:'<1P!I:~tIIS O:SJ COjl:5U~.-f}R ZIR?(tn·TIOlJ :i,tor->:tOS Ir:~1 :rrrr: sS.E'~t:iCI't;:n 1;;.1;-{(:.r~JiA,:f.~ 
f-\~~k~CUEC !\l ?'~t\11I~l\J.\!{;,S .,~N:D IlW TEE SELE:,::t'Ittt) tf!?6~.rR....GfliJ.fLJI~ Tt::{1'i1?0!~:T:8 
11\ f!,f;I'.J~~:.r~r.\~ B'iJSIJ>:ft!:~3~, Bt)~IJ\L ~s13JD!ES, .Y'.tO?~.B ;;(~1\fQ1\1IUS, fil~/D 6C~!Sr:;r;;~!J 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~ ~ .18,\Jill I:, C-Ai$, ~.~~---~~4~~-~~ l'JIV ....... lll'lli~~~~--!il, Mt:i...,.....z..:..· l::! 
Topic 
7. Iiousing 
a. Using your home as a place in whic~ to 
ll vo wsll 
b. !'insncia.l and legal problem eor~ected 
with blqing, building, or renting a home 
c. Advantages and disadvantE.gos of' bu,ying 
and renting 
d. Com~tive costs or buying and renting 
o. Av.a1lable means for financing the b~,ying 
or building of a home 
'J.'·· the oost or such financing 
g. Leg&l rights and responsibilities of 
l1t1u"'tiflf.il involvet't in rentine: or buying c 
l1ome 
~. Miscellaneous 
(problems., exercises~ activities, eta.) 
a. :fai ... ~s an~ banking 
e.. Phco of banks in our financial syl.'lltoo 
·;;~,r>.tiic, c'l nu".lth~r of' r,:rh~11dar~ pag$S 
a.a.th. to c..r:1. H~th. t~ 6.s. ?4.~th. to ;i:.E. r•:Etl,. to Soi. 
~•.w::e;iv~ *-'!Z:"-""""~o.;.- ~~~---~ 
-~ 
.4 3.~, l 4.0 l lJ,e7 
~ 
l l 3.0 l 3.0 l 
l 20 • .3 l l.?' 
t-
~ 
T~ble X (Continued} 
REl.ATIVE E:~!PliASIS ON COMHJHiiW. EDUGA'l'IOlJ TOPICS IN 'l'HB SELEC'l'ED w:rn11'.H..(~RAD£ 
TEX'l'BOOK IN .H.l'l'HE.YIA.'i'ICS J\li:·D H! THE SELEG'Y~D Nl.N'.i'H-CtRADE 'l'EX1'B00iG3 
Il\J GEHtli:AL Fi11SIN11'.SS, SOCIAL Sl'UDIES, HO.i,:IE ECO.NOMlGS, i~J) SCIEJ:K!E 
............... _."""' .... ~ ........ --""'~"""''"""""""""' .... ~--~ ........ ~~~~~ .............. ~ .... ~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~...,,,,.~~~~ 
:Ratio of il1m;ibor of e.:tand~rd n~;en 
- a:::==--~~~~~,;,-=~ 
Topic I~th. to G.B. ]"b.?.th. -c,o S.S.. Hath. to H.E. liiath. °t(1 Sci. 
8. Btmks and banking ( Oontinuoo) 
b. Kinds or banks 
o. The function of ba11lrs in relation to 
the Fedcml Reserve System 
d. Services provided to indivi.dual.s by 'bar.1.~s 
e. How to use these banking ser,..1.cea 
r. Miscellanecm, 
(problerns, exercises, activities, etc.) 
9 .. Buying 
a.. General buying information 
b. Specific technical buying information 
c. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, ~ctivities, etc.) 
10., Sources of consumer information and hov to use 
these sources 
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10. S0u:c·c0s of conl;;u:fil.e:r i11fc1"m,1t.ion and how to 
use these sources (Cont:i.nu<9d) 
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16:<ve:r'i:,ising 
Info:F.n'!l.tiva l'.:'..bcls 
Cr©,de lr,beling 
Gov,s:r'nme-'.11t age11ci~1r::~ 
Professional associations 
Con~lli~or sub~crintion ngencies 
· C,oirg,;1:Jrcial and trz~dc-aasociatio:n 
laboratories 
rfowspapsr.S e.nd s:ir,gaz:tncs 
Commercial firms 
Hi scellam.1Qus 
(;:,"!'oblev..s, 01':ercises, sctiviti0i!-:i, etc.) 
11. Marketing .t'unctione 
a., The cost of trani:rporting oomm.odi ties 
through va..-1.ous chennels f'ror-1 producer. 
to consumer !=! 
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Table X (Continued) 
RELATIVE EMPHASIS ON COliSUHER EDUCA'l'IOM TOPICS II~ TEE SELECTED NIM'I'H-GRA.DE 
Tl'i:XTBOOK IN JrlATl!"El-iATICS Atm IN THE SELECTED NINTH-GRADE TEXTBOOKS 
IN GENERAL BUSINESS, SOCIAL STUDIES, HOME ECO?lONI CS, Al'iJD SCIENCE 
Topic 
11. Marketing functions (Continued) 
b. Important functions of the variou~ 
types of retail outlets 
c. Co-opera.ti ve efforts in lil1irketing 
d. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, actiVities, etc.) 
12. Communication 
a. How and when to use the telephone to the 
best advantage at the least comparative 
cost 
b. How and when to use the telegraph to the 
best advantage at the least comparative 
cost 
c. How and when to use :mail to the best ad-
vantage at the least comparative cost 
d. Miscellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
Ratio or number of standard pages 
Math. to G.B.. Math. to S.S. Math. to H.E. Math. to Sci. 
r" 
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Table X (Continued) 
RELATIVE EMPHASIS ON CONSUMER EDUCATION TOPICS IN THE SELECTED NINTH-GRADE 
fi.~'l'BOOK IN MATHEMATICS AND IN THE SELECTED NINTH-GRADE TEXTBOOKS 
IN GE"NERAL BUSINESS, SOCIAL STUDIES, HOME ECONOMICS, AND SCIENCE 
Ratio of number of sta..~dard po.gee 
------------------·--------
Topic Math. to G.B. Math. to s.s. Math.. to H.E. Math. to Soi. 
1.3. Transp0:rtation ( travel) l 
a. Different methods of transportation 
b. When each of the different methods should 
be used 
e. Comparative costs of the different trans-
portation services (includes varying 
costs within each type) 
d. Where to secure infor.mation about travel 
and hov to interpret the information 
e. Advantages and disadvantages of different 
means of travel l 
r. 1'1iscellaneous 
(problems, exercises; activities, etc.) l 
140 Transporting goods 
a. Advantages and disadvantages ccb'Jed on 
cost, safety., convenience, and the time 
element iri transporting goods by: 
mail, express, and freight 
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Table X (Continued) 
RELA'rIVE EMPHASIS ON CONSUMER EDOC/l.TION TOPICS IN THJi_; SELECTED NINTH-GRADE 
TEXTBOOK IN MATHEMAl'ICS .fu.1D IW THE SELECTF.D NINTH-GRADE TEXTBOOKS 
IN GENERAL BUSINESS, SOCIAL STUDIES, HOr,m ECONOMICS, AND SCIENCE 
Ratio of number of standard pages ·· 
Topic Math. to G.B. Math. to S.S. Math. to H.E. Math. to Soi. 
14. Transporting goods (Continued) 
b. Advantages and disadvantages based on 
cost, safety, convenience, and the 
time element in transporting goods by: 
truck, train, air, a.no boat 
e. llf.d.scellaneous 
(problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
1;. Legal relationships of buyer and. seller 
a. General legal principles or contracts 
and negotiable instruments 
b. t1lhat constitutes fraud and misreprssen-
tation 
e. Agencies which are active in protecting 
the consumer against fraud and misrepresen-
tation 
a. Miscellaneoue 
('Problems, exercises, actiVities, etc.J 
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16. Probh!@s of production ~:nd labor 
8,o How products are made 
b. How bu.sines~ is organized 
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d, Problems of labor 
a. Miscellaneous 
('1Jroblems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
Ratio of number of standard pages 
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*The fourteen consumer education topics which are not treated in the textbook in science are omitted 
from this table. 
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to the topic transportation as is devoted to this same topic in the science textbook; 1.3 tim~s as much space 
in the science textbook is devoted to the topic tranaportatiori as is devoted to this sarna topic in the social 
studies textbook; and s.o times as much space in tho science textbook is devoted to the topic transp6rtation 
as is devoted to this same topic in the mathematics teA-tbook. When the ·ratios are omitted, it means that the 
topic is not treated in onr or both of the textbo.oks. Thii·da.~a concerning the remaining topics in this table 
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Topic Sci. to G.B. Sci. to s.s. Sci. to ll.E. Sci. to VJiith. 
1.3. 
14. 
Tramrportation ( travel) (Continued) 
a. Advantages and disadvantages of different 
raea.ns of tr.a.vol 
f. K·ii scellaneouia 
(problems, exercises, aativitiea, etc.) 
Transporting goods 
a. Advai:1tages end_di$&.dVantagas based on 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUM.WARY OF Fii~DINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study, as set forth in Chapter I, is to deter-
mine the relative e,iiphB.sis given to consumer education in the ninth grade 
or Oklahoma schools by means of a quantitative analysis of the eont~t 
of selected Oklahoma. ninth-grade state-.adopted textbooks in the subjects 
of general business, social studies, home economics., ma.thematics, and 
science. 
The purpose of Cb.apter II was to show the emphasis given to the vari-
ous consut:ier education topics in each of the selected textbooks. The con-
suner education topics used in this study- are the consumer education topics 
included in the report of the National Committee For Business Education, 
~ R:flatiop m: ijpsiness l/lousrntion ~ 9onsmuer !,ducation. 1 The purpose of 
Chapter III was to show the relative GlJll?hasis given to the various consumer 
education to?ics in the selected textbooks. 
Chapter IV includes a s'l.lilllllary or the findings and the conclusions 
reached through the study. 
Te..t,book in Qeneral lhJs1neas. The following statements characterize 
the emphasis on the selected consumer education topics in the textbook in 
general business. 
l. All sixteen of the major consumer education topics are treated in 
the textbook in general business. The s~ace devoted to these sixteen major 
topics comprises approximately three fourths of the total number of 632 
average pages in the textbook. 
l The Consumer Education Study-, ~. ill• 
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2. The f:i.ve ~st ampbasized topics, arranged in descending order .of 
il!l?ort..ance based on the amount of space devoted to ea.eh topics, are t1.s 
oial vknning. Ap;,ro,r.J.mately one half or the total number of pages in the 
general business textbook are devoted to ·these five topics. Of the f'iw 
i:ag order b~sed on the amount of sµs.ee devoted to each tor,ie, are as follows: 
i.ntomat.ion, and nuu-keting :functions. These five toµlcs co;'!lprl.se less ·than 
one twen·tieth of the tote.l space in the textbook in general business. 
consumer education ·topics in the nint.h-grade textbook in social studies. 
l. tifteen of."" the sixteen cor1sumer edtlcation t()'f,ics are treated in 
th:e tetlbook in social studies. Cotninunicu:tion is excluded e.s a sepu·ate 
topic. The fifteen tor1icfl included in this textbook comprise a total at 
~pprorlma.tely 142 pages of' average length, or slightly in excess of one 
fifth of the 676 average pages in the textbook. 
,, 
2. The five topics whicb receive the greatest emnhasis in the social 
studies tea'tbook, srrang:ed in. desc,nding order of rank, are as follO\HU 
r,roble,ns of production and labor, ,·taxes, prices, insurance, and housing. 
The total space devoted to these·. five leading topics a.mounts to appron• 
mately SB pa.gas of average le~th, or al.:"'llOst one eighth of the total num-
b01' or 676 average r,aget:1 in t,hei t.extbook. 
3. The five co~s'W.ner education ·t.o~les which receive the least amount 
or e:mpha.sis, arranged in descending order., a.re as follow: credit, 
invest:nents, lai&l :relationsh:IjS or buyer and seille:r, marketing f'llllcttons, 
and t:ra11spor·ti;oe goods. Only 16 psges of ttverage leng't,h, or slightly more 
aro devoted to these least ~ha.sized topics. 
:Ie;cbQ2k 11:1 ~ ~·'.Qgnomi,Qfi• 'i1he following statements characterize 
the emphasis devoted to the sixteen ma,j,or cc,nsumer edues:t:lon to-pies in 
·the textbook in home eeoncmies. 
l. (,ru.y :five of the sixteen major oonsmns:t· education tor,ics are 
·treated in the textbook in home ~nics. The£:hs tol"'ics etmzp:r-ise a total 
oi" 122 JJag~fl of' avenge leri..gth, or about 17 per eent c;f the total t;)f 702 
average ;,ages in the 'textbook. 
2. The five ajor eoneumer education topice vhl.cll a.re t:t"~ted in 
th~ home ooc:momies textbook, li&ted in descending order of s~e all~-
tion, a:re; b1Jo1ing, housing:, financial planning, SGure~,,s of' cc:m1umer 
information, and. credit. Of these five torics, by far the greates·t. nax.runt 
of om.,,,hasis is given to buying. !\ total or 82 r:ie.goo of' the total of ia.\lJ• 
proximetely 122 pages of avenge length are devoted to the consumer educa-
tion topic of' buying. '.fhi.s spe,ce eomprtsea 1:1ore than a t,enth of 
nambe!" of' ~vera,:;e pages in tJ:i:~ text.book. 
'j§:xthopk in ik1,;tb§mat1a1. IJ'he t·3.ndines in thia study l""elative to tbe 
amount of" spaee devoted to tlle oixtean consU!.ller educntic'xn to~ies in the 
home economics textbook m~ be ~rized as follows: 
l. i'J,ine of. the sixteen conaume:r education topics are treated in the 
.iM:itJ1ematics te:!d,book. ~'1 total of' approximately· 60 pages of average length, 
o:lf about, 01:10 sixth of the Y/2 ave:rag'2i pages in the textbook, are devoted 
·to thas& nine topics. 
2. 'l'he nine consumer education t.opics whi.eh are treated in the mathe-
matics textbook» ,arranged in descending order of :JPS.Ce emphasis, are a~ 
1.32 
folloi:s: t~,,s, inen1ra."lce, invf}e,t:'D.Ont.s,. banks m1d banking, financial 
plamdng, housing, ci"'Gdtt, 1"irioe::i, ~l'ld t:r•anfc1portatio~ (trt1vel). vi~ the 
!!paee d~voted to these nine tonics, considerably 1!10:re than half is de---
voted to taxes and insure.nee. 4 rid.nor e.mount of emphasis is placed on 
ercdi.t, prleest' and trensportntion · (travel}. 
J. ore. t.otal of approximately·6o p~gea of space devoted to the 
nin~ consumer education to!)ics t.~tl!'Jd in the textbook in mathematics, 
.36 pages, or about thre,e fi ft.ha or t.he sriace, al*e used for student prob-
lens and exercise~. 
Xf,~ggb; 11\ §gi~Dsm• Th.a following at~.tement~ charnctarize the em-
phasis given to the sixteen. CCM\ll!ler education t.opica in the textbook in 
1. Only two of the sixteen major consumer education topics are 
treated as sooarete to¢cs by the textbook in nintl:a-g:rade scianoe. or 
thtJ. total of '710 pages of ,.1verage length in .the science textbook, only 
a..bcut 13 r,.ages, or le.r,;s the,n 2 par cont ~r the total ·pages, are devoted 
tt, th0 con~r education tooica. 
2. Trnns!)Ort~t:l.on (t.mvel) Md tranep0rte.t.ioo or goods are the only' 
two topics which are sopara.tely trooted in the science textboolc. Of the 
.approximately lJ avor~s pages devotE!d to these two torics, 12.25 pages 
&,ro gi von tc transportation ( tnvel), "leaving less than l page or read-
inr,- reattor for the tre~t~ent of' t,llo t,eritc t,ranspe,rtation or goods. 
Il@l§tru &APAA~:11 mA. vQll@lDftf ~!1.PA 1D ~ ~ 'tmbogk, 
!n order to eor:·i,1:>are the :ral.ativ,r, amount of emr,hasis given to the 
conm.."Il!er edueat:ion tortes tn each of t-1-.le five n1.nt.ll-g1"8.de textbooks, it 
t,ma necessary to deviso a eoN!OOn apace ineasure. Such a measure was 
ckr~rload si.nd desi~ted es tl st,andard page. The amount cf' space devoted 
·to cai1eh ,,r the con,m"1:1c1° edtmation to-pies :tn 1Jach or ·the ninth-g:t·ade text-
books tms 1~c-cru.culat,ed in tel'r.1.s or thi~ standard p&~e. On the oo.ais of' 
the ar:iplice-tio:n of this eom-:rron meaom~e, the r·elative m1phllsis on the vari-
ous com,'Ul:it'd!r education toni.cs in the dif'ferent text.books Ya.s doterminerd. 
11~,ltd•b·r.~ .inWUi!: !m .QJ,l ~~® TgJd,ii>'i• The 1"oll0\dng statements 
su'mm1rize the find1ngz:i con<Ierr.iing the Tela.ti ve emplmsis placed on all six-
tee.n n:mjor' eonou.mer educ~,tion tonics ir, t.11.e ninth-grade textbooks itt 
general business, soei:11 studieo, Ktome oeoncmdos, mathm.mat,ies, end s~:tenee. 
l. A list of the f.ive ninth-grari.e textbooks, ar1~anged :i.n. de~mending 
order tJ;.eco1'ding to the number (:l)f' stand~rd p&gee devoted to all of' the, si.x-
teo.11 eorummer ed.ua~tio:r.1 ten,)ics, is ~.4:l i'ollowm genc11il business, JJ.6 
stand~rd pages; social st,udies, 151 standard pages; home ooonomcs, 103 
sti:mdard negos; rnathemAtlc~, 55 standard pages; and science, 17 standal'd 
2. '1'he general busineeis textbook ds2ivoto;3 apc,rox:lmately 3 times ~e 
much spt:ce to thEi consumer education topics, in teme of standard pagl\:Js, 
a.~ does the textbook in social stuili.<-?J:J, uhich ranks se.eo11d in the emr,hasir;l 
given to the topics. lt should oo n.oted 'th~t the ninth-gnu!e textbook 
in genera.1 business devotes apt,roxima.tely three folwths of the sooce in 
that textbook to conf!umer ec1ucnt1o:n,. Yhile the social studies te"-:tb<,ok 
drrvotos only appro:xii.m:itely oJie fifth o.f' its space to the coneu:mer educa-
). The textbook: in social studies includes only approximately 1.5 
times as many standard pages devoted to these ·toniee as does ·l;,hci text-
book in home economics. 'l'hore il'.3 a. considero.ble va:rlatiern, hoire,1er, in 
t;he topics treated es between tho te.xtbooks in social. studies and horn.ei 
economies. 
4.,, The 1nathe.1iW.tics textbook in.eludes i:!lightly less than Ol'.c ':.,,ire 
as many standard pages as doeEl the textbook in soeid stud:1.-: . 'l!ld approxi-
mately hulf as r.mch space al] the home economics textbook devotes to the 
·i;opiC!dt,, 
5. The science textbook give~ the least arri.ount of space of any or 
the ninth-g:rade textbooks to the t,or:ics in consu:mer education .• 
Rs1lerlilv..e. lfmphas~ .2ll Ers sf:. - Sixteen IPJJiP§• The relative e:m-
phaois placed on each of the 8ixteen meJor oonsu.mer education topics in 
the uinth-grade te::d:.hnolrn in genG:ral business, social studios., homo eco-
nomics, Euthe:matics., and science ax-e indic'lted in the insuing ,aragraphs. 
1. TJ2l?i-..~ m:: .EiJl.£VW;l§l flannir.ut• The topic of fin:anoitl planning is 
tl""eated in thf, textbooks in ge:t1era.l bt:aiui:.mA, socital studios, homo economics, 
and mathematics. '.l'he te:;rtbook in g0neral busi:ne:~ss dmrotos 37 sta:ndard 
pages to this topic, o:r slightly Il!Ore ·than J timer, thG amount or am:ohasis 
given to the topic in the homiD econo'.illi~s textbook, which ranks second in 
the f,.moun·t of space givo:n to this t,opic. The mathematics textbook devotes 
relatively littlo space to fizk<mcial plan:nit1g., 
2. I9:r.4g m:, ~~.ac~. A total of' 56 '3tanilard p:s.g,~,s is devotoo. to 
insurance in ·the gene:rru. business t,e1:lxtbookp Hhieh is nearly 5 ti:m13a tho 
em:ohasis placed on thir1 i3ubjcet in the social studies textbook and almost 
11- times the emphar;:1.a . given to inourancc in the m.':lthematics textbook. As 
n separate ·l;opic, insurance is not t,rest,ed in either of tho textbooks in 
homo economict11 or science. 
3. Topic; .2t Invest:me11tii• Investments is treated as a separate 
topic in three of tha textbooks studios. The textbook in general busi;o,, 
ness includes 23 standard pages, or approximately 5 times the space given 
to i:t1veot1l!.E:n-i;o in the i1cmiitl rr!:.udief.l textbook 311d ~pproximately 5 time~ 
the cim.,hm1is given in tho mnthe,natics textbook"' 
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i~,~ TopiQ .Qi: P1),?'1].j!., The :r~nf,'e in emphnflis given to credit, i~ from 
Q standard pago5 1.n the mathemat:ics textbook to 45 standard pages in 
generol b1.mineas. Tho topic of credit iw not tre&tcd ru1 n separate topic 
in science. In tera..f; of stcaide.rd pages, the textbook in gonarnl bus.iness 
devoteo 9 tir1es as nuch apace to crodit as does the t~xtbook in socinl 
studies and :more than 10 tir1e::s the amount of emphs.sio given to the topic 
in the ho:ma economics toA>tbook. 
5. ~ S'Jt. L"lUi!• The topic on tn.~cs is given relatively m.o:re 
emphasis in the muthomatics and aocial studies textbooks than in.the 
general bu~iness textbook. ,r. total or 19 ota.ndard pages is devoted to 
tru"tGS in tho ma.thematics textbook, which compares with 16 stnndnrd pages 
found in the social studies textbook 11n.d 9 standard pages in the geners.l 
business textbook. The topic is not treated as a separato topic in elther 
the ll!eience or home economics textbook. 
6. Toni& SJI. Pricop. The textbook in soeial studies includes a total 
ar·14 standard pages on the topic of pricoo, eo compared with 5 standard 
pages devoted to this topic in general btwiness and 1 standard page in the 
rne,thematicm textbook. Prices, as a separate topic, is not treatod in home 
ocono2lics and science. 
7., Igpj.g, flt Hous3isng. Fourteen atandard pages are devoted to tho 
housing topic in home econom~.cs, as com-pa.red with 12 standard pages in the 
textbook in social studies, ll in general business, and 3 in ma.thematics. 
In ter?ns of the total a.mount of spa.ce devoted to this topic, there is little 
difference aT1ong the te;.;:tboo.ks in home economcs, oocb.l studies, ancl gene-
~al busineos. On the other hand, very little emphasis is given to the 
topic in mathematics and no spe.ce is devoted to tho topic, fl.$ n ssi:9:<t.:r~te 
topic, in science. 
~. 
busi:naos. 
lJ'7 
the i:lu.btopiee under it. 
1.3. !(~pJ.s .2[. Tro.ri.gwttr+tiov.. The topic; of t:re.noportation is given 
relatively :more emphasis in the general buainoss textbook thim in either 
oi" the tc:doooks in social studies, science, and nathc11atico. A total 
of: 30 staudard pages iu given to this topic in the general busini)ss text~ 
hook, which is approximately ·tuioe the space alloted in the science text-
book and fJ.bout. 2.5 times the space devoted 'tc the topic in tho social 
istudies textbook. The topic is given minor em;,haaie in the me.the:uatioo 
textbook and no emphasis eD & separate topic in the hcmG ecoao;cica textbook. 
14. 'l'onl,c .2£ Tni,neporj;ing ~0£3~. The topic on tro.r1sporting goc,>dl) is 
given eonsiderably more rels.ti ve e.m;phusio in the textboCik in general busi-
noss them in either of the toxtbooka in sociel studies o:r· science.. Thie 
is evidenced by tho fv.ot that o tote.l of 26 standard pages is de'\l'Oted to 
the topic in genertJ. business, as coillpared to 2 standard. -pages in the 
soci~l studies textbook a.nil 1 stan<lorcl pag6 in the science textbook. The 
topic is not treated as a separate topic in the te}rtbooks in mathematicr.; 
ur scie:nee. 
:rhe topic on 
legal relationships of buyer and seller is given relatively Di.nor a'..'l!ph~sis 
in tho te:;;rtbooks in general buoirwsr.i and cocicl. studies and i:a net treated 
as c. separate topic in either of' the textbooks in home economics, ma.the-
A tot,tl of 35 ot1";1.ndard pages is given to the topic in the social studies 
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toxthook, as contrag::t,ed ui th 20 stMdard pagoa in th1.,, general businetH.3 
textbook,. "l.'ha topic is gi ve:;.-1 :no ('>,mphasis as a separate topic in either 
of the textbooko in honie economiceil ruathema.t.ica, or science • 
. QQ.neJ.:1wiom 
On the ho.sis of tho findings in this study, the following conclusions 
appear to be ju.stified: 
1. '1'.he ma.jo? emphasin in the textbook in general business is placed 
upon consumer eduoat:lcm. This conclusion may- be draun from the fact that 
approximately throe fourths of. the page spa~o of tho textbook in gcn0ral 
business is devoted to tho sixteen major consumer education topico selected 
lor thEi 11Urp0t18i:-1 of this atucf:.J. 
2.. ThGlre is relatively little apparent overlapping of corisumer edu ... 
cation content as between general business and each of the textbooks in 
home ccono:mi.cs, social studies, matheu1atics, and science in the f'ollowing 
consume~ education topicsi communication, inauranee, investments, credit, 
banks and banking, and trans1JOrti11,g goods. This conclusion is based on 
the findingr:i of this stucy which indicate that the foregoing topics are 
giv~n relatively greater emphasis in the textbook in general business than 
in 1cdther of the other textbooks included in the study. 
J. There hi n<::i apparent overlapping of consumer education content 
between the terlbook in ,general business and the textbook in science. 
4. There ia little or n9 apparent overlapping of consumer education 
content aD between the textbook in general business and the textbook in 
mathematics. This conclusion io drawn in part from. the fact thn.t tho 
consumer education emphasis in the textbook in .mathematicu is placed largely 
on student problems an~ exercises, which involve mathematical computl~tion~, 
and 11ot upon reading mt:itto:r pertaining to the various consumer education 
te:roico .. 
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5. ThG greatest am.cunt of apparent overlapping of consumer education 
content exists between the textbook in generel business. and the textbook 
in social studies. This is evidenced in part by the fact that fifteen 
of the sixteen :major consumer education topics which are treated in the 
textbook in general business a.re also treated in the textbook in social 
studies~ In this connection, it should be noted that th.are is considera-
ble variation in the emphasis given to the various topics in each of tho 
textbooks in general business and social studies. 
6. There is an apparent overlapping of consumer education content 
as between the textbooks in general business and home economics. It 
should be noted, however, that thia apparent overlapping is confined largely 
to the topics on housing and buying. 
7. The topic on buying is given major emphasis in 'the textbook in 
home economics and minor emphasis, relatively speaking, in the textbooks 
in social studies and general business. 
8. The following topics are given minor emphasis in each of the 
five textbooks: prices, sources of consumer information and how to use 
these sources, marketing functions, and legal relationships of blJTer and 
seller. 
9. or the fifteen major topics in consumer education treated in the 
textbook in social £Jtudies, relatively more emphasis is given to the topic 
of problerus or production· and labor. . Minor emphasis in this textbook is 
given to the topics on transporting goods, marketing functions, sources 
of consumer information, and b~s and banking. 
10. The textbook in science gives relatively little emphasis to the 
consumer education topics, as defined in this study. This is evidenced by 
the fact that only two of the consumer education topics included in this 
u.o 
study a:re ·irea:te(i as se·paru'to ·t.opics i.n the science textbook. 1''·urther-
mo:r·e, only 1? standard pagi:is a.:re devoted to these consm11er education 
topics in the science t.extbook. 
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APFF~NDIX 
CONSUHER EDUCATION TOPICS 
1. Financial planning 
~. Budgeting 
b. 1'41.scelleneous (problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
2. Insurance 
a. Types of insurance contracts 
b. Ho~r to choose the kind and amotmt of insurance 
c. Miscellaneous (rroblf'.»1s, exercises, activities, ett:.) 
3. Invofltments 
a. How and when to invest your savings 
b. Miscellaneous (problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
4. Credit 
a. Kinda and sources ot credit 
b. How to calculate true interest rates on installment purchases 
or loans 
c. Miscellaneous (problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
5. Taxes 
a. Kinds ot taxes 
b. Evru.uation of theories and principles of taxe.tion 
c. Government services provided by texes 
d. Comparison or certnin goods and services when p:ro,dded through 
public financing as compared 'With cost through private agencies 
e. Miscellaneous (proble!!!.a, exercisee, nctivities, etc.) 
6. Prices 
a. How ~rices are determined 
b. Influence of competition and monopoly on prices 
e. Violent fluctua.ticins of :3or,1e prices which characterize the buei-
~s ~~ - . 
d~ Theorie~ of causes and cures of the business cycle 
e. Gcrr:Grmncnt•s effect on nrices 
r. Miscellan!f)ous (problems: exercises, activities, etc.) 
7. Housing 
a. Using your home as a place in which to live well 
b. Financ5.al and legal problems connected with buying, building, or 
renting a home 
c. Advantages and disadvantages of' buying and reu.ting 
d. Comparative costs of buying and renting 
e. Available means for financing the buying or building or a home 
Z ;Jf 'I-he cost of rmeh firl81lcing 
g. Legal rights and 2·esponsibilities of parties involved in :renting 
or buying a home . . 
h. Miscellaneous (problems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
8. Banks and banking 
a. Place of banks in our financial system 
b. Kinds o.f banks 
c. The f'Ullction or banks in relation to the. F'edera.l Reserve Systera 
d. Miscellaneous (problems, axercises, activities, etc.) 
9. Buying 
COI't:Jllr.:ffi;a EDUCA'l'ION TOPICS 
(CONTnmE:o) 
a. General busying i:nfornmt.iu.n ( '\afrmro, when and how tc> buy) 
b. Specific technical buytng information 
e. Hiseellaneous (:".)roblems, exercises, activities, etc.) 
10. Sources of consumer inforrnation and how to use these sources 
it.. 1~iivo.1~isir1a· 
·b. I:ui\:,~YJ.ati·wc> lc~belJJ 
e. Grade ln'belin[ 
d. Government agencis~ 
e. Professione.l asi:.mciD.tio:ni'J 
f. Consumer snbi:icription ~g,;:mc;lc;"j 
g. Commercial and t:rnde-nosociution laboratories 
h. tfowspapers and magazines 
i. Com,nercial firms 
j. Miscellanem.w ( problom::;i, o~mrci~i;;)c, acti vi tios, etc.) 
11. M:~rketi!jg functions 
a. The cost of transporting commodities through various channels 
froT'i! produccir to eonS"iI:'1('J:l'c 
h. Importn1t functio:nt3 of t.he various types of rctidl outlets 
e. Co-operative efforts in marketing 
d. H:Lscellaneous (problemf. 1 exP,rcisco, activities, etc.) 
12. Co:ar:mniontion 
~-" Hou imd uhen tc ueSe the t,olophone to the best itdvanta.ge at the 
least comparative eoflt 
lc,':!.st eo:mpar:::i,ti .. ,e:, cost 
e. How and uhen to u:Jo me11 to the best ~dv,!il'ltt2go ct the least 
com.pare,ti ve cost 
d. ~tlt'Jcellaneous (p1·Qblem.s; '.3.1:ieer-cii:K'G, activities, otc.) 
13. Tram,:porte,tion ( 'tn1v1'.:.ll) 
a. Different methods of' tn-.nt1portaMon 
b. When each of the different m~thod~ shouJ.d be us~d 
e. Compare.tivt"i co!Sts of' the diffore:nt tranoport,atio:u service$ 
{ h:clu.den in1rying co:Jts of services within ea.ch typo) 
d. Hher() to r,ecure information about travel tmd how to 5.nterpret, 
tho i:nform.:a:i,i.:,n 
e. Advantages and disact~irantages of different mean.s of tr~itel 
f. Miscellaneous (problems, exercise:::;, G'.ctivi tieB, etc.) 
14. Trensriorl,ir:..:;r go<,l'J~ 
a. Advantages and dlsa.dvantugeti baaed on cost, siif'ety, convenience, 
and .the tim.t) ol11;m.cnt in transpcrt:i.ng coodo by: m!I1.il, e:Jcpress, 
and freight 
b.. !dvnn.t,agco and disnd"J'l'J:'•.t~.gc12 bar,cd on ,cost, sfilfcty, corlvtrr1ience, 
and the time element i:n transporting goodf3 by: truck, ·train, 
air, and boat 
c. Miscellaneous {probl1.1ms, exercises, activities, Gtc.) 
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(CO CLUD D) 
15. 
•• b. 
c . r against 
d. , xerci a, activiti , etc. ) 
l • 
• b. 
c. ent 
d. 
• , xerci , ctivi.ti s, tc.) 
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